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This work applies an historical-rhetorical approach to

the study of documentary drama and film in the 1930s and

1960s, first identifying background material, and then

examining the rhetorical systems in four tutor texts: One-

third of a Nation , produced by the Federal Theatre Project's

Living Newspaper; The River , directed by Pare Lorentz;

Indians , written by Arthur Kopit; and In the Year of the

Pig , directed by Emile de Antonio. A central interest is

the interaction and rhetorical functioning of narrative

devices and structure with documentary elements of

exposition--or in other words, the (con) fusion of fiction

and fact. In the final chapter, the set of rhetorical

devices identified as operating in the drama and film of the

1930s and 1960s will be applied to a critical reading of

television documentary, in particular Sixty Minutes . The

V



overall purpose of the study is to develop an awareness of

the presence of rhetoric in everyday life and to provide a

method for rhetorical analysis.
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PREFACE

The Formation of a Topic

The choice of topic is perhaps the most important step

in the dissertation production process. I wanted a subject

that would involve as many of my personal and professional

interests as possible, a subject that would create a network

of inter-related benefits. My interests included film

studies, rhetoric, history, politics, cultural studies,

twentieth century American studies, critical theory, and

writing itself. At the same time my topic must be focused

enough to produce results that would fit within the

curriculum of most English departments.

I reasoned that choosing an uncommon, unfamiliar

subject was a good strategy as far as publication

possibilities were concerned, so on the advice of a project

committee member, I began to research the life of an obscure

(in the United States) Brazilian filmmaker who had done most

of his film work in France, Britain, and his native country

over a period spanning six decades. His name was Alberto

Cavalcanti; he died in 1982. His role in the British

Documentary Movement of the 1930s led me to an interest in

documentary film in general. Documentary filmmaking thrived

in the 1930s, not only in Britain and elsewhere but also in

1
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the United States. I decided to set aside any further

biographical study of Cavalcanti and instead focused my

research on that turbulent decade itself. Documentary forms

and approaches appeared in the literature and theatre of the

period as well. I intended my dissertation to be foremostly

an American study, although the documentary films and drama

presented in this country had antecedents that were

essential to the study of documentary. An outline for my

project began to emerge, and the subject matter promised to

stimulate the areas of interest listed earlier. A

historical study of documentary film and drama should reveal

the social and political uses of these works, uses that

involved rhetorical methods and devices, in a variety of

cultural contexts. The writings and works of Vertov,

Eisenstein, Meyerhold, Brecht, Piscator, Ivens, and others

provided abundant material for theoretical discussion.

Finally, what seemed to be taking shape as the central

object of study was the rhetorical value of documentary

elements appearing in any medium.

The next period of extensive activity in documentary

came in the 1960s, another decade of social and political

turmoil. Clear connections existed between the ideas and

works of the two decades. The development of television as

an instrument of the mass media further enriched the study,

and I realized that two more personal interests could be

brought into the project: contemporary concerns in general
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and practical utility. Considerations of the role and

function of television made my study meaningful to anyone

who depended on that medium as a primary source of

information, especially since the average American's

exposure to documentary historically had come mostly

(excepting films made during World War II) through

television, starting from the 1950s when television became a

standard household item. The possibility of the project's

practical usefulness excited me. Perhaps my study could

lead the reader to a more thoughtful and more critical

viewing of television.

Now the project had a framework, a set of goals, and a

path to follow. The range of material to cover was quite

broad, but one object of interest centralized the study:

rhetoric. Rhetoric is an everyday fact of life, not only in

written and spoken communication but visual communication as

well. I recalled a concept discussed by Bill Nichols in his

Ideology and the Image , his notion of the "rhetorical

diegesis, " an abstract plane of intellectual, emotional, and

expository activity where rhetorical forms and values

interact to produce a documentary work's overall effect. My

historical survey would trace the rhetorical use of certain

forms and techniques in documentary films and drama. I now

needed to choose representative tutor texts to use to study

the rhetorical diegesis of each. For the 1930s I chose Pare

Lorentz's film The River , and for drama, a production of the
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Federal Theatre Project's Living Newspaper entitled One-

third of a Nation ; for the 1960s, Emile deAntonio's film In

the Year of the Pig and Arthur Kopit's play Indians . To

conclude the study, I would examine a contemporary

television documentary program. Sixty Minutes , in order to

consider some of the rhetorical elements identified in the

previous chapters. Thus, the mapping of the project was

complete

.

Some Significant Discoveries

One of the many findings of this study involves the

consideration of film or drama in terms of aesthetics and

entertainment versus its use as an informative, didactic,

social medium. This question constituted the crux of the

early 1930s conflict in the Soviet Union between Social

Realism and the so-called formalism of Dziga Vertov and

others. The same basic debate split the British GPO Film

Unit in the latter '30s, and was also the central divisive

issue in the United States among leftist filmmakers. The

chief concern, particularly in the '30s, was whether or not

to incorporate techniques from the fictional narrative films

of Hollywood in order to make documentary films more

dramatic and entertaining, and thus more appealing to a

wider audience. To create social awareness and change, a

large majority of the public must be reached. Other

filmmakers sought to maintain as much as possible the purity
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of documentary as an instrument for education, for social

criticism and improvement. During this period a hybridized

form of documentary developed.

Another point of interest that continues to reappear

throughout our period of study concerns the ability of the

established mass media—the culture industry—to absorb and

make use of innovations in form and technique that are

created by opposition groups. By incorporating any avant-

garde technique into the mainstream, the establishment

neutralizes the potential disruptive power of the technique

and makes it familiar to the audience. Today, rap music is

a good example. The possible social and political power of

rap as a unique expression of a class of people has been

weakened by overexposure and successful commercialization,

and trivialized by sexism and the objectification of women.

A possibly different way of seeing reality is rendered more

common and less potentially harmful. Because of this

capability of the establishment media apparatus, some

documentary filmmakers and dramatists in the '60s (Ivens was

doing it in the early '30s), rather than striving for new

presentational forms for oppositional content, began using

the material produced by the establishment itself and

recontextualizing it in order to criticize the

establishment, a kind of immanent criticism.

Another far-reaching observation full of unexplored

implications involves the values of the filmmakers and
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artists included in our study and their similarity to the

values of the liberal humanism of the European Renaissance

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. These

similarities help to situate our study more firmly within

the standard curriculum of most English departments. These

connections within such a powerful tradition also add new

significance to our study and further legitimize the work of

the artists studied. Just as Renaissance man turned to the

classics of Greek and Roman antiquity, thereby establishing

a spiritual sense of history, so too can we posit a strong

spiritual link between Renaissance ideals and the liberal

humanism of the 1930s and 1960s. The implications of the

word renaissance are indeed thought provoking, but are also

problematized because the liberal humanism of the 1960s, for

example, has produced no rebirth or regeneration of

•humanism. In fact, one could argue that the opposite

—

degeneration—has occurred, ironically caused by the

development of technology. (Consider the current Gulf War,

where technologically advanced weaponry dazzles the

television viewer to the point that he overlooks the human

beings on the receiving end of the weapons.) Broadly

speaking, however, the Renaissance emphasis on such general

values as idealism, pacifism, equality, and creativity can

be seen as motivating factors in the works our study focused

on. The explosion of creative activity in the '30s and '60s

parallels the outburst of activity in the arts of the
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Renaissance period. The spread of knowledge and the greater

availability of information are common to both time periods.

The Renaissance stress on man and the innate value of every

individual coincides with the importance of the common man,

his work, the everyday affairs of his life, and his right to

positive, human fulfillment through the exercise of his

virtue, his power to be active, not passive. The leftist

movements of the twentieth century parallel the

Reformation's questioning of authority, the speaking out

against outmoded doctrines. The partnership that developed

between science and the arts was evident in both periods, a

partnership that brought with it the spirit of free inquiry.

Science made available the redefinition of the world. The

Renaissance de-emphasis of the study of logic that had

predominated in schools of law and theology produced a new

concept of education and made possible a new way of viewing

reality, a way that promised greater equality since the

point of view of the observer was changed. These parallels

and their implications are richly suggestive, but they are

not at this time our object of study.

Personal Rewards

My performance of this project has been a deeply

edifying experience. The range of material covered affords

me substantial versatility for possible courses to teach. I

can compose a variety of general and specialized courses in
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twentieth century American literature and documentary film

which would also incorporate important foreign influences.

A cultural studies approach to course work can be combined

with a historical/rhetorical one. But perhaps the more

significant values of the project derive from the actual

doing of the two-year study. I learned much about the

writing process itself, knowledge that can be conveyed in my

teaching of writing. The writing process is organic, always

in development. Some steps need more emphasis than others;

sometimes new steps are added to the process. Workplace and

time of day should be considered, and various aids to

writing should be used. For example, journal-keeping

provides numerous benefits to the writer; besides the

obvious organizational advantages, the journal enables the

writer to create a metacommentary, a different way of

looking at his writing. The journal is a friend, an ally,

someone who cares about the writer's work and thoughts,

someone to talk to. We can study the writing steps in our

individual method, and develop a methodology that can be

applied to other types of assignments. All these personal

writing techniques can serve as a means to self-teaching and

active thinking. For me, the importance of this

dissertation project lies not as much in what it is and

says, as in what it enables me to do. In that sense, this

dissertation is organic, expandable, is growing. In the

Barthesian sense, the methodology for writing it is a text



in the ability it has to cut across, to be applied to a

variety of analytical tasks:

. . . the work is a fragment of substance,
occupying a portion of the space of books (in
a library, for example) ; the Text on the
other hand is a methodological field. . . .

the work can be seen (in bookshops, in
catalogues, in exam syllabuses) , the text is
a process of demonstration, . . . the work
can be held in the hand, the text is held in
language, only exists in the movement of a
discourse. . . . The Text is experienced only
in ^ activity of production . It follows
that the Text cannot stop (for example, on
the library shelf) ; its constitutive movement
is that of cutting across (in particular, it
can cut across the work, several works)

.

( Imaqe/Music/Text 156-7)



THE EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN DOCUMENTARY FILM:
AN OVERVIEW WITH A LEFTIST PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

It would be worthwhile to keep a journal of all the

definitions of documentary film that one comes across, not

only to note the divergences but also to consider the

similarities that obtain through the decades. One way to

study documentary film is to divide it into arbitrary

categories or subgenres, such as educational films, which

includes nature films and travelogues of exotic places, like

Flaherty's Nanook and Moan

a

; newsreels, like the works of

the March of Time; formalist films, those that focus largely

on experimentation with film form and cinematic devices,

such as Vertov's Man with a Movie Camera ; and political

films, films that exhibit a clear ideological bias and are

meant to encourage social change (or social stability) , such

as Joris Ivens's Borinaae . Certainly there is some overlap

here and some variations in each category, and also other

substantial categories are possible. Our interest lies with

politically motivated documentary films, particularly those

made in the United States in the 1930s and specifically The

River , a film made by Pare Lorentz for the U. S. government

and considered by many the quintessential American

documentary film of the period. Our main interest, however.

10
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is the rhetorical diegesis in documentary films, the

elements operating within that diegesis, the methods used to

present these elements, and any other factors--such as

cultural or ethical—which might influence the use of these

elements and methods.

Our historical overview will include the following

major filmmakers and film groups that contributed to the

evolution of the American Documentary Movement in the 1930s.

Granted, the overview is rather lengthy, but not unduly so,

because the cumulative study of these individual subjects

points out the multitude of problems, decisions, and other

factors relevant to documentary filmmaking. The work of

post-revolutionary Soviet documentarians, in particular the

newsreels and films of Dziga Vertov, played a vital role in

the struggle to solidify the new society. Robert Flaherty's

early documentaries of exotic places and of man in conflict

with nature, while not intentionally political, added to the

stock of documentary film knowledge and techniques, elements

we will identify in a brief study of his work. The newsreel

format became a tool for Socialist, Communist, and workers'

film groups in Western Europe in the '20s and '30s. Perhaps

the most influential figure in this area was the Dutchman

Joris Ivens. Newsreels from Germany and Holland

demonstrated further development of the form and its uses

(and sources) . Ivens became a pioneer on an international

level, making films for the cause of oppressed people
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everywhere and eventually for Roosevelt's United States Film

Service, the bureau Lorentz headed. The work of the British

filmmakers in the '30s was a major force in documentary

film's development and usage, with John Grierson and his GPO

Film Unit leading the way. At the same time in England, a

Workers' Film League existed, and a study of political

documentaries should include the League's works and the

problems it faced. In the United States, the Film and Photo

League made newsreels to counter the exaggerations and

omissions of the capitalist media; the League blazed the

trail for a working-class or alternative perspective, and

also formed a vital forum and apparatus in the early ' 30s

for the radical American film-makers that emerged later in

the decade. A final contributor to documentary film form in

the '30s was Time-Life's March of Time series. This series

widely popularized certain forms and devices and was

influential in creating a desire for and acceptance of the

documentary as the form of the 1930s. (Our overview is by

no means comprehensive. For example, not included are

developments in France, such as the work of the Cine Liberte

group [1936-1939] or Renoir's semi-documentary film for the

Popular Front, La Vie est a nous.) All of these

contributors had made the documentary form what- it was by

the latter half of the '30s, when Pare Lorentz made two

films in support of President Roosevelt's New Deal policies.

We will examine Lorentz' s The River in order to identify the
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devices he used in construction of the film's rhetorical

diegesis

.

Dziaa Vertov and Post-revolutionary Russia

The road to Dziga Vertov's involvement in cinema began

in 1916 with his experiments in sound recordings and aural

montage. His interest in the duality of montage possibly

grew from his scientific background (a medical student) and

artistic inclinations. Actually the idea of fragmentation

and recombination thrived as a force in the Russian arts at

the time. Vertov took this Futurist aesthetic and applied

it in his assembling of recorded images. He was

particularly interested in the possibilities of artistic

expression with this new technology. While the demands of

the new society led most avant-garde artists to sacrifice

their experiments in montage, Vertov accepted a job as

editor of the newsreel section of the Moscow Cinema

Committee, and thus had the opportunity to work with the

arrangement of film strips into a meaningful whole.

Two questions concerning the arts dominated public

debate in the new society at this time; they are important

questions for any society at any time. What kind of art

best met the needs of the Soviet people, and what was the

artist's role in Soviet society? Vertov's early newsreels,

called Kinonedelia , emphasized the common man, rarely shown

on-screen at this time. These newsreels also provided the
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public with information about the civil war, about the new

leaders, and about the policies and progress of the new

government. Of course, the very first newsreels were

political .in that the images shown were chosen by the new

government and its representatives (Vertov) . So film was

used as a source of information but also as a medium for

social control—the needs of the new society.

In 1920 Vertov traveled around the Soviet Union on the

agit-trains, showing the people his newsreels and recording

the country he saw. He even filmed the audiences' reactions

to his films, which he would then splice into his travelogue

and show them to the people along the way. He called these

early films Life Caught Unawares, the recording of people's

actions without the presence of the camera affecting these

actions in any way. Indeed, Life Caught Unawares is the

basis of Vertov's camera-eye theory, along with the idea

that the camera can see what the eye cannot

.

Vertov believed that artistic expression could take

place in the mechanical linking of shots, and he also

realized that additional significance could be added by his

arrangement of shots. As he produced subsequent newsreels,

his experimentation with editing and montage effects

continued. In Kinonedelia #19, for example, the

juxtaposition of the image of an enemy leader vigorously

making a speech and a title card that announces his death

creates a montage effect through collision: no matter how
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strong, the opposition will be crushed. The dialectical

process in this type of montage editing (and formal

variations in this type of editing) became a dominant method

in the rhetorical diegesis of political documentaries from

Vertov forward.

During the period 1920-1922 Vertov and his filmmakers

formulated a manifesto for their type of cinema which became

known as the Council of Three manifesto. They condemned

narrative fictional films made solely for entertainment and

dramatic effect. These works were associated with the

former government and conveyed a false sense of reality to

the people. The newsreel-documentary was the proper use of

cinema for the people; it represented a new film language

for a new society. Accordingly, in 1922 Lenin, who realized

the importance of film as a new art form and as an

instrument for social change, declared the Leninist

Proportion, which set a fixed proportion of entertainment

films to documentary-newsreels, the advantage with the

latter. Also in 1922 Vertov began experimentation with a

new form of newsreel called Kinopravda ; he wanted to use

cinematic expressions to interpret current events. This

experimentation included hybridization and

recontextualization, the mixing of footage from various

sources

.

By 1923 Vertov had joined with the LEF group, a

collection of avant-garde artists that included the poet
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Mayakovsky, the constructivist artist Rodchenko, theatre

directors Meyerhold and Eisenstein, screenwriters Brik and

Shklovsky, and various futurist poets. The montage

aesthetic dominated Soviet art at this time and would do so

until the institution of Social Realism as the official

aesthetic in 1932. Vertov was much influenced by the ideas

and practices of the LEF group. He understood both the

intellectual powers of montage (from Eisenstein' s films) and

the narrative powers of it (from Kuleshov's work) . Also

during this period Vertov continued to develop his kino-eye

theory with the Kinopravda series: the camera sees the world

like no human eye can; therefore, kino-eye creates fresh

perceptions of the world. In an article entitled "From

Kino-Eye to Radio-Eye" dated February 19,1929, Vertov

explains this important theory which he had been practicing

throughout the '20s:

The Kino-Eye method is a scientific,
experimental method for researching the
visible world: on the basis of systematic
fixation of facts on film; on the basis of
systematic organization of the documentary
material fixed on film. . . . Kino-Eye is a
continuously growing movement for exerting
influence with facts against the influence of
fiction. . . . Kino-Eye is a deciphering of
what is visible, as well as of what is
invisible, to the unarmed human eye. Kino-
Eye is the overcoming of space, a visual bond
between the people of the world on the basis
of continual exchange of visible facts, film
documents, in contrast to exchange of staged
films. Kino-Eye is the overcoming of time, a
visual bond between chronologically separate
phenomena. Kino-Eye is concentration and
decomposition of time. Kino-Eye is the
opportunity to see the processes of life in
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any chronological order and at any speed.
Kino-Eye uses all the shooting methods
available to the camera. . . . Kino-Eye uses
all available means of editing, juxtaposing
and uniting any points in the universe in any
chronological order--breaking, if need be,
all laws of editing. ... To mount, to tear
away with the camera what is most
characteristic and expedient, to organize the
fragments torn from life into a visually
meaningful rhythmic order, a visually
meaningful formula, an extracted "I see."
(48)

This statement contains many key words, phrases, and ideas

that became essential to the construction of the rhetorical

diegesis of Vertov's newsreels and of other documentary

works his kino-eye theory later inspired. The rhetorical

devices mentioned here— like the overcoming of space and

time--were cinematic expressions clearly for political ends.

Kinopravda #13 demonstrates Vertov's development of the

newsreel. Its topic is the celebration of the fifth

anniversary of the October Revolution. Applying principles

set forth in his kino-eye theory, Vertov overcomes

geographic and chronological restrictions to indeed give the

viewer a perspective not possible with the human eye. From

initial images of the celebration in Red Square the

spectator sees aerial shots of various Soviet cities while

the camera periodically cuts back to the Red Square

activities, thus emphasizing the unity of the vast new

nation. After this sequence Kinopravda #13 shows clips of

earlier newsreels of the Civil War and the struggles the

Soviet people have endured in the last five years.
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Kinopravda #13, according to Seth Feldman, "is the first

time in any of his surviving work that Vertov pulls an event

apart and shapes it in this manner" (13)

.

The culmination of Vertov's theories and formalist

concerns is exhibited in perhaps his best known film. The

Man with the Movie Camera , completed in 1929. This film is

important not only in itself but also in the fact of its

relatively wide exhibition outside Russia. Vertov uses

nearly every cinematic device known at the time to construct

this self-reflexive essay on cinema and the relationship of

filmmaking to Soviet life as a whole. He sought to project

the filmmaker as a fellow worker doing his job just like

other Soviet workers rather than as a superior figure (the

fiction film director) who had unique, mysterious powers

unavailable to the people. The Man with the Movie Camera

addresses the key problem of the kino-eye theory (and of all

documentary films)
, the relation of cinema to reality. The

film shows that in addition to being a scientific means of

capturing real life, cinema has the power to transform

reality and to expand our vision of it. This self-reflexive

demonstration of cinema's capabilities and the flaunting of

the formal devices available to carry out the transformation

of reality placed Vertov well ahead of his contemporaries

and earned him the respect of later filmmakers such as

Godard, who in the 1960s named his filmmaking collective the

Dziga Vertov Group.
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Consideration of The Man with the Movie Camera raises

provoking questions. Was Vertov more interested in film as

an art than as a political instrument of information? This

art versus utility debate reappears in slightly different

forms in various countries throughout the decades. What

motivated Vertov to make such a film? Was he undermining

the political uses of cinema by focusing on (exposing) the

artifice of filmmaking, and if so, is that why he came under

attack by the Social Realists for his alleged excessive

formalism? Interestingly, self-reflexivity became a

rhetorical device for later documentarians in that it

demystifies the filmmaking process and helps the filmmaker

to gain the trust of the audience. Did Vertov intend self-

reflexivity as a rhetorical device?

With the coming of sound to cinema Vertov resumed his

early experiments with aural montage, recording natural

sounds and mixing them with images in synchronization, in

parallel, or in counterpoint. His work with sound reached

fruition in his film most popular with the Soviet people.

Three Songs of Lenin in 1934. Using a variety of raw

footage, such as newsreels, spontaneous on-the-street

interviews, and recordings of Lenin's speeches, Vertov bases

the film on contrasting folk songs sung by women of the

Uzbekistan region of Russia. The result is a very lyrical

presentation of the life of Lenin. Pare Lorentz would later

make extensive use of American folk music in his major films
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of the '30s; The Plow that Broke the Plains and The River

were highly praised for their musical score and lyrical

quality. David Bordwell describes Three Songs of Lenin :

"Images recur like leitmotifs from song to song; sound and

image sometimes converge, sometimes separate; dramatically

apt settings reinforce the effect of Vertov's specially shot

material" (41) . As we shall see, these comments could

equally apply to Lorentz's two films.

By 1929 and into the early '30s, pressure increased on

avant-garde artists to renounce formalistic concerns and to

endorse the dictates of social realism, such as the

presentation of militant class struggle as the central

motivating force in history. Also, by the late '20s the

Soviet feature film industry was beginning to reassert

itself; Eisenstein, Pudovkin and others had gained

international reputations with films using the dominant

narrative codes. The new political order repressed

Mayakovsky's work, which led to his suicide in 1930;

resistance to the artistic demands of bureaucrats resulted

in the death of Meyerhold in a labor camp. By 1932 the

Central Committee assumed complete control of artistic

activity and established social realism as the official

aesthetic for Soviet art. During this period Vertov spent

much time fighting charges of formalism; however, his Three

Songs of Lenin escaped condemnation because of its clear

structure and its revered subject. After a 1935 film about
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motherhood entitled Lullaby and a few other compilation

films, Vertov passed the remaining years until his death in

1954 supervising the editing of Stalinist newsreels.

What did Vertov add to the development of the

documentary film form, and particularly to the evolution of

the rhetorical diegesis? He posed the pertinent questions

for all documentary filmmakers to consider. In his work on

the agit-train, the agit-steamer, and his evolving

travelogue (he continually edited his films from inception

to release) , he was among the very first to put the common

man, the worker, on-screen and then show the worker to

himself—a technique that gave the screen and the workers a

new value. Experimenting with the possibilities of montage

and their net effects—montage as a formalist means of

materialist deconstruction--Vertov tried to do more than

present raw reportage of current events--he tried to show

links between events heretofore unconsidered as well as

links between the past and present. His work with sound and

aural montage enriched the possibilities of film. He added

interpretation and analysis to news events. In association

with the avant-garde he attempted to realize a new film form

as one of the needs of the new society, in response to the

inadequacy of the "old style" fictional narrative cinema, an

endeavor Godard would undertake years later. Vertov's

desire to catch Life Unawares as opposed to staged filmic

events was an inspiration to the cinema verite filmmakers of
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the 1960s. His newsreels provided an example of the role

film could play in the formation and functioning of a

society. He tried, through self-reflexive devices, to

educate the viewer about the possibilities of film and to

convince the viewer that the camera could show not only a

transformed reality but also sometimes a clearer version of

reality

.

Workers^ Newsreels in Europe in the 1920s and Early 1930s

The workers in Germany did not realize until the latter

1920s that film could be used for educational and propaganda

purposes. For such ends they relied on the spoken and

written word. They objected strongly to the distortions of

the official UFA newsreels, but instead of thinking of ways

to use the film medium themselves they sought to destroy

those newsreels. Willi Muenzenberg' s Workers' International

Relief organization, which provided aid to strikers as well

as distributed and exhibited films, had used the documentary

form for propaganda, however, and when the Soviet films of

the latter '20s were seen in Europe, the social and

political value of film became clearer.

In January 1928 a group of progressive artists and

intellectuals, among them Edwin Piscator and Heinrich Mann,

formed the Volksfilmverband (Popular Association for Film

Art), modeled after a similar organization of the German

social-democratic theatre. The German stage was alive at
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Piscator. The Volksfilmverband intended to establish film

as a medium for the working class audience. From their

charter: "... film has to become what it can and must be:

A means to spread knowledge, illumination, and education,

notions, thoughts, and ideas— a means to approach and

reconcile the nations—a living, active factor in daily life

as well as the spiritual and artistic life" (Waugh, "Show Us

Life" 52)

.

The Association published a magazine and

arranged film showings, usually Soviet films, such as

Pudovkin's The End of St . Petersburg at their first showing

in February 1928; the newsreels of the Association were also

presented at these showings, but they often were

considerably censored and mangled to the point that they

were not even shown. When the Volksfilmverband joined

forces with the cultural arm of the Communist Party, it

strengthened its political position, enabling it to

revitalize its stance against censorship and to produce

documentary films that were distributed by Communist and

Socialist groups throughout Western Europe. These films

usually presented a record of ceremonies like the May Day

1929 celebration in Berlin, which turned into a massacre

when police fired on the city's workers.

Film censorship was a pervading problem for workers'

groups throughout Western Europe. The problem in Germany

generated a method of filmmaking that is discussed in the
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works of film theorists Bela Belazs and Siegfried Kracauer.

This method involved the re-editing of old newsreels

purchased from UFA. Already approved by the censors, the

UFA newsreels featured the filmed activities of bourgeois

society and events that might interest them. The

Association would intercut these films with shots of victims

of poverty and an intertitle that exposed the injustices and

cold-heartedness of German society (for example, a newsreel

of a spectacular military parade followed by shots of

disabled veterans begging in the streets) . This method of

filmmaking, sometimes called "idea editing, " represents an

important step in the development of political documentary

films; it is closely related in function to Eisenstein's

theory of montage collision. German authorities wanted to

censor these films but couldn't because they were all made

from approved UFA material. This method of taking the

product of an opposition group and turning it (through re-

editing) against that group added to the growing inventory

of rhetorical devices in documentary film. "Idea editing"

caught the interest of a Dutch documentarist who would

become perhaps the major figure in political documentary of

the twentieth century, Joris Ivens.

Joris Ivens and the Workers' Newsreels of Holland

An organization similar to the one in Germany formed in

Amsterdam in 1928, the Vereeniging voor VolksCultuur (VWC)

.
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The central purpose of this cultural organization was to

fight censorship in all the arts and to produce its own

films. The VWC arranged the screening of Soviet films, and

in 1930 began showing its own newsreels at the weekly Sunday

morning gathering of workers in a theatre in Amsterdam.

These newsreels accompanied a Russian feature as well as

various forms of entertainment such as singers and dancers,

agit-prop theatre, and speeches; literature was also

distributed. The VWC stopped producing newsreels after

1931, however, probably because of the departure of Ivens

but also because it chose to show Soviet newsreels instead.

The work of Joris Ivens during this period and on

through the 1930s is as influential as Vertov's in the

history of political documentary. Indeed, decades of

commitment to the causes of the oppressed worldwide make

Ivens quite possibly this century's most highly respected

documentary filmmaker. In 1928, hoping to become part of

the avant-garde movements in France and Germany, Ivens and

friends formed the Film Liga. His first film was highly

experimental. The Bridge , an abstract study of a railroad

bridge outside Rotterdam. Ivens was quick to note the

absence of any human content in this film, and in 1929 he

made Rain , a lyrical portrait of the people and the city of

Amsterdam on a rainy afternoon. Ivens was also involved

with the newsreels of the VWC at this time. In the
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following quote from his autobiography, The Camera and he

shows an awareness of Belazs and Kracauer' s newsreel method:

Up to this time my experience in idea editing
had been rather sparse. My earliest
experience was some time in 1929 when I was
given charge of the film programs for a
series of workers' cultural and educational
mornings. On Friday nights we would borrow a

number of commercial newsreels. On Saturday
we would study the material in the newsreels
in relation to the international and national
situation of the week, re-edit them with any
other footage we happen to have available to
us giving them a clear political
significance, print new subtitles (the films
were still silent) showing relationships
between events which newsreel companies never
thought of, . . . For example, we could
relate the injustice of an American lynching
with the injustice of the Japanese aggression
in Manchuria, making a general statement
about injustice which we would then localize
with a current event in our own country.
Previously miscellaneous material was knit
together into a new unity, sometimes with the
addition of a spoken word on the public
address system or some cartoons, photographs
or photostats of an editorial from the Dutch
conservative press. (96-97)

Once the morning meeting ended, Ivens would restore the

newsreels to their original form and return them to the

newsreel companies. Besides using the method of idea

editing, Ivens overcomes space and time like Vertov

discussed in his Kino-eye theory and practiced in his

newsreels, showing similarities and relationships between

oppressor-oppressed situations in different parts of the

world. This combination of rhetorical methods is

significant, as with it Ivens develops further the

rhetorical diegesis of documentary film (while at the same
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time hybridizes the form by using items like those listed at

the end of the quote)

.

Also in 1929 Ivens made an industrial film for Philips

Radio which did not pleased its sponsors because of a scene

that showed the difficult working conditions of the workers.

The film impressed enthusiasts in Paris, however, and was

also admired by the Russian filmmakers who saw it. In 1930

Eisenstein and Pudovkin traveled to Holland to lecture

briefly at the Film Liga, and they invited Ivens to come to

the Soviet Union to lecture and to exhibit his films and

also to make a film about the construction of an industrial

complex at Magnitogorsk. He went to Russia in 1931 to work

on Komsomol or A Song of Heroes , called by Thomas Waugh "the

prototype Soviet Socialist Realist semi-documentary epic"

(114) . This film project gave Ivens the opportunity to

exercise his belief in the importance of collective

filmmaking. All crew members, including music composer and

writers, accompanied him on location so that they could

experience the range of sensations of the steel mill and

hear the worksongs of the men. Ivens had to deal with

several new and difficult filming conditions, such as

filming from derricks or airplanes or from between blast

furnaces. When he returned to Holland after his work in

Russia, he had fresh ideas about the uses of documentary

film.
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Ivens arrived in Holland in time to oversee completion

of a four-year project by the Film Liga, which had been

filming the building of the Zuider Zee. The original plan

called for this film to be cut into several small separate

films that would serve as documentation of the giant project

for individual local industries and their role in it. When

Ivens returned from Russia, however, the effects of the

depression were being felt in Holland. Ivens saw the

precious grain grown on the land reclaimed from the sea

being dumped into the sea in order to maintain world wheat

prices. He decided to take the footage and edit it to

support a theme concerning the ironies of production and

consumption and the disparities of rich and poor. The

resultant film. New Earth , was a militant condemnation of

capitalism; film critics proclaimed it a new type of

documentary film, the theme documentary. In New Earth .

Ivens solves the problem of maintaining spectator interest

(a key problem for documentary when compared to fiction

films) by creatively using counterpoint in the interplay of

image, sound, and music: one of these elements dominates the

others at one time or another. The shifting contrapuntal

style creates a tension that does not allow the viewer's

attention to relax. When Ivens traveled to New York in 1935

to begin a series of lectures and screenings, the National

Board of Review awarded New Earth Best Foreign Film for that

year

.
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Before New York, however, Ivens went to Belgium in 1933

to join Henri Storck in the making of another film that

advocated militant class struggle. The film's subject was

the wretched after-effects of a long miners' strike in the

Borinage region of Belgium. The misery and suffering of the

miners and their families, the hellish conditions they live

in, all is presented in a direct photographic style unlike

the compositional method then used in most European film

movements. Ivens felt the compositional interplay of New

Earth was not needed for effect in this situation; one only

had to point the camera at the subject. Ivens and Storck

also use re-enactment and dramatization, having miners

recreate the violent confrontations with police, with miners

in theatrical costumes playing the role of the police.

These two devices, particularly dramatization, would become

important factors in documentaries later in the decade. And

finally, in Borinage , Ivens presents the experiences of

individual workers, continuing his by then characteristic

trait of focusing attention on the human being, much like

Vertov had done in his early agit-train newsreels. In

contrast to Ivens' techniques, most newsreel footage

(excluding, of course, bourgeois newsreels) of the strike

and its aftermath concentrated on the working class in

general; in fact, workers' newsreels almost always dealt

with the mass events, celebrations, and demonstrations of

organized groups. The unorganized workers could not readily
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identify with these activities, but they did recognize

themselves in Ivens' presentation of the daily life of

individual workers. Films like Borinage . therefore, were

especially suited for recruitment of unorganized workers.

Ivens arrived in New York in January 1936 to exhibit

his films and to lecture to the New Film Alliance, a group

of progressive film-makers previously associated with the

American Film and Photo League. These left intellectuals

were aligned with the Popular Front, the name given to the

new set of priorities for the Communist Party. The Popular

Front's main concern was no longer militant class struggle

but the fight against fascism, and in speaking for democracy

and against fascism the PF placed itself in essential

agreement with Roosevelt and his New Deal policies.

Roosevelt was creating the Works Progress Administration at

this time, which included the Writers' Project and the

Federal Theatre; he also employed still photographers and

various film-makers in the service of the government. Many

of the artists involved in these projects were leftists,

although within a wide range of commitment. Indeed, in the

latter half of the 1930s the left (or left-thinking) exerted

a considerably significant impact in American society.

The documentary movement in America was thriving when Ivens

arrived, its influence spreading into all the arts as well

as the humanities and social studies. The still photographs

of Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange and others, sanctioned by
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the government, formed the center of the movement,

chronicling the effects of the Depression just as the more

politicized Film and Photo League had been doing. Soviet

and British documentaries had been screened in New York

since the early '30s. By 1934, besides the FPL newsreels,

Flaherty's works and de Rochemont's Cry of the World were

widely recognized documentaries made by Americans. The

appearance of the March of Time in 1935 with its dramatic

re-enactments and interpretive stance added to the

movement's impetus. Organizations like the Rockefeller

Foundation and the Museum of Modern Art were particularly

supportive of the movement. The MOMA arranged the premiere

showing of Lorentz's Plow that Broke the Plains along with

five important European documentaries in May 1936. So, when

Ivens arrived in America he found a substantial apparatus in

place for his work for the American Popular Front.

Ivens toured the country and went to Hollywood where he

studied new technologies in filmmaking; his chief editor,

Helen van Dongen, remained in Hollywood to study narrative

editing and other Hollywood film codes. By late 1936 most

leftist intellectuals and artists were becoming increasingly

concerned with the civil war in Spain. Supporters of

Republican Spain asked Ivens and Van Dongen to compile a

film to show all Americans what the war was really about,

the international struggle of socialism and democracy

against fascism. Most available footage of the war.
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however, came from the Franco forces. A group of artists,

among them Ernest Hemingway, John Dos Passos, Clifford

Odets, Lillian Heilman, Archibald MacLeish, and Dorothy

Parker, formed Contemporary Historians, Inc. and financed

Ivens' trip to Spain to begin work on his first American

film. The Spanish Earth .

Once in Spain Ivens realized that the script prepared

beforehand by him, MacLeish and Heilman could not be used

because of the perilous war situation. That script involved

re-enactments, dramatizations, and semi-fictional

characterizations similar to Borinage . Ivens kept some of

the original script ideas, however, such as the agrarian

reform theme and the choice of a village as a microcosm of

the revolution. He eventually chose the village of

Fuenteduena because of its photogenic beauty and its

political history (peasants had reclaimed for agricultural

purposes land used as a hunting grounds for aristocrats)

.

The Spanish Earth is very important in the development

of documentary film and represents the state-of-the-art

hybrid form in the late '30s. In keeping with his emphasis

on the individual, Ivens took efforts to personalize the

film as much as possible. For example, the narrator

comments on the death of an on-screen Republican soldier,

and the camera often pauses on close-ups of peasants, some

of whom speak their own opinions. Ivens called this film

practice "personalization, " trying to add life and drama to
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characters. Ivens used other Hollywood narrative

techniques, like mise-en-scene (staging actions in chosen

settings) , shot-reverse shot to promote continuity of time

and space, and carefully considered cinematography. In

fact, documentary mise-en-scene was an established practice

in the late '30s; Lorentz used it as did many of the British

documentarists . The influence and power of Hollywood films

could not be denied. Unlike the situation in Vertov's

Russia where a new film language was proposed for a new

society, many documentarists made use of the established

film techniques of Hollywood because the audience was so

thoroughly familiar with them. Documentary filmmakers felt

the facts had to be dramatized to make their films more

attractive and more accessible to audiences. In his study

of Spanish Earth , Thomas Waugh says, "The generation of

filmmakers who developed mise-en-scene as a documentary mode

believed, like their cousins the Social Realists, that their

work had the purpose not only to reflect the world but to

act upon it, to change it" ( "Show Us Life" 118) . Spanish

Earth and films like it do not look like Hollywood fiction

films because of the large number of documentary elements

present in such films.

The scenes shot away from the front lines could be

controlled by the filmmaker, but footage taken in the battle

zone was another matter. To record this material, hand-held

cameras were carried into the streets as bombs exploded and
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terrified civilians ran about madly. The recording of this

spontaneous material produced film characteristics, such as

the unsteady or unfocused camera and abrupt unexpected

actions and details, that expanded the list of elements in

the documentary mode. More than half of Spanish Earth is

presented in this "life-caught-unawares" spontaneous mode,

and its usage places Ivens in the line from Vertov to cinema

verite. A third mode used sparingly in Spanish Earth

follows the newsreel format, with events and ceremonies such

as speeches by dignitaries, parades, and cheering crowds

filmed with a stationary camera and with synchronous sound.

Ivens used this method to shoot a rally for the People's

Army

.

Back in New York Van Dongen was editing the pieces of

film received from Ivens. She had learned well in

Hollywood, and her editing followed the requirements for

narrative continuity. Individual segments began to emerge,

with an alternating pattern moving from military action on

the front to the peasants' struggle with the irrigation and

agricultural project in the village. This interweaving of

the people's struggle and the people's relationship with the

land unites the two themes of village as microcosm and the

agrarian theme, guns and plowshares (an image or theme

Lorentz presents in The Plow that Broke the Plains with

tractors and tanks—also a theme and image appearing in

Soviet documentaries) . Some editing was determined by well-
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managed visual motifs. The editing of Spanish Earth shows

how much Ivens was willing to sacrifice his editing style of

earlier films (dialectical, ironic, based on strong

contrasts) in order to appeal to a wider audience that was

accustomed to the film language of Hollywood.

The musical score for the film was prepared by two

widely known composers, Marc Blitzstein and Virgil Thomson.

The two studied Spanish folk music and integrated it

effectively to complement the mood created by the images,

whether the scene be of peasants cultivating the earth or of

grief-stricken victims of a bombing. Sound effects were

sometimes used to enhance the drama of a scene but more

often served to support narrative continuity. The most

significant development, however, concerning the sound or

voice track was in the narrator's commentary. Most

documentaries at the time relied on the crisp, authoritative

voice-of-God sound of a professional speaker, as the popular

March of Time employed, which was commonly imitated. Orson

Welles had originally been chosen to speak the commentary,

but Ivens decided to replace him with Hemingway, whose

rough, unpolished reading personalized the narrator as a

participant witness or a character in the conflict. Ivens'

decision here masterfully handled the persistent problem of

the narrator in documentary. Ivens also chose to reduce the

commentary and let the images speak for themselves as much

as possible; the result was a narration spread over roughly
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40% of the film, a remarkably low figure considering that

most documentaries at the time and during World War II used

twice that much. Spanish Earth is credited with initiating

new considerations of the relationship between sound and

image, considerations Ivens had already begun in the

contrapuntal style of New Earth .

Released in 1937, Spanish Earth received much

publicity, including a mention in Eleanor Roosevelt's

newspaper column, and it raised much needed money for the

Republican cause. The National Board of Review voted it one

of the ten best films for that year. It helped to educate

the American public about international fascism, a problem

many people were not familiar with, and although the film

received major distribution it did not achieve the hoped-for

nationwide popular viewing, appearing mostly in art cinemas

and at political rallies. Sadly, it also had no apparent

effect on Western governments or the League of Nations and

very little on the American public.

Ivens' second American film. The Four Hundred Million ,

concerned the Japanese invasion of China in 1937. Ivens saw

this action as the extension of the fascist activity in

Spain, and he now felt an extreme urgency to convince the

American viewer of this worldwide movement. When he

traveled to China in early 1938 the Nazis had already

overran Austria and were poised to take Czechoslovakia.
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He determined to present China as a democracy that

valued independence and that was fighting to preserve its

homeland. But once in China, Ivens ran into unexpected

difficulties, as most documentarians do no matter where

they're filming. The Chinese authorities did not trust

outside movie-makers because of the stereotyped,

unflattering treatment of the Chinese in Hollywood movies.

Hollywood's power and interference was indeed far-reaching.

Ivens received scant cooperation and was prevented from

reaching the front lines. Whenever he found something

spontaneous and valuable for filming, such as a people's

rally in a small town where students made passionate

speeches over a primitive sound system and stirred the

people with patriotic songs, the censor argued that it

portrayed the Chinese people as dirty and unorganized, so

the footage was cut out, to be replaced by the filming of an

carefully arranged rally complete with bright new

loudspeakers and people lined up in orderly formation. The

patriotic spirit of the people, Ivens felt, was not

represented, but he reluctantly included this contrived

footage in the film.

He did manage to evoke the cultural heritage of China,

however, using shots of the tombs of ancient emperors and

philosophers, the works of artists, and majestic shots of

rivers and mountains. Having learned well from the

Russians, Ivens was very adept at evoking the cultural
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context of a particular situation or event. Although Ivens

was not pleased with the final print, The Four Hundred

Million was informative, beautifully photographed, and

inspiringly narrated. Ivens' passionate appeal to resist

fascism could not be overlooked.

In June 1939 Pare Lorentz, then head of the United

States Government Film Service, telephoned Ivens to ask if

he would be interested in making a film for the Rural

Electrification Administration concerning the provision of

power to rural farmers that private utilities refused to

serve. Thus, Ivens gained the unique distinction of having

been asked by both the Soviet Union and the United States to

make a government film. With an outline prepared by

Lorentz, Ivens and crew set out to find an average American

farm family. They chose a farm in rural Ohio. The family

at first were suspicious of the filmmakers, as the Chinese

authorities had been, but after a few weeks Ivens gained

their trust and they liked him. He understood their

closeness to the earth and told them stories of his

experiences with similar people in Russia, Spain, and China.

Power and the Land deals with the inequalities of the

free enterprise system and is in keeping with other Ivens

films that present situations of injustice, exploitation,

and oppression. Ivens chose to use re-enactment by

nonactors, the family members going about their daily

activities as naturally as possible. This approach would be
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most effective for the main target audience, other American

farmers. Also, Ivens had some control of the film this way

and could plan the mise-en-scene of his re-enactments. The

film' s editing and composition fit well with the lifestyle

of the subjects. But Ivens felt the final print of the film

lacked the drama that was needed. This deficiency came

about from decisions beyond his control.

Indeed, Ivens had problems making this film that were

not as satisfactorily resolved as those with the farm

family. Lorentz wrote the narration and asked Stephen

Vincent Benet to read it. Benet overloaded the film with

unnecessary narration, and after arguments with Ivens and

Van Dongen some verbiage was cut, but still there remained

pointless narration with little or no tension between word

and image. (Image of farmer's wife drawing water from a

well; the narrator says, "The farmer's wife draws water from

the well.") The musical score is excellent in places but is

sometimes overdramatic and does not seem to fit with the

farm images. The biggest problem for Ivens was the

sponsorship itself. He felt the conflict between the farmer

and the private power companies should be foregrounded and

dramatized, but Lorentz overruled him, saying the original

outline had been approved by the government agents financing

the film and that outline must be adhered to. Ivens tried

to sneak "the essential problem" into the film, in a short

speech by an angry farmer, but the narrator voices-over this
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scene and trivializes the farmer's point. Ivens had

included a scene of a barn burning and the fire being

extinguished by the village cooperative fire department, but

government officials also removed this scene from the film,

saying the cause of the fire should not have been left in

doubt. Because Lorentz had set up an apparatus for Film

Service documentaries. Power and the Land received major

distribution from RKO, reaching nearly five thousand

theatres. It taught thousands of farmers about the value of

electricity and how to get it.

Joris Ivens is a towering figure in the history of

documentary film, and as a political documentarist his

lifetime of work is unsurpassed. In fact, a course in the

study of documentary film could be centered on and around

him. We have identified the ways he has contributed to the

development of the genre's form, perhaps the most

significant being he humanized the documentary. He also

dealt with many of the problems (still current) that

documentary filmmakers encounter. Principally, Ivens is to

be admired most for his life-long commitment to his beliefs

and to his work. He made his first film in 1928, his last

in 1976. He traveled the globe, from Russia to Cuba, Ohio

to China, to give a voice to the oppressed, the brutalized,

the brave. Ivens believed in the power of film and used it

for a noble, proper, humanitarian reason--for the benefit of

mankind.
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John Grierson and the British Documentary Movement

Many film scholars agree that the British Documentary

Movement of the 1930s contributed significantly not only to

the evolving documentary form but to the development of

British cinema as well. Our discussion will consider two

types or schools of documentary in this period that treated

the same subjects in general but with highly different

methods and approaches: both the Grierson GPO school of

documentary and the various workers' film groups directed

attention to social problems existing in Britain, but the

workers' film groups presented these social problems in

terms of class conflict, which the GPO films did not do.

In 1927 John Grierson was appointed Film Officer for

the Empire Marketing Board. While working in the United

States, Grierson had formed convictions similar to those of

men like Walter Lippman, that citizens in the modern world

could not know everything they needed to know to insure

democratic citizenship. The EMB and Grierson felt that

film, radio, posters, and exhibitions could be used to guide

citizenship in the new world. Recall that the problem of

providing information to the people so that they can

function properly in their society was a main concern of

Vertov and Lenin.

Grierson's first (and only as film director)

documentary film. Drifters , concerned the work on a fishing

trawler at sea. The Film Society—which since 1925, due to
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special censorship exemption, had been exhibiting foreign

and experimental films, including works by Eisenstein,

Vertov, and Ivens--showed Drifters in November 1929 along

with Battleship Potemkin . The main significance of Drifters

lies in its pointing the way for future documentarians . The

film presented on-screen the English workingman for the

first time, and it glorified the beauty of physical labor

and valorized the dignity of hard work, similar to Vertov's

treatment of Russian workers in his newsreels and films.

Drifters also emphasized the poetic beauty of the sea, with

ships and men battling nature's fury. In this film the

viewer gets a sense of what Grierson meant by his often

cited definition of documentary, "the creative

interpretation of actuality."

For the GPO's next important film. Industrial Britain .

Grierson enlisted the talents of American Robert Flaherty,

who is usually acknowledged as the pioneer of the poetic

documentary with films such as Nanook and Moana (to be

discussed briefly later) . Made in 1931, Industrial Britain

presents the dignity of industrial labor in the tradition of

craftsmanship. Andrew Higson says the film "draw[s] on the

undoubted influence of the poetic realism of Robert

Flaherty's earlier 'anthropological' films, to construct the

working class as heroes" (78)

.

This romanticized picture

did very little, however, to remedy the problems of the

working class. Interestingly, some Londoners hailed the
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film as patriotic and within the traditional ethic of Great

Britain while others accused Grierson's group of going

Bolshevik by making the workingman a national hero.

Industrial Britain also shows the influence of Russian

filmmakers, particularly in the use of montage and typage.

Rather than focus on one individual worker, the film

features workers from all over Britain, extending the

diegetic space and time like Vertov had done in his

Kinopravda experiments. And while Eisenstein's montage

theories were of great interest to most documentarists in

the '30s, the GPO filmmakers were just as influenced by the

rhythmic editing of films like Viktor Turin's Turksib . which

concerned the building of the Turkestan-Siberia railway and

curiously was not censored for public viewing like most

Soviet films were. As Higson says, the GPO documentarists

used Eisenstein's ideas "to produce a sense of unity and

harmony rather than of conflict and contradiction. What is

maintained is something common to all editing strategies

—

the emphatic effect of rhythm, tempo, and momentum" (78)

.

Finally, it should be remembered that any associations

evoked by montage juxtaposition in Industrial Britain are

controlled or anchored by a voice-over that guides the

reading of the images.

Two additional developments can be credited to

Grierson's work for GPO: he founded an alternate form of

financing films, the sponsorship system; and second, he
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created an environment where experimentation could take

place, especially with the uses of sound. This second

development is very important in any cultural context:

experimentation with film form erodes the control the

powerful have of the use of film. In 1935 this experimental

activity produced three important films by GPO filmmakers.

Alberto Cavalcanti's Coalface attempts to portray a poetic

image of miners, using archival material reconstructed with

fresh shots and with poetry by Auden, choral folk music,

explanatory exposition, and narration. Cavalcanti first

experimented with the sound composition and then cut the

image track to go with the sound, a method Lorentz would

later follow in his filmmaking.

The instructional documentary Housing Problems deals

with slum housing and poverty as a current social problem,

but does not examine the causes of the conditions. The poor

are constructed as pitiable victims of natural occurrences

rather than presented as involved in a class struggle as the

workers' films would claim. Besides montage editing in the

GPO style, the film uses an authoritative voice-over that

positions the viewer at some distance from the problem. The

poor appear as objects of a social studies project, and the

viewer cannot identify emotionally with them. Housing

Problems has slum dwellers interviewed looking directly into

the camera, which was quite innovative and effective at the

time, but the interviewee's comments are evoked by an on-
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screen interviewer (a representative for slum clearance)

,

and the all-knowing narrator's interpretations remove the

viewer even further from the slum dweller. The film's

solution to the problem (the problem-solution narrative

structure works well for persuasive purposes) --or in other

words, the film's purpose--is slum clearance followed by

rebuilt houses supplied with gas appliances. The British

Commercial Gas Association sponsored the film.

A third important film produced at this time was Night Mail

(1936) , which was a continuation of experiments begun in

Coalface and which influenced the direction of documentary

films in the latter 1930s. Night Mail follows the overnight

course of a mail train from London to Edinburgh and Glasgow;

thus, a spatio-temporal narrative line is set up, a

destination posited. Focus on a particular character, the

likeable apprentice mail sorter, adds another narrative film

device. Because of technological limitations, these real

mail sorters were filmed in a fake railway car inside a

studio. The film uses the authentic, relaxed conversations

and laughter between the railroad workers instead of the

voice of expository commentary, which enabled the audience

to empathize more with these people than with people in the

social purpose documentaries like Housing Problems . The

voice-over narration is often poetic and humanizing,

something like Hemingway's in Spanish Earth , rather than

didactic, which makes the film even more accessible. When
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Night Mail was first shown, the audience enjoyed it

enormously, laughing with it and applauding at its

conclusion. The filmmakers realized that this film was

taken as entertainment, and that realization changed their

ideas and approach toward a subject, a change that

eventually led to a split in the GPO unit in 1937.

The cause of the split was the continuing debate

between Grierson and his followers, who held to the

educative, instructional, social purpose foundation for

documentary, and those like Cavalcanti and Harry Watt, who

advocated the artistic/aesthetic development of documentary

and the expanded use of narrative cinema devices. This

debate is a variation of the argument in the Soviet Union

between the Socialist Realists and Vertov and the

formalists, and the same issues will reappear to split

leftist filmmakers in the documentary movement in the United

States in the 1930s. There was also disagreement in the GPO

over film distribution. Grierson favored expanded

sponsorship and non-theatrical exhibition in classrooms,

clubs, hospitals, colleges, etc. He left GPO in 1937 to

form Film Centre, a mediating and planning organization for

sponsors and production companies, the numbers of which had

proliferated due to the success of documentary. Cavalcanti

and Watt believed new sponsors would discourage

experimentation and want to play it safe by using a

conventional, acceptable style; they also believed the
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documentary could influence cinema as a whole and that it

could and must compete with commercial films. To prove

their point, they set out to find a subject acceptable to

GPO that would also be a box-office film distributed in

theatres. North Sea (1938), one of the first story

documentaries or docudramas, was the result of this search.

North Sea develops the film strategies begun in Night

Mail , extending the use of narrative devices and using

montage editing to expand the space and time of the action.

The film deals with a fishing trawler in a storm at sea and

how a land-sea radio station operated by the GPO provides

for the safety of the fishermen. The film defines a goal

and then poses various obstacles to overcome to attain that

goal and achieve textual closure; it also uses two kinds of

characterization: typage or non-professional actors to

represent a social group, and the gradual depiction of

certain characters as unique individuals, like the

apprentice mail sorter in Night Mail . The psychological

realism of narrative fiction films had become an important

device in the docudrama genre. North Sea got theatrical

distribution and excellent reviews; people paid to see it,

making it financially successful and validating the ideas of

Cavalcanti and Watt. It also pointed the way for the story

documentary to play a major role in the films made during

World War II.
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How did the British Documentary Movement contribute to

the development of the rhetorical diegesis (and the hybrid

diegesis) of documentary film? Perhaps the devices taken

from narrative fiction film--the dominant film form--were

the most significant developmental factors. These elements

include the building of realistic characters and character

identification, the various narrative structural devices,

and the harmonious, smooth-flowing editing (therefore more

accessible) style rather than the contrasting or colliding

style. The rhetorical diegesis of what was considered

documentary film had become much more seductive, and the

hybrid diegesis had become much more sophisticated by this

mixing of elements from different genres. Interestingly,

Grierson's definition of documentary, "the creative

interpretation of actuality, " still obtained despite these

changes in form. And remember that Ivens was doing this

genre mixing at about the same time in Spanish Earth .

What factors motivated these developments in form? If

documentary films were ever to become an instrument for

social change, they had to reach a greater audience.

Political films from the margins that preached to the

already-converted had limited influence. Documentaries like

the early GPO films that pointed out social problems and

that relied on activating the good intentions of fellow

citizens did not accomplish much either. Documentary films

also had to challenge traditional commercial cinema.
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particularly Hollywood, in order to gain the screen for the

documentary form. Perhaps documentary could be more

dominant than studio fiction films that sought mainly to

entertain. It should be remembered that the distrust of

commercial cinema and the desire to elevate documentary to a

dominant, socially constructive role were two factors that

motivated Vertov and his filmmakers.

The Other British Documentary: Workers^ Film Organizations

The workers' film groups in Britain in the 1930s, such

as the Workers' Film Society, Kino, the Workers' Film and

Photo League, the Progressive Film Institute, and the

Socialist Film Council, were openly opposed to government

policies and to the capitalist socioeconomic system. Most

of these organizations and their members were sponsored by

or affiliated with the Communist or Socialist Parties.

Among British and European capitalists a genuine fear

existed for the possible spread of the spirit of the Russian

Revolution and the building of a new social order. The

General Strike of 1926 together with the Wall Street crash

and the economic hardships of the '30s legitimized their

fear. Speaking on censorship, Sylvia Harvey comments on the

situation

:

From this perspective, and with universal
suffrage only a recent phenomenon, freedom of
thought for the majority of people was a
luxury not to be tolerated. The social and
political purposes of the British Board of
Film Censors (BBFC) regulations become clear
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in this context: they were a response to what
was perceived a real danger, a real threat,
that the popular cinema might become an agent
in the development and transformation of
popular political consciousness. (226)

The censorship regulations may partially explain why

the GPO filmmakers, most of whom called themselves

socialists and social democrats but who were also quite

aware of the hand that fed them, usually approached their

subjects from a position outside of and above the social

problem being presented. Among those regulations the list

of forbidden subjects, according to Nicholas Pronay,

included the following:

relations between capital and labour . . .

inciting of workers to armed conflict . . .

industrial violence and unrest; conflicts
between the armed forces of a state and the
populace . . . scenes showing soldiers or
police firing on defenceless population . . .

objectionably misleading themes purporting to
illustrate parts of the British Empire, [or
representing] British possessions as lawless
or iniquitous. (qtd. in Harvey 227)

Effectively kept off the public screens, the workers' films

were thus confined mostly to private film club showings.

Organizations like the Federation of Workers' Film Society

and Atlas Films distributed and exhibited Soviet films and

the newsreel Workers' Topical News. Federation founder

Ralph Bond defended its activities by saying.

We can and must fight capitalist influences
in the Cinema by exposing, in a Marxist
manner, how it is used as an ideological
force to dope the workers. That can be done
by exhibiting the films of the only country
where the workers are the ruling class, and
by making our own films, not to initiate "new
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spirits" and "new religions" but to aid and
encourage the workers in their fight against
capitalism. (Hogenkamp 71)

The organizations also produced newsreels like the Workers^

Topical News . They encouraged workers or anyone who owned a

small-sized camera to make his own films and to take shots

of local conditions and send them to an organization to be

compiled into a newsreel entitled "What the Newsreel Does

Not Show" (Hogenkamp 71)

.

Contrary to Grierson's films which presented images of

the working class, the workers' films were intended for the

working class. Films such as The Road to Hell (1933),

Hunger March (1934), Jubilee (1935), Hell UnLtd. (1936), and

Peace and Plenty (1939) can be readily distinguished in

aesthetics and social purpose from the GPO works. Norman

McLaren' s Hell Unltd. is a surrealistic anti-war film using

a collage of live-action, stop motion, and animation.

Kino's short fiction film Bread (1934) is of particular

interest. It attacks injustice and class bias in the legal

system. This silent film explores the possibilities of

genre mixing by using ironic intertitles, documentary

footage of hunger marchers, and fictional elements.

Unfortunately the workers' film groups did not have the

financial support to experiment with and develop this

interweaving of documentary and fictional material into a

characteristic style in opposition to conventional

commercial cinema.
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In the latter 1930s, like their counterparts elsewhere,

the workers' film groups turned their attention to the rise

of fascism and to attacks on Socialists, Communists, and

workers groups in Europe, particularly in Germany, Spain,

and Italy. The film groups provided informative newsreels

as an alternative to the official newsreels. In 1934, Kino

took the new 16-millimeter film stock (inexpensive and

exempt from censorship) and built a distribution circuit as

a means of disseminating information. Kino distributed Free

Thaelmann

!

, a film about Hitler's imprisonment of the head

of the German Communist Party in 1935. The Progressive Film

Institute (PFI) produced a series of films about Franco's

aggression in Spain, which led to numerous working class men

enlisting in the International Brigade and which also raised

money for relief purposes, just as Spanish Earth had done.

Kino distributed some American documentaries, like China

Strikes Back and Tenants' Rent Strike , and the important PFI

film. Peace and Plenty , which is perhaps the most formally

sophisticated of the movement's films. Bert Hogenkamp calls

it "unquestionably the most important political film made in

Britain in the 1930s," and he lists several similarities in

comparing it with Jean Renoir' s La Vie est a Nous , both

films representing Popular Front views (Hogenkamp 76)

.

Any position of strength or influence the workers' film

groups had gained by the end of the decade became

insignificant when England went to war in 1939.
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Robert Flaherty and Poetic Realism

Robert Flaherty's contribution to documentary film

begins in the early 1920s and involves not only film form

and content but also questions of ethics and the

relationship between the filmmaker and his subject. Working

in the travelogue subgenre, Flaherty's first film, Nanook of

the North (1922) , is still studied today by documentary and

ethnographic filmmakers. Flaherty lived with the Eskimos

for two years, knew their language and their way of life

before he started making the film. He strongly believed

this acculturation is essential: the film story must grow

out of the location. Nanook was placed in the exotic,

naturalist, travel film category because it contained the

recognizable and accepted features of that genre, but

Flaherty also borrowed methods and devices from narrative

fiction films in making this film. He arranged the material

for dramatic and emotional effect through a poetic or

romanticized depiction of the battle for survival against

the elements. The film contains a sort of protagonist-hero,

Nanook, who was selected by Flaherty because he typified the

Eskimo (typage) . Flaherty also realized the need for

continuity and avoided the episodic structure. He showed

his film to his subjects, much like Vertov did on the agit-

trains, in order to get their feedback into the development

of the film, a practice commended later by Jean Rouch and

other documentarists

.
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Points of controversy exist, however, with this film.

It is said to be a romanticized, highly subjective account

that does not accurately reflect the life of the Eskimo.

Paul Rotha discusses Nanook :

. . . while the material used for the film is
photographed from real life and is, in fact,
recorded "reality, " by the selection of
images, brought about by an intimate
understanding of their presence, the film
becomes an interpretation, a special
dramatisation of reality and not mere
recorded description. (83)

The accuracy of that interpretation of actuality depends on

the filmmaker's understanding (and his ethics) of the

subject, which Flaherty says can only come from the inside,

from living with the subjects. Nanook has also been

criticized as a contrived re-enactment of ways of life that

were falsely poeticized and no longer practiced. Paul

Strand touched on these points in talking about Nanook and

Moana, Flaherty's second film:

It was necessary for Flaherty more or less to
reconstruct the past, since all these people
are undergoing changes from the contacts of
so-called Western civilization. And, unless
Flaherty widens the scope of his work, this
dramatic theme of elemental struggle for
survival would seem to be a limited one.
(Jacobs 121)

Speaking in 1933 Strand, a believer in Marxism, probably

meant here that social and economic forces, not nature, were

man's greatest foes and that filmmakers must direct their

attention to those arenas. Other critics, however, like

producer of television documentaries Arthur Barron (writing
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in 1968) , credited Flaherty with pioneering the personal

documentary subgenre and establishing its characteristics:

timelessness rather that topicality; man's struggle against

nature; emotion and drama rather than fact and information;

human events in human scale rather than great issues; tears,

rage and tenderness rather than rationality; poetry rather

that reportage (Jacobs 496-497)

.

This list of

characteristics could equally pertain to narrative fiction

films and certainly to docudrama.

Flaherty had trouble getting a distributor for Nanook,

but after acclaimed premieres in Paris and Berlin, it opened

successfully in New Yorlc. Paramount Studios then agreed to

back Flaherty for a similar film made in the South Pacific;

thus he began the project that would become Moana (1926)

.

Flaherty spent twenty months filming on the island of Samoa,

using the same methods he had practiced in Nanook . Moana

has a narrative structure, following the daily activities of

the youth Moana and revealing the life of the Polynesian

people, culminating in a painful rite of passage ceremony.

Flaherty projected rushes each evening, building the film on

the suggestions of the subjects. It's this point that makes

interesting the criticism that the film is a romanticized

version of native life. Some criticism seems valid,

however: for example, Flaherty restaged practices that had

been abandoned for decades (he had the women wear grass

skirts, even though they no longer did so, because that fit
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his preconception of Polynesian women) . As for

cinematography, he used the telephoto lens extensively,

saying that shooting native life from a distance was less

likely to inhibit the natural actions of the islanders. The

close-ups produced with the telephoto created intimacy, and

Flaherty said "the figures had a roundness, a stereoscopic

quality that gave the picture a startling reality and

beauty" (Jacobs 97). Grierson praised the film's

cinematography and composition as well as the poetic feeling

for the beauty of natural elements. He cited its

documentary value, using the word documentary for the first

time in connection with film.

After a return to the South Pacific with F. W. Murnau

to collaborate on the filming of Tabu . Flaherty was invited

to England by Grierson to make a film about the British

industrial worker. Industrial Britain . Flaherty's poetic

realism fit well into Grierson's plan to construct the

industrial worker as heroic and symbolic. But Grierson did

not adhere completely to Flaherty's methods and ideas.

Contrary to Flaherty's characterization of one central

figure, Grierson had him apply the typage method and

concentrate on workers throughout Britain through the use of

montage. Furthermore, after Flaherty finished the filming,

a voice-over was added to create a preferred reading, and as

was characteristic of most GPO films, no suggestion was made

of class conflict or exploiter and exploited. The dry.
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unemotional commentary added by the distributor did nothing

to incite viewers to attempt to change anything. Still

Industrial Britain is praised by Paul Rotha and others as

illustrative of Flaherty's feelings for and with his

subjects; he understood the workers' mind-set, and his

camera movements flow with their movements or in knowing

anticipation of them.

Flaherty's next film for GPO, Man of Aran (1934), took

him to the isolated Aran Islands off Scotland to film the

life of fishermen there. Again he presents unforgettable

characters in a highly romanticized form. At the

International Ethnographic Film Conference in Canberra,

Australia, in 1978, this film was discussed for questions of

documentary ethics (MacBean) . What is the responsibility of

filmmakers to those they film? Flaherty had the Aran

fishermen unnecessarily risk (and nearly lose) their lives

to film a rescue of their nets in heavy seas. He also had

them, as in Nanook and Moana , perform activities that were

no longer practiced in order to support his romanticized,

picturesque view of the islanders. Flaherty says he could

not have made the film without heavy use of long lenses,

which made shots of men working at sea seem intimate even

though the intimacy is false or distorted as far as

Flaherty's relationship to the filmed shot is concerned.

The film avoids the sociopolitical situation of the

islanders as well. Granted, they led a life of struggle on
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the rocky, barren island, but what was not included in

Flaherty's film are shots of the island's fertile

agricultural lands and baronial homes owned by local

landlords. Indeed, Flaherty stayed in one of these homes

while filming on the island, which raises a good question:

How closely was Flaherty abiding by his own tenet to live

with the subjects to know their way of life? Was this

"filming from the inside"? Many modern documentarians see

Man of Aran as a picturesque but staged reality and as a

betrayal of what is professed as perhaps the documentary

film's goal, to show life like it is (MacBean)

.

After a decade in England, Flaherty came home in 1939

at the invitation of Pare Lorentz to make a film for the U.

S. Film Service. This experience and the film that

followed. The Land , would be very different from Flaherty's

previous work. After surviving the funding problems for the

film, Flaherty faced the professional problem of giving form

to its proposed goals. The film had to be exciting enough

for theatrical distribution but also sufficiently educative

to be shown in the field at farm meetings throughout the

country. Government producers wanted to avoid controversy

and demanded that the film not expose ineffective means of

dealing with its subject, the farm problem. Script writers

continued to tinker with the outline for the film, finally

settling on a conservation theme, even after Flaherty had

started filming in the Midwest. Flaherty was disturbed that
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the film did not have a story to work from, but what

distressed him much more was the shocking misery of the

migrant workers he encountered on the dusty roads, and the

desolation of abandoned farms and depleted land. Remember

that Flaherty had been away from America during the

Depression years. He was equally impressed and alarmed with

the increasing role of machinery as a necessity in farming,

which he presents forebodingly in the film. He ignored the

scripted outlines and followed his accustomed method of

letting the life of the subjects filmed determine the story:

There wasn't any story. They gave me a
camera and threw me out into the field to
make a film about the land and the people
that live by it. I was fresh and had no
preconceptions whatever; ... So I merely
groped my way along, photographing what
seemed to me significant; it was only later
that we began to see the pattern. The film
is different from my others. It isn't a
romance. It hasn't any specific solution for
what the camera sees, but it is often
critical. (qtd. in Strauss 198)

Perhaps because Flaherty had no preconceptions (as he did

have in earlier films) The Land is a more accurate

reflection of the subject, not a romanticized, heroicized

one. Also, perhaps Flaherty became more emotionally

involved with his subject matter, a subject that could not

and should not be romanticized.

Soon the film began to turn into something very

different from what the Film Service wanted. Lorentz gave

Flaherty a choice: either let me edit the film, he insisted.
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or you take over the entire project yourself. Flaherty

opted for the latter, and although he was not pleased with

the final print, claiming it lacked focus, he released The

Land in 1941, a populist-agrarian film in the spirit of

Ivens' Spanish Earth and Power and the Land .

The Workers' Film and Photo League in America.
Nvkino, and Frontier Films

During the later 1920s the Communist International

organized strikes against the textile industry in Gastonia,

North Carolina, and Passaic, New Jersey. These strikes and

others like them, as well as events like demonstrations and

hunger marches, were downplayed and distorted by the

capitalist press and newsreels. The Workers' Film and Photo

League (WFPL) grew out of the need for an alternative to the

bourgeois media, and in December 1930 the Workers'

International Relief (WIR) , a Comintern organization that

supplied aid to strikers and their families, organized

several existing film and photo groups into the WFPL. The

WIR had distributed Soviet films in America in the 1920s and

had made two documentaries on the textile strikes. By 1931

the group of filmmakers associated with WPFL included Lewis

Jacobs, Jay Leyda, Leo Seltzer, Samuel Brody, Irving Lerner,

Leo Hurwitz, and Ralph Steiner--men who would become

increasingly prominent in documentary filmmaking during the

1930s. The activities of the WFPL, which became the Film

and Photo League in 1933, involved publications, lectures
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and discussions, film screenings, photography exhibitions,

anti-censorship and boycott campaigns, a film school and

photography courses, and newsreel productions (Campbell 69-

73) .

The first FPL newsreels, entitled America Today ,

appeared in 1933. The FPL filmmakers had probably seen

European and Soviet documentaries (screened in New York)

,

but their knowledge of film theory was in its early stage of

development. Thus, their early newsreels were rather

crudely and quickly put together in order to capitalize on

the topical moment. They relied on the impact of the image,

the power of the recorded, documented fact rather than any

thoughtfully considered editing process. This newsreel

footage, which sometimes included out-takes from commercial

newsreel groups, was shown often with a Soviet film at union

meetings, political events, and particularly during strikes

(interestingly, showing strikers films of themselves was a

tremendous morale booster) . Once the topical moment had

passed, the footage was stored, to be used in later

compilation films like National Hunger March , Bonus March ,

and Hunger 1932 .

Usually in newsreels the camerawork carries great

significance. The use of hand-held cameras recording on-

the-scene action was new and had as much if not more impact

than it does now. FPL filmmakers like Leo Seltzer

emphasized the importance of physical involvement in the
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action being filmed. Sam Brody took this importance a step

further with his insistence upon the filmmaker's political

commitment. Speaking of his involvement in the filming of

Hunger 1932 , Brody says:

Our cameramen were class-conscious workers
who understood the historical significance of
this epic march for bread and the right to
live. As a matter of fact, we "shot" the
march not as "disinterested" news-gatherers
but as actual participants in the march
itself. Therein lies the importance of our
finished film. It is the viewpoint of the
marchers themselves. Whereas the capitalist
cameramen who followed the marchers all the
way down to Washington were constantly on the
lookout for sensational material which would
distort the character of the march in the
eyes of the masses, our worker cameramen,
working with small hand-held cameras that
permitted unrestricted mobility, succeeded in
recording incidents that showed the fiendish
brutality of the police toward the marchers.
(qtd. in Waugh, "Show Us Life" 75-76)

Two ideas brought out here by Brody are noteworthy and raise

difficult questions: The active participation of the

filmmaker--politically, physically, emotionally—to what

degree does this make his film the expression of the

subject (s)? And second, sensationalism (in general, not

just that of the capitalist press) --how closely akin is it

to dramatization; and once the desire for sensational

material has been created, to what degree can it be

satisfied?

Eventually, through the close study of Soviet films and

theoretical writings, several FPL filmmakers became

convinced that editing was the most important and most
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exciting factor in filmmaking. Thus, in the compilation

film Bonus March (1932-33) editors Seltzer and Lester Balog

attempted to achieve certain effects through associative

montage. To present their criticism of imperialism and

capitalism, they intercut documentary footage with images of

common patriotic and religious icons, very similar to the

"idea editing" discussed earlier.

By 1934 some members of the FPL, excited about the

experimental work being done in the League's film school,

wanted to de-emphasize the newsreel documentary mode.

Hurwitz, Steiner, and Lerner proposed a separate unit within

FPL that would make short documentary-dramatic films that

would expose the insensitivity of capitalist society. (Take

away this political motivation and we have the same argument

that would split the GPO a few years later when Grierson

left the unit and Cavalcanti and Watt produced the docudrama

North Sea . ) On the other hand. Seltzer, Brody, and other

FPL members wanted to continue their traditional

newsreel/documentary aesthetics. Writing in the May 1934

issue of New Theatre . Hurwitz explains the need for the

"synthetic documentary film, " a mixed form combining

documentary montage and the montage of dramatic films. For

documentary films he uses the phrase "external montage,

"

which he defines as "the creative comparison, contrast, and

opposition of shots, externally related to each other, to

produce an effect not contained in any of the shots" (Jacobs
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92) . This is idea editing or the collision editing of

Eisenstein. The montage of dramatic films Hurwitz calls

"internal montage," defined as "essentially a recreative

analysis and reconstruction of an internally related visual

event in terms of shots of film, to reveal best the meaning

of the event." He refers here to cause and effect and the

forms of continuity editing of narrative films. Hurwitz

goes on in New Theatre to state:

The documentary film embodies the reporting
on film of actual events and the creative
addition of these bits of cinematographed
reality to render an interpretation of that
reality. The dramatic film involves in its
cinematography the interpretive breaking-up
of the recreated reality, and, in its
montage, the synthesis of these analyzed
elements to recreate the event on film from a

given point of view. (Jacobs 92)

The split in the FPL came in the fall of 1934.

Hurwitz, Steiner, and Lerner broke away from the core group

to form Nykino (New York Kino) , a radical filmmaking

collective. Under Brody and Seltzer, FPL continued its pro-

worker aesthetics, and it produced films Like Marine and

Taxi in 1934-35. When the Nazis destroyed the WIR

headquarters in Berlin, however, the FPL' s decline and fall

happened quickly. Without that support FPL came to an end

in 1937, although the photography unit continued to

function

.

Hurwitz established three priorities for Nykino and all

progressive filmmakers at this time. He was impressed with

the box-office success of the March of Time (begun in 1935,
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to be discussed later) , and felt radical films should seek

greater mass access through commercial or theatrical

distribution. Recall that Cavalcanti and Watt at GPO felt

the same way, only their films were not radical because of

their sponsorship (and possibly also because several radical

filmmaking groups already existed in Britain) . Also, as his

quote above indicates, Hurwitz advocated a hybrid film form

with more emphasis on mise-en-scene; this position received

powerful support from Ivens when he arrived in America at

this time to begin his lecturing and film screening tour,

his films demonstrating "their rich mix of actuality,

compilation, mise-en-scene, narrative, and even scripting"

(Waugh, "Show Us Life" 111) . And finally, films should

express a definite point of view and offer a deeper

political analysis. Again in agreement, Ivens advanced his

commitment to a definite point of view when he clarified the

distinction between newsreel and documentary: "the newsreel

tells us where-when-what ; the documentary tells us why, and

the relationships between events. . . and provides historic

perspective" (Ivens 209-210)

.

Looking toward these

objectives, Nykino began production of The World Today in

1936 as an alternative to the March of Time.

The Nykino filmmakers credited the March of Time for

revolutionizing the conventional newsreel form by adding

drama to it and by validating re-enactment to present news.

The cinematography and editing in Nykino films like The
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World Today are more imaginative, however, and the narrative

point of view clearly identifies with the people as victims.

In fact, Nykino sought to collaborate with their subjects in

order to allow the film's script and style to be determined

by the subjects themselves. This approach is similar to

that recommended by Brody concerning active participation

(see previous quote) as well as to Flaherty's method of

working. Nykino also included more background material and

dramatized what they felt were the important occurrences and

meanings within the event filmed. "Commentary, angle,

music, pace, and editing would labor to convince the viewers

of the basic meanings and to move them to action" (Alexander

126) . Such conviction and action, says William Alexander,

would come from emotional involvement. Originally intended

as an on-going series. The World Today is composed of only

two sequences (distribution problems and other Nykino

interests forced its abandonment) . It is nonetheless

considered an important documentary film of the 1930s, and

working on it enabled the Nykino filmmakers to formulate and

develop their film theory and practice.

In 1935, Hurwitz and Steiner enrolled in Lee

Strasberg's theatre direction course at the Theatre

Collective. In this course they learned that presenting

external happenings is not enough; the audience's emotional

involvement and identification must be evoked or intensified

through dramatic structure (suspense, delay, build to a
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climax) as well as through realism and human understanding.

The making of a film, Hurwitz and Steiner told their Nykino

colleagues, must involve "the intermediate steps of

theatricalizing the events through the invention of

circumstances and activities which transform concepts,

relationships, and feelings into three dimensional

happenings that are plausible" (Alexander 89)

.

Words like

'theatricalizing," "invention," and "plausible" hardly seem

appropriate to documentary film, but how far away are they

from "the creative interpretation of reality"? At any rate,

this shift toward heavier use of dramatization devices seems

somewhat universal in documentary films of the latter '30s,

probably because of the power of Hollywood film language.

Paul Strand joined Nykino in 1935. He had just

returned from Mexico where he had completed filming The Wave

for the pro-labor Mexican government, a film about the

exploitation of peasant fishermen. Strand's film aesthetic

closely matched the one evolving for the Nykino filmmakers,

and the ideas Hurwitz and Steiner had learned at the Theatre

Collective are extraordinarily similar to those Paul Strand

had put into practice while filming The Wave. When

approached by the Mexican officials to accept the job of

government filmmaker. Strand (who had been in Mexico for

nearly two years) insisted, and they agreed, that the films

be directed to the millions of illiterate peasants and

Indians, presented in a simple, direct style that focused on
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their daily life and problems and that showed how they could

carry out the objectives of the recent revolution (the

leftist election victory) . Strand was a friend of

Flaherty's and greatly admired Nanook and Moana . but Strand

approached his subjects as a fellow human being who wanted

to present human struggles not against natural forces but

rather social and economic ones. He was also influenced by

Soviet film techniques, particularly Eisenstein's montage

theories. In filming The Wave , he mixed these editing

techniques with his still photography skills, which included

careful composition of each shot, and with a deliberate pace

that conformed to the natural rhythm of life in the fishing

village. As a result the film exhibits a poignant still-

photography quality that prompted criticism from some

American reviewers when it was publicly released in the

United States in 1937. By then Strand was already a valued

member of Nykino.

Curiously, in the summer 1935 Strand, Hurwitz, and

Steiner were hired by Pare Lorentz to film The Plow that

Broke the Plains , although Lorentz certainly did not hold

the same political views as the Nykino group. This film

project will be discussed later in the section on Lorentz 's

work for the U. S. Government. But, to return briefly to

The Wave, when it was screened for invited intellectuals,

writers and filmmakers in New York in 1936 along with The

World Today , its highly enthusiastic reception sparked many
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audience members to volunteer their services in the

development of American documentary films. A sweeping

reorganization of all progressive filmmaking groups in the

East soon followed. This new organization revitalized

Nykino, and the members voted to change its name to Frontier

Films (the group felt they were pioneers on the frontier of

a new era for filmmaking) . Besides the original Nykino

group and Strand, Frontier included Willard Van Dyke, Jay

Leyda, Sidney Meyers, Ben Maddow, and Lionel Berman.

Frontier had ambitious plans to make high-quality

social documentaries, plans that required considerable

expense, and since the members had resolved not to deal with

Hollywood, government or corporate sponsors. Frontier

suffered continual financial problems. Money from

benefactors and fund-raisers kept the organization afloat

for five years, but many of the planned films never

materialized. Frontier had also hoped to gain access to

commercial theatres and the expanding non-theatrical

circuit, but blockbooking and other distribution barriers

kept them out. During 1937-38 the group produced four

political documentaries: two concerning the Spanish Civil

War (Heart of Spain by Herbert Kline and Return to Life by

Kline and Henri Cartier-Bresson) , one on the Japanese

invasion of China (China Strikes Back by Harry Dunham)
, and

the other on folk life in Appalachia (People of the

Cumberland by Sidney Meyers). Most of Frontier's efforts.
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however, were directed toward their major production, Native

Land , which has been called the culmination of radical

documentary film in the 1930s.

The material for Native Land came from the documented

files of the LaFollette Civil Liberties Committee hearings

held in 1936-37, which among other things exposed a

nationwide network of labor espionage. The film supports

the Popular Front political line of the late '30s, depicting

the time's most crucial struggle as that of democracy versus

fascism, with reactionary corporations in the role of the

fascists. Native Land also drew from a popular contemporary

novel by Leo Huberman, The Labor Spy Racket . The screenplay

is built around re-enactments (the form had now been

popularized by the March of Time ) of factual incidents by

professional actors: the murders of a union farmer in

Michigan, a labor organizer in Cleveland, two Arkansas

sharecroppers, and a progressive election candidate in

Florida

.

Native Land's rhetorical diegesis is thoughtfully

constructed. The re-creations of actual events are

juxtaposed mostly with newsreel footage and stills of events

such as the Republic Steel Massacre in South Chicago on

Memorial Day 1937. This dialectical structure produces a

tension and emotional momentum that energize each succeeding

segment. The documentary material creates a realistic

effect for the re-enactments, and the latter generate an
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emotional involvement that enhances or redefines the meaning

of the newsreel footage. Native Land demonstrates the level

of technical and theoretical sophistication of American

documentary film by 1938. Russell Campbell comments on the

film's structure:

It was the outcome of years of theoretical
discussion, and represented a striving for a

Marxist aesthetic bridging Stanislavsky and
Brecht, which would be both emotionally
involving and intellectually informative. . .

. Central to the dialectical concept was that
the situation dealt with in the film was not
fixed but fluid; history was in the process
of being shaped, ... (in Waugh 82)

The structure's emphasis on process illuminates the film's

main theme, that we must be constantly watchful for abuses

and arrogation of power, and that the Bill of Rights must

continually be fought for and defended by we the people.

Native Land has its weaknesses, most valid among them

the charge that the film is defeatist, showing the people as

peaceful victims and martyrs rather than as active fighters

whose strength is in collective action. Ironically, Bosley

Crowther said in the New York Times that the dramatic power

of the re-enactments diminished, not enhanced, the force of

the documentary sections. Others criticized the film's

editing pace, stating that the fast pace of the dramatic

sequences was inappropriate for the newsreel images which

need more screen time to become memorable. These editing

criticisms are certainly debatable. Writing in Cineaste in
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1982, Jeffrey Youdelman takes a different critical approach,

saying the film rests on a false premise:

. . . the filmmakers saw Democracy as the
name of the social system, rather than as a
particular, and always changing, form of
bourgeois rule. They provide no real
analysis of the precise relationship between
class and national (racial) oppression in
this empire/nation. . . . It is in an empire
that the very notion of "we the people" [a

phrase many times repeated in Paul Robeson's
narration] most needs to be scrutinized. The
attempt to sanitize Marxism ultimately gutted
its message. Native Land calls not for
decisive revolutionary change, but for a
return to some period when the Bill of Rights
worked—a time that never existed in our
history. (Rosenthal, New Challenges 457-458)

According to this criticism, the Nykino veterans had

forgotten (or had to sacrifice) their principle that a film

must have a definite point of view and deep political

analysis. Youdelman' s view is more new historicist in its

redefining of democracy . Whatever the weakness, after

numerous problems and delays. Native Land was finally

released in 1942, during World War II, the worst time

imaginable to present a film critical of the United States.

Another former Nykino member, Willard Van Dyke, joined

with Ralph Steiner to form American Documentary Films, Inc.,

dedicated to producing films in the public interest. This

film group made an important film in the American

Documentary Movement, T^ City (1939) . Exhibited at the New

York World's Fair of 1939, The City could be seen there

along with most of the films discussed in this chapter, as

well as some Soviet classics. The Fair was hailed as a
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showcase for the documentary film movement in America and

the world. Due to this exposure, many potential sponsors

became quite interested in documentary film as an

information medium, and several new support organizations

were also formed, such as the American Film Center funded by

the Rockefeller Foundation and the Association of

Documentary Film Producers. A solid apparatus for

documentary filmmaking was rapidly developing.

Somewhat like Native Land, The City does not openly

advocate political revolution, although it does try to

expose American myths, such as industrial progress means a

better life for all. The film's sponsors, the American

Institute of Planners and the Carnegie Foundation, wanted no

political incitement in the film. The City differs from

Native Land, however, in that it proposes a social plan for

the future based on the contemporary situation, which seems

a more potentially constructive approach than wishfully

suggesting, as Native Land was said to have done, that the

country return to the ideals and ways of a past golden era.

Pare Lorentz sketched the original outline for The

City . After a prologue set in an idyllic New England town,

five sequences followed: an industrial city and a steel

mill, an industrial Midwestern city, a metropolis, a Sunday

on the highway outside the metropolis, and the planned

community that the Institute proposed. Van Dyke and Steiner

wanted an ending sequence that concisely set forth the
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proposed solution to the problem of industrial urbanization,

much like Lorentz's compact endings in Plow and The River .

The sponsors again intervened. The Institute insisted that

the final sequence had to be the longest of the film since

that was where their ideal city would be presented. The

City's ending sequence is often criticized as naively

optimistic and fanciful.

The sponsors presented constant problems. As

Cavalcanti had warned Grierson when the GPO unit split,

sponsors are unimaginative and do not like to take chances;

they prefer the straightforward presentation of information

and discourage experimentation. Henwar Rodakiewicz, an

important collaborator on the film (he had worked on The

Wave with Strand) , wanted to add some narrative elements to

the steel city sequence, whose brutal images had been

excellently composed by Steiner, to give larger meaning to

the sequence. He also thought to add to the slum images a

voice-over reading from the steel industry's financial

reports, but not wanting to incur charges of propaganda, he

decided the sequence would be consider too one-sided and

cynical. The urban planning Institute would not have

allowed these ideas anyway. Van Dyke also wanted to present

the causes of the urban problems; the sponsors overruled.

In an interview with Roy Levin, Van Dyke said, "The city

simply insisted there be no sociological or

political or any kind of examination of the reasons behind.
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but simply that this is what exists and this is what it

could be. Not 'how do we get there' or 'how did we get

here'" (qtd. in Alexander 189).

Contrary to the growing trend in documentary. The City

did not use fictional dramatizations or actors. Van Dyke

and Steiner were aware of the problems associated with the

voice-over narrator; they also did not want to imitate

Lorentz's lyrical, poetic narration over music.

Consequently, they reduced commentary to a minimum. The

City brought wit and different types of humor to documentary

film, a significant contribution. When the spectators laugh

at pedestrian action on crowded city streets or the weekend

traffic jam on the highways leading into the city, they are

laughing at themselves. The film also added to the spirit

of human intimacy in documentaries, much like the GPO' s and

Ivens' films. The City was a huge success at the Fair and

with most reviewers. New York Post critic Archer Winsten

said that with this film, "A new horizon has come into clear

sight .

"

The "March of Time"

One final factor to examine in the growth of American

documentary film is the role of the March of Time . Two

important contextual factors helped to insure the success of

Louis de Rochemont's March of Time in 1935, besides the fact

that it had the secure financial backing of the Time-Life
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corporation: it appeared at a time when nearly all films

seen by the American mass audience were fictional

entertainment films; and second, it came at a time when

Americans got their news and information from radio,

newspapers, magazines, or books. It was thus a new form of

both entertainment and information. The American public's

desire for information and knowledge--What ' s going on?--was

tremendous. The March of Time introduced the documentary

form to mass audiences in the United States, although de

Rochemont did not call it documentary. To him and the MOT

crew, the word documentary was a "dirty word" because it

translated as no box office. He preferred to call his form

"pictorial journalism, " and saw its purpose as to convey

information and to provoke discussion of current affairs in

the public interest. What this public interest was, was

determined by de Rochemont, his staff, and Time-Life .

In The March of Time, 1935-1951 . Raymond Fielding lists

the important distinctions between the MOT and the standard

newsreel. The American newsreel was released twice weekly,

with each release dealing with as many as ten different

topics in ten minutes or less. Superficial treatment of

topics was inevitable. The MOT made no attempt to present

up-to-date news; released once a month it usually dealt with

two or three topics (only one after 1938), and each release

ran for about twenty minutes. (Of course, the MOT had a

much larger operating budget.) While newsreels impartially
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touched on the surface of daily news events, the MOT

interpreted events, suggested conclusions, developed a point

of view toward its subject with the aid of titles, maps,

narration, and supplemental archival footage. (Hurwitz and

Nykino held to these same principles.) Both MOT and the

newsreel staged and re-created events, but only the MOT

publicly acknowledged it; the MOT also used impersonators of

celebrities. Finally, de Rochemont's film group sought

controversial subjects and tried to stimulate discussion of

sensitive topics, whether political, social, racial, or

whatever. The newsreel avoided controversy if at all

possible. (Fielding 75-76)

The March of Time rhetorical diegesis is a hybrid form

composed of elements of documentary, newsreel, and dramatic

films. Indeed, the desire to produce dramatic effects

sometimes led de Rochemont to favor the use of re-creation

or impersonation with actors even when actual authentic

footage was available. The MOT films were also often

didactic; intertitles, diagrams, statistics and such were

inserted to make a particular point or to illustrate

abstract ideas and concepts. We have followed this type of

editing from Vertov onward. Does MOT' s didacticism make it

propagandistic? Its producers did not seek particular

political or socio-economic ends. They saw themselves as

well-intentioned, patriotic journalists, not political

theorists. They exposed commercial and political corruption
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wherever they could find it; they were anti-fascist; they

attacked the exploiters of common citizens during the

Depression; they stood against demagogues no matter how

popular or powerful. De Rochemont and the MOT staff had

faith in the potential of America and in the American

spirit. So, whether or not the MOT spread propaganda

depends a great deal on one's interpretation of the

"American spirit." A viewer today much more easily

recognizes the propaganda of a recontextualized MOT than did

a viewer of the 1930s--which the modern viewer should

remember when he watches his news shows.

De Rochemont insisted on complete control over the

material presented. One way to accomplish that was to have

his cameramen use a stationary camera, usually set up at the

eye-level of a sitting spectator. Odd or "artsy" camera

angles were not allowed, and camera movement was virtually

non-existent. Photographers were restrained from attempting

to achieve a certain effect; instead, de Rochemont shaped

the product, like Vertov and others had done, through

editing. Actually, the MOT films and Vertov's early

newsreels contain several similarities concerning purpose,

form, and impact on the public; a major difference is that

the MOT felt— for various reasons—the need to dramatize and

to entertain.

De Rochemont favored straight cuts, usually at a rapid

pace, which helped to relieve the static quality of the
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photography. Because much footage was taken on location, a

rather flat, realistic lighting--as opposed to the various

types of studio lighting—became a MOT characteristic that

was later adopted by some filmmakers after World War II as a

method to achieve a sort of documentary effect. De

Rochemont avoided the "talking heads" format, in which the

person is photographed before a plain background as he

directly addresses the camera. In the standard MOT shot,

some set icon in the background identifies where the subject

is located, much like television news today, and the subject

usually talks to someone else on-screen, although it is not

an on-screen interviewer but rather a "character" within the

setting. No off-screen interviewer is used either.

The narrator is very important in MOT films. The

narration is professionally polished and compressed. If the

narration betrays a point of view, it is in a vague or

indirect way ("There are those who say that. . .") or with

telling adjectives. The highly crafted narration amplifies

or dramatizes the information presented by the images

(called indirect narration as opposed to direct narration in

which the narrator merely repeats what the image shows)

.

Often the script dominated the images; if the pictures

didn't fit the script, de Rochemont would juggle and edit

them to accommodate the narration. Recall that Ivens and

other leftist filmmakers favored minimum narration, trusting

the pictures to tell the story. But it was the documentary
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form of the March of Time that the American mass audience

grew familiar with.

Conclusion of Description of American Documentary Film

Before going on to study the work of Pare Lorentz, let

us clarify the purpose in the rather detailed discussion of

the documentary scene in the United States in the 1930s.

Starting with the Workers' Film and Photo League in America,

we examined briefly the major players and forces that

contributed to the evolution of the American Documentary

Movement in the '30s. We now have perhaps a clearer idea of

the cultural milieu Lorentz worked within while making The

River as well as what film techniques and devices were

available to him. More specific to our interests, a

rhetorical diegesis for documentary film was also evolving,

growing, becoming more sophisticated and complex,

particularly in regard to effect or audience reception. We

have traced this rhetorical diegesis from Vertov's films for

the Soviet government to Lorentz' s films for the American

government; and while the forms and methods are not

identical (although there are striking similarities) , the

purpose for the documentary film is/was the same. The

purpose is primarily social and political, and that entails

rhetoric

.
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Pare Lorentz

When the Resettlement Administration asked Pare Lorentz

to head their film division of the Information Service in

1935, the Federal Government had made very little use of nor

had they shown much interest in the film medium. Since 1908

three agencies, the Department of War, the Department of

Agriculture, and the Department of the Interior, had made

short films for military recruitment purposes (usually in

travelogue form) or for training and education of personnel.

The only agency to produce a film calculated to have an

effect on the general public was a WPA film entitled Hands

(1934); the WPA also negotiated a contract with Pathe to

produce and distribute monthly newsreels that would explain

the work of various federal agencies, but Pathe had trouble

meeting this commitment, and also members of Congress raised

charges of propaganda. So, although several Federal

Government agencies had produced or had contracted to have

produced as many as four hundred short films by 1935, the

government had made no attempt to coordinate these agencies

into a central production unit, no distribution plans were

developed, and no consideration was given to the potential

uses of documentary film. (Snyder 3-14)

Pare Lorentz came to New York from West Virginia in the

mid-1920s to begin a career in journalism. He wrote for

various newspapers and popular magazines as a music critic

and later as a film reviewer. From 1930 to 1936 he wrote
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film reviews for the New York Evening Journal . Vanity Fair .

Town and Country , and McCall^ s . Other magazines, such as

Harper^ s . Fortune , and Scribner'

s

. published his film

comments during this period.

Lorentz's first book concerned censorship. Censored:

The Private Life of the Movies , published in 1930. Lorentz

and co-author Morris Ernst, a lawyer who worked for freedom

of artistic expression, emphasized the potential of film as

an influential medium for the presentation of news, artistic

works, and ideas; and they contested any definition of

censorable material since it varied from state to state.

They saved most of their ire for Will Hays, who was hired as

head of the powerful Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors in 1922, a position Lorentz contends was

awarded him by Hollywood friends made in 1919 when Hays was

campaign manager for Warren G. Harding, as Hays had

persuaded men like Zukor and Fox to present Harding

favorably in the newsreels. Lorentz concluded his book with

the expression of fear that the establishment of this

centralized authority (Hays' position) kindled pre-

censorship and endangered freedom of expression, including

political opinion.

The idea for Lorentz' s first film actually became his

second book. Lorentz admired Roosevelt and wanted to make a

film that both dramatized the spirit of the New Deal and

that presented a picture of America as it really was.
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focusing on problems that needed attention. His script

included plans for considerable newsreel footage of the

significant events of Roosevelt's first year in office,

1933. But Lorentz was unable to find financial backers, as

most investors were either not interested in documentary

film or knew very little about it except that it was not

entertaining and not commercially viable. Forced to abandon

the film project, he decided to publish a book using still

photographs of news events, writing captions and providing a

continuity. The publication of The Roosevelt Year: 1933

raised Lorentz to a certain level of prominence in political

journalism and opened the door of opportunity to make

documentary films for the United States Government.

"The Plow that Broke the Plains” (1936)

The central purpose of Roosevelt's New Deal was to make

all Americans aware of both the deteriorating, impoverished

living conditions of many city dwellers and the desperate

situation of American farmers, and second, to propose

government programs to remedy these problems. The President

created the Resettlement Administration in April 1935 to

address the farm crisis and to help needy rural families.

The information staff of the RA had the very important

responsibility to explain the agency's function to the

people affected by it and to the people paying taxes to fund

it. The means of information dissemination included press
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releases, public exhibits, radio messages, still

photography, and eventually films. The RA' s still

photography staff, including Walker Evans and Dorothea

Lange, has given us perhaps the most poignant, widely

recognized documents of Depression life, particularly the

life of the rural population.

When RA administrators decided to use motion pictures.

Pare Lorentz emerged as a strong candidate to head the

project. Although he had no film production experience, he

was a knowledgeable film critic and he was very familiar

with farm conditions in the Dust Bowl. He had written an

article about the drought problem for Newsweek , based on his

travels through the Midwest, and he had been trying

unsuccessfully to get financial support for a film about the

Dust Bowl situation. His book on Roosevelt also worked to

his advantage. After accepting the position as head of the

film program, and after studying the government's film

production and distribution background, Lorentz wisely

suggested to the administrators that rather than undertaking

their plan to make a series of about twenty films about the

farm problem, one professionally high-quality film should be

made with the intention to distribute it commercially and

attract large audiences. His thinking ran like that of

Cavalcanti and Watt at the British GPO, but the films in

America and England that resulted from that thinking were

quite different in form. The RA accepted Lorentz'

s
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proposal, and he began production of The Plow that Broke the

Plains . The following comments on this film will deal

mainly with production concerns, as a look at the steps of

production and the problems Lorentz encountered will reveal

a great deal about documentary filmmaking in the mid-1930s

in America.

For the film to attract and entertain large audiences

Lorentz knew it had to be dramatic, but it also had to

inform the public of the problem and of the RA' s work.

Because of a very limited budget, Lorentz made significant

formal decisions: use local people instead of professional

actors, shoot on location instead of studio filming, and add

narration and background music rather than location sound

recording. Lorentz states the main objectives of the film

in his review of it in the July 1936 issue of McCall^ s .

Describing it as "a three-reel documentary musical, ” and as

"a melodrama of nature" told with "some emotional value," he

says he wanted first "to show audiences a specific and

exciting section of the country, " (responding to what

Lorentz says film critics are demanding of Hollywood, to

take the cameras into the country and show us what it looks

like) , and second, "to portray the events that led up to one

of the major catastrophes in American history. . . the Great

Drought" ( Lorentz on Film 135)

.

Lorentz apparently had no intention to make

sociopolitical criticisms; however, he hired three Nykino
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cameramen, Paul Strand, Leo Hurwitz, and Ralph Steiner, to

do the photography, no doubt because of their technical

skills. He had seen and admired some of their earlier

individual works. Perhaps he thought they shared his

enthusiasm about the New Deal. At any rate, the political

philosophies and professional techniques of the Nykino group

were on a collision course from the outset with those of

Lorentz, who had no sympathies whatsoever with radical

filmmaking groups or leftist causes. After studying RA

photographs of the Midwest to pre-select shooting locations,

Lorentz gave his camera crew a sketchy shooting script,

after approving their written outline, and put them on a

train bound for Montana.

The Nykino group were excited with the opportunity to

make a socially significant film that had government backing

and would be distributed commercially. Examining the

shooting script, however, they soon noticed dilutions of

their anti-capitalist point of view; furthermore, they could

make little sense of Lorentz' s script from a technical

standpoint and did not know what or how they should shoot or

how each shot would relate to the whole. In response, they

discarded the script and returned to their original outline,

hoping to put into practice the dialectical theories being

developed by Nykino, such as dramatic structuring,

characterization, and the use of oppositions, conflicts and

contrasts that evoke a need for resolution. They also
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wanted to expose what they believed to be the real cause of

the Dust Bowl: the greed of the capitalist system, not a

natural act of God. When Lorentz joined his cameramen in

the Texas Panhandle, he furiously overruled their plans and

gave them an ultimatum: either do the film his way or go

home. He just could not see what politics had to do with

dust storms, and he refused to criticize America in any way.

The Nykino group bitterly agreed. Lorentz sent Strand and

Hurwitz to film dust storms while he and Steiner worked

together. Once this stage of filming was completed, Lorentz

fired the crew and went to California to purchase stock

footage to fill in some historical background in his film.

Lorentz had much difficulty obtaining this stock

footage, which is usually available to anyone. The movie

industry showed no interest in helping the government,

particularly Roosevelt's government, to make films, and Will

Hays told everyone in the industry not to cooperate. Only

with the help of King Vidor could Lorentz get some World War

I footage to use. This resistance foreshadowed the enormous

problems Lorentz would face when trying to distribute Plow .

While in California he contacted Dorothea Lange, and she

arranged for him and cameraman Paul Ivano to do some filming

at a migrants' camp. Camp Shatter on Highway 99, footage

that was used in the film's often criticized tacked-on

ending.
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Back in New York Lorentz, aided by Leo Zochling, edited

a rough cut of the film. Now he needed to take care of the

musical score, which was central to the film, and the

narration, which he intended to write. After interviewing

numerous composers, he settled on Virgil Thomson, who had

grown up in the Midwest and was intimately familiar with the

musical history of the region. He worked with Lorentz to

write a score for the rough cut. Satisfied with the music,

Lorentz then recut the film in accordance with the movement

of the score, much like the editing method de Rochemont

followed with voice-over narration in the March of Time.

After writing the narration, Lorentz chose Thomas Chalmers

to read it, as both men disliked the professional slickness

of narrators like the March of Time used. The narration was

then recorded over the musical score, although music is used

in the film much more than voice-over. Working in this

manner, Lorentz was able to form a unity of sound and image

that is much acclaimed. Indeed, the music is said to

provide narration when the narrator's voice is not present.

The Plow that Broke the Plains was shown to Roosevelt

and other government officials at the White House in March

1936. The President responded very enthusiastically. After

two other private screenings in New York and Hollywood, Plow

ceremoniously premiered at the Mayflower Hotel in

Washington, D. C. in May 1936, a program sponsored by the

Museum of Modern Art and featuring five documentary films
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from Russia, Germany, France, and England. Lorentz's film

received mostly excellent reviews, and several Congressmen

urged further use of documentary film to inform the public

of the country's problems. Despite this reception,

widespread commercial distribution remained closed to

Lorentz, mainly because the film was said to be government

propaganda and because Hollywood did not want any

competitors (the movie industry had already demonstrated its

power when it helped to engineer the defeat of Upton

Sinclair for California governor) . Lorentz himself took the

film to various cities to screen it for the local press; the

gist of their reviews was that it was an excellent film that

everyone should see but won't get the chance because

Hollywood won't allow it. Finally, the Rialto Theatre on

Times Square booked the film (billing it the film Hollywood

doesn't want the public to see), which then led to a

reported three thousand first-run independent theatre

bookings throughout the United States in 1936. (Snyder 46-

47)

The successful struggle to exhibit The Plow That Broke

the Plains set an example that other American documentary

filmmakers hoped to emulate. Also, with this film Lorentz

was able to enlarge the audience for documentary film and to

establish documentary as a new medium for analysis of social

problems. These are two very important contributions Plow

and Lorentz made to the development of documentary in
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America. The film was also admired in European documentary

circles. Its formal strengths include memorable

photography, effective cinematography, and editing

strategies that set up easily distinguishable narrative

sequences as well as employ tempo, contrasts and parallelism

(before/after structure) for emphasis. What was thought to

be another strength in the '30s (considering the film's

purpose) , the narration and voice of the narrator, was later

considered questionable by documentarians in the '60s. The

voice of Thomas Chalmers celebrates the productive potential

and the expansiveness (special lens used to capture this

quality) of the American land; it inspires enthusiasm,

patriotism, and the spirit of the pioneers: America can

solve this problem. Cinema verite filmmakers and others

like Emile de Antonio distrusted voice-over narrators, and

dropped the use of them altogether.

Other weaknesses of Plow were more evident at the time,

especially to filmmakers like the Nykino group. The main

criticism was that the film fails to show adequately the

human dimension of the problem. Lorentz himself admitted

that he was most concerned with the formal qualities of the

film. The people in Plow are more objects or props than

human beings who have suffered and might have something to

say about it. The Nykino group claimed that Lorentz focuses

on effects and ignores the real causes, but if Lorentz had

openly attacked capitalism, the charges of propaganda and
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leftist bias would have been more forceful, the

accomplishment of the film's purpose problematized, and its

distribution made more difficult. Besides, viewing the film

today, the culpability of capitalism is clearly visible. A

final criticism involves the weak, obviously tacked-on

ending. It is downbeat and offers no solution or even a

sense that the problem can be solved with affirmative

action. Despite these valid criticisms. The Plow did give

Pare Lorentz the filmmaking experience he needed in order to

make a film like The River

.

"The River” (1937)

After the successes of The Plow , Lorentz presented his

rather vague idea for the government's next film to the head

of the Resettlement Administration, Rexford Tugwell. Having

previously conducted research on the Mississippi River

Basin, Lorentz proposed to begin in Minnesota and travel all

the way to New Orleans filming life along the great river.

This plan was scrapped when he discovered that large

portions of the river were dull photographically, not enough

drama to hold an audience. During a research trip he

visited the Corps of Engineers hydraulic laboratories in

Vicksburg, Mississippi, where he learned that the key to

flood control in the Mississippi Basin was to keep the

tributaries in check. He was particularly impressed with
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the government's construction of dams on the Tennessee

River. The idea for The River suddenly became clearer.

Lorentz kept most of the personnel on the Plow crew,

except for the cameramen. He did not want the personal and

political problems he had had with the Nykino group. To

film The River , he hired Floyd Crosby, who had worked with

Murnau and would later win an Academy Award for High Noon;

Stacy Woodard, who had already received two Academy Awards

for documentary shorts; and Willard Van Dyke, then young,

who would go on to a long and distinguished career making

social documentaries. Lorentz planned to use, and thus to

refine, the same editing methods for music, sound,

narration, and images—but with a slight variation. Rather

than edit the final cut of the image track to an already

completed musical score, Lorentz and Virgil Thomson worked

together to edit the tracks simultaneously, not separately--

a kind of continuous editing technique somewhat similar to

Vertov's agit-train newsreel editing. Lorentz' s overall

goal for the film was to explain to the American viewer one

of the country's major problems—unwise use of natural

resources--and to convince him that Roosevelt's New Deal

programs were working effectively to solve these problems.

The River is informative and topical, but it is also

dramatic and entertaining, although it does not heavily use

narrative fiction film devices as in the GPO docudramas or

like Ivens did in Spanish Earth.
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The remainder of the chapter will be devoted mainly to

the film devices and methods in The River that work toward

fulfillment of the above overall purpose—or in other words,

the study of the rhetorical diegesis. This study will

reveal why The River was such as effective film. It was

highly respected in this country and Europe, winning first

prize in the documentary film competition at the Venice Film

Festival in 1938. Since Lorentz's films were generally

considered the standard of achievement in American

documentary, an occasional comparison with The Plow will

demonstrate developments in the American documentary form

and at the same time identify the emerging characteristics

of that form. (The Plow presents a much stronger and more

readily identifiable indictment of the inherent greed of the

capitalist system as the main cause of the social problem

presented.) An important question concerning the purpose

must be answered. Does the film capture or "recreate the

vision of the pioneer, " as Van Dyke wanted it to do? (This

quote from Van Dyke's letters to his wife during the filming

of River was one of the factors that inspired Nykino to

rename their group Frontier Films.) What exactly is "the

American spirit," according to Lorentz, and is it the same

as "the spirit of the New Deal," which he said he wanted to

dramatize?
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The Rhetorical Dieaesis of "The River”

The Prologue to The River tells us the film is a story

of a river, which sets up a spatio-temporal narration with

the Mississippi as main character. The film is divisible

into easily recognizable sequences, usually signaled by a

fade to black. But these sequences, as we shall see,

function as individual, short narratives within the greater

narrative structure of the film. Several of the elements

that interrelate in the rhetorical diegesis are presented in

the first sequence. These elements, besides the narrative

structures, include the poetic diction of the narrator, the

evocative music, geographical facts (using a map as

diagram) , place names imbued with the history of America,

and images that blend with the music and narration to form

an integrated natural flow that partly takes care of the

problem of the obtrusive narrator.

The images of flowing water provide a strong narrative

thread not only in the first sequence but in the entire film

as well. From the cloud-shrouded Rockies to the Allegheny

Mountains, water runs down hillsides, feeding into the

streams that flow into rivers; all these rivers contribute

to form the waters of the Mississippi. This growth from

rivulets to the grandeur of the great river forms the

narrative power of Sequence I. The poetic diction of the

Voice-of-God narrator (the Voice begins while the image of

clouds and mountain peaks is on-screen) adds significantly
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to the rhetorical diegesis in this Sequence and throughout

the film. Strongly reminiscent of the poetry of Walt

Whitman, both its rhythm and content, the narrator intones

the long list of rivers that flow into the Mississippi.

Each name evokes the history and heritage of early America:

beautiful names—the Milk, the Cheyenne, the Salt, the

Black, the Green, the Ouachita, the Monongahela, the Osage,

the Cannonball, and on. The narrator also supplies figures,

data, measurements. The music flows with the tempo of the

images; it also represents regional, localized folk music

and the music of an era.

Early in the Sequence, a map of the Mississippi Basin

and its continental tributaries appears. It is exaggerated

to highlight diagrammatically this river system, but the map

also grounds the film in the fact of geographic details.

The map or diagram functions didactically: it places the

viewer in the position to learn or to understand. A

diagram graphically explains something, and a map of the

continent represents something as it really is: a desire for

knowledge and a sense of truth have been created in the

viewer. By the end of Sequence I, signaled by a fade to

black, the viewer clearly understands how the Mississippi

derives its form and power from rivers covering two-thirds

of the American continent. A rhetorical diegesis is in

place, its elements ready to be developed.
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Historical facts, figures, and Lorentz's poetic

narration take us into Sequence II, which is coupled with

Sequence III to form a self-contained narrative structure of

cause and effect. Notice also that the rhetorical diegesis

has been hybridized in that facts are presented in a poetic

style that contains/expresses feelings and emotions. The

human element enters the film in Sequence II as the causal

agent. Images and narration work together to evoke elements

of the American spirit and to convey the epic nature of the

Mississippi. Another dominant visual motif, like the

flowing water, emerges in Sequence II to function

metaphorically and structurally in the film.

The narrator opens Sequence II with a list of the names

of cities on the Mississippi, explaining that a levee was

built a thousand miles long connecting the cities. The

image track shows men working with mules, hauling and

dumping mud in the construction of the levee. The narrator

gives us historical data: the Spanish and French first built

these dikes a century ago to protect New Orleans. Americans

continued and finished that work all the way to the mouth of

the Ohio. The film is giving the viewer information. The

rhetorical diegesis has positioned him as a learner, and the

film is the authoritative teacher—a relationship Lorentz

hopes to maintain to the end. The early American ethic of

hard work, communal effort, and accomplishment is present in

visual and narrative terms. The river is personified as
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female, "spilling her floods across the bottom of the

continent," referring to the ancient river valley, which

sort of romanticizes and maternalizes the river. She is

deified as a life-giver, much like the anthropomorphic

entities of the Greek epics. The size (40,000 square miles)

of the mud delta (from the mouth of the Ohio to the Gulf)

and its geological age give the river further epic

qualities

.

The second part of Sequence II introduces a resonant

and recurring image, the billowing smokestack, whether of

steamboats or factories. The background drawing for the

opening credits was a steaming, double-stacked riverboat, an

image that elicits romantic notions of a past era. Banjo

music ("Suwannee River") associated with that time and place

adds to the effect. Commerce and industry enter the scene.

Cotton is king. The narrator presents dates and figures:

"1860: we rolled four million bales down the river." (Note

the first person plural "we.") The billowing smokestack

becomes a metaphor for flourishing commerce; we see several

shots of steamboats crowded with waving people, and the

Sequence ends with jubilant, victorious music and a shot of

the churning waters in the wake of a loaded steamer.

Sequence III closes the narrative unit started in II.

It opens with another historical time-marker: as the

narrator says, "We fought a war," the words of Lee's

surrender at Appomattox are superimposed over an image of
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flames as marching music plays in the background. The

effect is emotional; when The River premiered for an

audience in New Orleans, the spectators reportedly cheered

when Lee's words appeared. Remember that the South perhaps

suffered the most during the Depression years. The modern

viewer should not undervalue the emotions felt in the 1930 s

nor the effect of an appeal to them, particularly in times

of suffering.

The narrator uses "we" throughout this Sequence, "We

fought a war. ... We mined the soil for cotton." This

usage implicates the viewer: we the American people created

a problem, the consequences are natural and inevitable, and

we must solve the problem. The Civil War and the

overcultivation of cotton have impoverished the South, its

land and its people. The implicated viewer sees deserted or

destroyed homes and eroded, depleted soil. A major cause of

the problem has been identified, unscientific farming, the

frenzied, uncontrolled cultivation of land; this cause will

be addressed in the film's conclusion.

The narrative line of Sequences II and III concludes

here. The closures of these mini-narratives within the

larger narrative of the film have a cumulative effect. They

appear logical, natural--especially when dealing with

historical facts, dates, figures, measurements, and natural

phenomena. The viewer says, "Yes, that's what happened,

that makes sense, I understand." The expectation of some
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form of closure operates very strongly in the rhetorical

diegesis, as does the desire to learn.

Sequence IV continues the rhetorical devices already

discussed, and while doing so an important new one arises,

repetition. Actually, the Sequence opens as if the film is

starting over again, a new beginning, which is a central

concept in the spirit of America. Clouds and tree-covered

mountaintops appear. The narrator repeats in his lyrical,

poetic style another list (these lists function like

incantations) , this one the names of trees that evoke the

idea of the pristine, forested America of pioneer days.

Then the viewer watches these majestic trees being chopped

down. The lumber industry prospers and fuels (or is fueled

by) a building boom. The musical score ("A Hot Time in the

01' Town Tonight") conjures not only another era in American

history but also an American attitude of industriousness,

hard work, and hard play. The flowing water theme

reappears, sluices with fast-moving logs splashing

spectacularly into a river of other logs. The connection

between flowing water and commercial wealth continues. The

music and the editing move quickly along with the rapid

movement of the action on-screen. Lumber builds new cities

and towns in the West. Meanwhile, coal and iron move down

the rivers to other new cities. The smokestacks of

factories and steel mills billow furiously. New machinery

cleared new land in the West and loaded millions of bales of
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cotton destined for Europe. "We built a hundred cities and

a thousand towns. The narrator lists some of them. "We

built a new continent," he asserts with American pride.

Sequence IV ends with this statement. This idea of newness,

of the West as a place of new beginnings, is an important

operant in the rhetorical diegesis.

The use of repetition is evident here, particularly in

the narration and the recurring images. But repetition

makes a more subtle but equally important point in Sequence

IV. The actions of man prompted by industry and the

commercial urge repeat the same frenzied process depicted in

Sequences II-III that resulted in the impoverishment of

natural resources in the South. The unstated point is,

private industry cannot be left to regulate itself, to act

responsibly, because of the expanding market and the profit

motive. A more centralized authority, the government, is

needed to instill control and regulation.

We have identified devices at work within the

rhetorical diegesis of The River . How are they working or

mixing together at this point? What are they creating

for/in the viewer? The attempt to elicit the atmosphere and

spirit of pioneer America produces rich associations with

that era. Also, the poetic diction of the narrator, the

music and the images arouse particular emotions and call

forth a feeling of pride in the epic grandeur of the

American continent. The historical facts placed aside
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figures and data evoke an idea of correctness, truth, the

real. A teacher-learner positioning has taken place.

Certain key visual motifs have been established for the

development of themes. A sense of movement and a rhythm

have been set up by the music, narration, and editing of the

image track; this movement draws the viewer's attention into

the film and holds it while at the same time complements the

film's content--commerce and industry moving at a fast,

frenzied pace. And finally, the powers of narrative

structure have created expectations and desires in the

viewer. Lorentz was very aware that he had to attract and

hold an audience, particularly by dramatic means. All these

elements are intermingling within the rhetorical diegesis to

prepare the viewer for the film's eventual closure.

The start of Sequence V is marked by the recurrent

image of clouds and mountains and the narrated list of tree

names that opened the previous Sequence. Sequence V shows

the effects of the actions in IV and begins a cause-effect

narrative chain that leads up to the film's concluding

Sequence. In stark contrast to the earlier scenes, the

mountains in Sequence V have been stripped, raped, their

tops cut off. What's left resembles a fog-shrouded

graveyard or a battlefield. The flowing water image

continues to supply the dominant narrative thread; rain

falls, and water runs unretained down the denuded

mountainsides, carrying soil with it. The straightforward
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use of repetition of image and narration reinforces the idea

of natural repetition of weather patterns, an important idea

for the film's conclusion.

Sequence V is composed mainly of footage of the 1937

flooding of the Mississippi and its tributaries; it presents

the natural causes of the flood, the flood itself and its

far-reaching effects. What does the flood sequence

contribute to the rhetorical diegesis? Besides continuing

the use of elements already operating in the diegesis, the

flood sequence adds two very significant devices: drama

(although dramatic devices have already been used) and

topicality. The emphasis in our discussion of Sequence V

will fall on these two elements.

As the narrator lists the years since 1903 that the

country has suffered flooding, ending with 1936 and the

current year, 1937, the viewer watches rainwater trickling

and flowing down the mountainside (like Sequence I), the

creeks and rills pouring into the rivers. As the editing

pace quickens, the narrator repeats with growing emotion the

names of the rivers listed earlier along with the cities

along the levees, only the rivers now have become angry,

raging, uncontrollable torrents. The flood footage is the

most dramatically charged photography of the film. We see

men anxiously measuring the rising river at various cities.

The sounds of steamboat whistles, warning sirens, and fog

horns grow louder and louder, accentuating the fury of the
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swirling water on the image track, heightening the drama and

sense of urgency. The narration repeats official pleas for

aid: "Coastguard patrol needed at Paducah! Two hundred

boats wanted at Hickman! Two thousand men wanted at Cairo!"

The viewer is reminded of the American spirit of working

and pulling together in times of need, as every branch of

the armed services is helping to fight the river, along with

several government agencies and the Red Cross, all

struggling together to keep the river off the valley. The

war metaphor is evoked, and the patriotism that goes with

it

.

The effects of the flooding begin Sequence V-a. Again

the photography is spectacularly dramatic: displaced houses,

overturned vehicles, huge pieces of floating debris, water

at rooftop level, aerial views of flooded towns that look

almost unreal. The narrator gives us equally impressive

data, hard figures for the number of dead, the ill, the

homeless, the farms lost, the livestock drowned. While the

aerial view is on-screen, the narrator repeats the list of

flood years and also the statement from the beginning of

Sequence V concerning the destruction of our forests: "We

built a hundred cities and a thousand towns—but at what a

cost!" This repetition clearly links man's irresponsible

treatment of natural resources with the flood disaster, and

it reinforces a point made earlier: industry cannot regulate

itself nor does it have any regard for the effects of
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resource abuse. Some form of control and planning is

needed. Finally, an important point, the flood of 1937 was

fairly recent news. It was not, of course, part of the

original plans for the film, but as the flooding in January

1937 worsened Lorentz sent his cameramen to record the

story. Thus, the film links this topical event with the

historical facts, dates, and figures already presented. The

effect for the viewer of 1937 is, we need some form of flood

control as soon as possible.

The scene fades to black, but the nightmare is not

over. What follows is further effects of the flooding and

more examples of mismanagement of resources. After

mentioning the country's and Congress' response to help

flood victims, the film shows the disastrous results of soil

erosion. The land was cultivated for cotton, corn, and

wheat, then abandoned. "We planted and plowed with no

thought for the future." The narrator presents an

astonishing statistic— four hundred million tons of topsoil

wash into the Gulf of Mexico every year. The photography of

eroded lands and homes threatening to totter into gullies is

compositionally memorable. The spectator begins to

understand how far-reaching this chain of effects can go.

It must be stopped. The need for flood control is

dramatically reinforced. A barrier must be created to keep

these natural forces in check.
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The River now moves into Sequence VI, the humanized or

personalized sequence, strategically placed. Here Lorentz

moves to correct the weakness of his last film. The

Sequence opens with an image of barely productive cotton

fields and a deep, laborious music. The narrator says, "And

poor land makes poor people, " and we see the stooped pickers

moving slowly down the rows, trailing a long white sack,

looking like some sort of pregnant insect. Unlike the

scenes of cotton picking in Sequence II, these laborers are

white, not black field-hands. Statistics are presented

concerning how many farmers in the Valley are tenant farmers

and sharecroppers. These statistics sharpen the emotions of

the scene. The farmers' pitiful situation is explained: no

home, no land of their own, unable to eat from the land

because their cash crop is their livelihood. On-screen a

small child handles an empty cup. The narrator states that

there is no new land in the West to move on to, no new

continent for this generation to build. This observation

intensifies the severity of the situation. The elements of

the rhetorical diegesis carry the viewer along in this brief

scene: the music, the images, the statistics, the contrast,

the emotional appeal, the cry to the American pioneer

spirit

.

The film then cuts to the most personal and human

sequence in The River , and the most emotional. The viewer

sees inside the home of presumably a tenant farm family.
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The emotions and sympathy of American viewers are called

upon in the remainder of this Sequence which is placed for

maximum effect just before the film's conclusion. The music

continues over the cut from outdoors to inside the tenant

family's shack. A haggard woman with a baby in arm prepares

a kettle of cooked vegetables. The tiny home is overcrowded

with young children who sit about listlessly. At the dinner

table the children eat hungrily and sop their plates clean

as the mother nurses the baby and stoically looks on from

another room. Interestingly, there is no adult male figure

in this scene. The viewer sees the family going to bed,

sleeping together in severely cramped rooms. The baby is

laid to sleep, but his arms are strangely stiff, as if

frozen, and his face appears death-stricken. As the music

builds to a tragic finality, the narrator tells what this

generation of young Americans faces: dirt, poverty, disease,

without proper food, medical care, or schooling— "'Ill-clad,

ill-housed, and ill-fed' —and in the greatest river Valley

in the world." The direct reference is to Roosevelt's

inauguration speech of 1937, in which he stated that one-

third of the nation is without adequate clothing, shelter,

and food. Perhaps one-third of the viewers strongly

identified with the on-screen characters. Any viewer not in

that unfortunate one-third should feel shame and outrage for

the abuse of the land and for the victims of that abuse.

What can the viewer do to help these unlucky people? The
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American spirit of togetherness and helping has already been

evoked. The stage is now set for the illustrated lecture.

Sequence VI ends with shots of a wide, tranquil Mississippi

and clouds on the horizon.

Sequence VII begins with the same slightly exaggerated

map of the Mississippi River system that began the film.

This map remains on-screen for nearly two minutes, long

enough to make it a Sequence of its own. Just as the

flowing water images could be a metaphor for the movement of

the film and of history, the map could be a visual metaphor

for the contributions people must make to form a powerful

centralized force to deal with the country's problems. The

narrator refers to topical events in general: dust storms in

the West, floods in the East. The effect of the reference

to the President's speech in the last Sequence still

lingers, and when the narrator says, "We have seen these

problems growing to extremes, " this "We" has the

resonance of We-the-government-have-been-studying-the-

problem. Then, the map becomes animated. The viewer sees

symbols for forest land disappear in huge chunks from the

map as the narrator gives data from government studies. The

statistics about tenant farmers, topsoil, and forests are

alarming. (An interesting sidenote to our look at this

Sequence: a part of Lorentz's narration was cut out by

government officials, a part stating that ten percent of our
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sharecroppers are "living in a state of squalor unknown to

the poorest peasant in Europe.")

The referent of "we" interestingly shifts around during

the map sequence. Sometimes we-the-people is elicited, as

in "When we first found the great Valley. ..." It's very

arguable who (or what) the "we" represents in "And we are

forcing thirty thousand more [farmers] into tenancy and

cropping each year." But, as the narrator concludes the map

sequence, he links government and people together with we

and our when he declares, "In 1933 we started, down on the

Tennessee River, when our Congress created the Tennessee

Valley Authority. ..." The main effect of Sequence VII is

that the Roosevelt Administration has been studying the

problems, making plans, and working to solve the problems

the film has presented. Now the viewer is ready to see the

solution in action, in concrete images.

Sequence VIII concludes the film. (A good starting

point for the comparison of The River and The Plow that

Moke tM Plains is their endings.) All the rhetorical

elements come to bear in this finish. The narrative

structures, like problem-solution or the functioning of the

recurring flowing water images, come to closure. In the

beginning we had naturally flowing water, then water out of

control, and now finally water controlled. The Sequence

opens with dynamite exploding mountainsides. The

construction of huge dams is shown, steam shovels and
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jackhanuners . Then the viewer sees the massive final

product, impressive concrete barriers that control the water

flow. All these images are very powerful. The music has a

sense of victorious, forward movement. Marching feet

appear; then the heads of marching men rapidly pass across

the screen. The narrator says, "But you cannot plan for

water unless you plan for land." Men working for government

agencies like the CCC and the Forest Service are shown

planting trees; tractors till geometrically laid-out fields.

The power of science becomes apparent. The narrator says

agricultural experts have worked out crop systems that

conserve the soil; millions of acres in the Tennessee Valley

"are being tilled scientifically." So, The River contains

the agrarian reform theme, just like Spanish Earth and other

films of the period. It also has another similarity to

Ivens' film: it presents the TVA as a microcosm (like the

Spanish village) of what can be accomplished elsewhere. The

microcosm functions rhetorically.

But you cannot plan for water and land unless you plan

for people." Here the camera sweeps down (with expansive

music) a panoramic mountainside to reveal the government's

model agricultural community. The Farm Security

Administration helped these people build their own homes.

An example of a home appears, a sturdy stone structure with

the family working in the front yard. The FSA also loaned

money to stake farmers, victims of "years of Depression," in
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their agriculture. (This idea of the benevolent government

is quite similar to the British GPO films, although Paul

Rotha says the films of Lorentz and the GPO are quite

dissimilar.) The viewer is impressed with the government's

thorough considerations--water, land, people--and efforts.

But there's more, one final idea and image.

"But where there is water there is power." Power

transmission lines stretch from steel towers to the dam.

Inside the dam, the hum of electrical equipment in the

background, technicians stand before gauges, shifting levers

and switches. Every image, sound, and word function

rhetorically, suggesting science, control, power. The

narrator says the dams produce power for farmers, cities,

factories, "Power to give a new Tennessee Valley a new

generation." The film's final image is of a huge dam

dominating the screen (low-angle shot) as water flows

regulated over the spillway. Besides the rich semiotic

value of the dam, the appeal to the American spirit (new

land, new generation) is also working for the film's

rhetorical diegesis here. The viewer leaves the theatre

reassured and committed to his government's efforts. The

was very successful in achieving its main purpose.

After the release of The River and in the next few

years leading up to World War II, the growth of the American

Documentary Movement caused much excitement, and the

American form continued to evolve in distinct directions.
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The government's United States Film Service was leading the

way. It is indeed fruitful to compare the Film Service's

works with those of Vertov for the Soviet government and

those the GPO made for the British government. Taking a

partial list of characteristics of Lorentz's films as

typical of American documentaries, some similarities in the

three national film forms emerge: emphasis on the beauty and

bounty of the land, the industriousness and hard work of the

people, a sense of optimism, egalitarianism, pride and

patriotic traditions, the idea of progress or growth, and

the promise of new opportunities for a new people.

Certainly all documentary films that deal with socio-

political subjects contain a rhetorical diegesis. We have

traced the formation and development of this diegesis from

Soviet newsreels to the American documentaries of the late

1930s. The forces that influenced this evolution came from

a variety of areas, but chief among them were considerations

of audience and purpose and developments in the devices of

fictional narrative films. The socio-political documentary

and its rhetorical diegesis will later be studied in another

turbulent decade, the 1960s.



DOCUMENTARY DRAMA IN THE 1930s : A THEATRE OF POLITICS

Factors and Conditions Contributing to the
Evolution of Documentary Drama

In forming a base for the study of the Federal

Theatre's Living Newspaper, a simplified and cursory

overview of the status of American theatre in the early

1930s, focusing chiefly on left-wing drama, provides some

background factors that preceded the inception of the

Federal Theatre Project; it also summarizes the

dramaturgical antecedents that influenced the forms and

methods of the FTP's documentary drama, the Living

Newspaper. In general, the economic prosperity of the 1920s

had not been a boon to theatrical attendance and certainly

not to serious, quality theatre. Most Americans spent their

surplus dollars on an ever-increasing variety of

entertainment. Broadway catered to its patrons, the upper

class and the wealthy middle class, with sentimental

realistic pieces concerning the daily lives of individuals

of the propertied class. The growing working class, a

potentially huge audience, was largely unfamiliar with

theatre productions. After the stock market crash of 1929,

the numbers of unemployed theatre personnel and theatre

closings grew steadily. By 1931, two-thirds of Broadway's

112
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theatres were shut down, and the business's unemployment

rate was running around seventy-five percent (Wecter 261)

.

During these troubled times some artists and intellectuals

steered to the right and embraced the elitist, moral tenets

of the New Humanists, but many more turned to the left and

accepted the historical materialism of Marx as a logical,

scientific explanation for the failure of capitalism.

Socialism was a relatively new concept in America, and it

did not contain the negative associations that have been

attached to it since World War II. The left-wing drama of

the early '30s presented Marx's views of history and social

relations to account for the country' s economic problems and

as solutions to them, while the guiding principles for the

left's dramatic forms and methods came from the theatres of

Russia and pre-Hitler Germany.

The radical theatre groups in the United States in the

early '30s demonstrated their strong sense of social

responsibility by attempting to raise the awareness of class

struggle in their working class audience and to strengthen

solidarity and instigate collective action. To achieve

these objectives, the left-wing theatre adopted the agit-

prop style, a form traced directly to the practices of the

post-revolutionary Russian troupe, the Blue Blouse. To

express the political values of the Bolsheviks, these

traveling groups went to the workers in factories, to

soldiers in army camps, and into the countryside to perform ‘
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for the illiterate peasants. The "spoken newspaper" form,

news items read to a gathering of people, provided

information to the rural masses. Using a variety of forms--

such as acrobatics, dance, and animated posters—the Blue

Blouse's highly stylized performances sought to create for

their audiences mass symbols and slogans for the struggle of

the workers.

Another Russian influence on leftist drama in America

came in the dramatic theories of Vsevolod Meyerhold, whose

ideas represented a divergence to some degree from the Blue

Blouse's and from agit-prop's pure proletarian theatre.

Although agit-prop, a form of, by, and for the workers,

disdained the professionalism of Meyerhold' s stationary

machine-age theatre, his ideas and work did influence the

development of the Blue Blouse. Meyerhold' s constructivist

techniques and bio-mechanical acting glorified the machine

and industrialization. The futurist aesthetic figured

prominently in Russian art of the 1920s. Meyerhold' s actors

moved with the rhythm, precision, and power of machines.

Combining this acting style with abstract sets built of

iron, steel, or wood—sets that emphasized architecture,

©riuirieering, and mechanics Meyerhold intended to represent

the new man and the new dynamic society of collective

industrialization and to illustrate how man can function

properly in this new environment. Finally, filmmaker and

dramatist Sergei Eisenstein and his montage theories.
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combined with futurism and constructivism, influenced not

only the agit-prop form but film practices and literary

works as well. His method of juxtaposing conflicting images

and concepts fit the Marxist dialectics represented in agit-

prop; it also called attention to the dynamic process of

becoming and it emphasized change rather than stasis and

linear progression to an inevitable, natural end.

Thus, the agit-prop form developed through the early

'30s in America (its highest artistic achievement was

Newsboy in 1934) to include the following major

characteristics: a mobile rather than a stationary theatre;

non-illusionistic style as opposed to the realistic,

illusionistic style, the elaborate settings, costumes, and

technical equipment of the bourgeois theatre; audience-actor

interaction rather than the passivity thought to be promoted

by the proscenium stage; a simplified mode of expression;

collectivism, both in the theatre group's practice and in

its message to the audience; and a presentational acting

style—the actor was not to become the character he

portrayed—he presented, not represented. The agit-prop

troupes in the United States succeeded in creating an

awareness of the benefits and possibilities of theatre for

workers and other radical theatre groups. But in order to

achieve social change, a wider audience had to be reached,

and to accomplish this some workers' theatre groups felt

that certain production and promotion methods of the
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commercial theatre should be used. The most important of

these revolutionary groups--the Theatre Union, founded in

New York in 1933—presented polished productions of

proletarian themes on a stationary stage in an effort to

compete with Broadway and Hollywood. Opening in January

1935, Clifford Odets's Waiting for Leftv represented the

left's ideal form for effectively reaching the most people.

With realistic characters and dialogue in contemporary

situations the audience could identify with, Odets employed

the non-illusionistic staging, audience involvement

techniques, and direct exhortations of agit-prop. Leftv

proved immensely popular and emotionally powerful, playing

in over one hundred cities in a nine-month period,

indicating that an audience for revolutionary drama did

exist, but still not an audience large enough to initiate

social change, as most uncommitted and non-radical workers

remained uninvolved. The creation of a theatre for the

masses, a people's theatre, required large-scale political

involvement, and the radical left-wing theatre alone could

not engender this type of commitment.

The Federal Theatre Project: A People's Theatre.
Not a Workers' Theatre

In early 1935 the federal government and a number of

leaders in the theatre community began discussions of the

possibilities for a government-funded theatre program on a

national scale as a means to give employment to thousands of
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theatre personnel out of work. Economic conditions in

general and the technological development of cinema (and

radio) had led to theatre closings or conversions to movie

houses and to the unemployment of a wide range of people

associated with play production, not only actors and

directors, but also various technicians, musicians, writers,

stagehands, seamstresses, etc. The Federal Theatre Project,

a division of the Works Progress Administration's arts

project, was formed by Congressional action on August 29,

1935. Its central purpose was to create jobs for unemployed

theatre workers on relief rolls. The WPA stipulated that

ninety percent of the funds allotted must go to labor costs,

and only ten percent to production. The creators of the FTP

envisioned its goal as educative and social and as a

stimulus, not a competitor, to commercial theatre. They

sought a new audience, those who because of poverty or small

town background were completely unfamiliar with dramatic

entertainment, somewhat analogous to the Blue Blouses and

peasant situation, a major difference being the Russian

peasant had no newspapers whereas the American masses did

have them but still felt uninformed and confused. The plan,

according to the Director of the Federal Theatre Project,

Hallie Flanagan, was to establish regional theatres:

To set up theatres which have
possibilities of growing into social
institutions in the communities in which
they are located and thus to provide
possible future employment for at least
some of those who now present an
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immediate and acute problem to the
government . . . and to lay the
foundation for the development of a
truly creative theatre in the United
States with outstanding producing
centers in each of those regions which
have common interests as a result of
geography, language origins, history,
tradition, custom, occupations of the
people. (Flanagan 23)

The intent, then, was a federation of theatres that

encompassed the diversity of America, not a national theatre

that represented the views of the central government. A key

question arises here: Can a government-subsidized theatre be

kept free from censorship? WPA headquarters claimed no

restrictions would be placed on artists, that they would

have liberty to do what they wanted.

Besides providing jobs for the destitute, the FTP hoped

to establish theatre as a part of the education apparatus in

America and to illuminate the problems of a changing social

order. Flanagan expressed her awareness of the task at hand

at a meeting of regional directors in Washington in October

1935:

Our whole emphasis in the theatre
enterprises which we are about to
undertake should be on re-thinking
rather than on remembering. The good
old days may have been very good days
indeed, but they are gone. New days are
upon us and the plays that we do and the
ways that we do them should be informed
by our consciousness of the art and
economics of 1935.

We live in a changing world. . . . Shall
the theatre continue to huddle in the
confines of a painted box? The movies, in
their kaleidoscopic speed and juxtaposition
of external objects and internal emotions are
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seeking to find visible and audible
expression for the tempo and the psychology
of our time. The stage too must experiment,
. . . or it must and should become a museum
product

.

In an age of terrific implications as to
wealth and poverty, as to the function of
government, as to peace and war, as to the
relation of the artist to all these forces,
the theatre must grow up. The theatre must
become conscious of the implications of the
changing social order, or the changing social
order will ignore, and rightly, the
implications of the theatre. (Flanagan 45-
46)

When the FTP began operations, eight separate divisions were

formed: classics, theatre of entertainment, children's

theatre, an American drama series, radio drama, dance drama,

Negro theatre, and the Living Newspaper. Our interests lie

in the documentary drama of the Living Newspaper as an

educational tool and a political form, and in the rhetorical

devices documentary drama uses

.

Discussing the radical left theatre in the 1930s and

then the formation of FTP suggests that connections, both

apparent and arguable, existed between them. A debatable

connection concerns the question of propaganda. Roosevelt's

New Deal and WPA administrators did not envision the FTP as

an instrument of propaganda, although that's what many

Republicans and capitalists called it, fearing its capacity

for subversion of their interests. But leftists could just

as easily say the FTP and the Roosevelt Administration

appropriated the documentary form for the Living Newspaper

because this form had often been used to criticize and
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undermine governments. A distinction between propaganda and

the dissemination of information must be clarified before

entering the argument. Let's say that if factual

information leaves the recipient free to decide for himself

its significance, it's not propaganda. But still the issue

remains murky. Assuming that the various discourses of

ideology make our decisions for us, how much freedom of

choice does the recipient really have? In this light, did

the simple Russian peasants have more freedom of choice than

Americans did? This issue of the FTP as an instrument of

propaganda leads to the question of news as ideology, which

is of great importance in the age of television.

The Living Newspaper: Theatre as an
Educational and Social Force

The more apparent connections between early ' 30s

radical drama, the formation of the FTP, and the forms and

methods of the Living Newspaper are just as fascinating as

the arguable ones. The decline of agit-prop and leftist

theatre groups had reached near bottom by 1935, the year FTP

was formed. A large number of the unemployed artists from

these groups eventually became involved in the Living

Newspaper productions. Radical drama had established a

working class and declassed bourgeois audience for theatre

as an educative and social force in America, which fit the

didactic goals of the FTP. The Living Newspaper staff

intended to inform the populace particularly on social
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issues not adequately reported or not at all mentioned by

the press. A general distrust of the press pervaded much of

society; many people felt the newspapers were out of touch

with real conditions. In the 1936 election for President

over eighty percent of the newspapers advocated Roosevelt's

defeat, and his landslide victory (523 to 8 electoral votes)

attests to the people's disregard for the press.

Another link between the radical theatre and the FTP's

Living Newspaper was created by the limitations placed by

the WPA on production costs, which forced most FTP

presentations into the non-illusionistic mode, a style that

had been utilized and refined by agit-prop groups. This

mode also best suited the didactic goals of the FTP and the

Living Newspaper, but several other diverse elements

contributed to the forms and methods used by the Living

Newspaper. They include, besides agit-prop and the cultural

items of the '30s, the dramatic ideas of Erwin Piscator,

whose adaptation of Dreiser's The American Tragedy was

performed by the Group Theatre in 1936 (retitled The Case of

Clyde Griffiths ) ; the constructivism and futurism of

Meyerhold and the montage theories of Eisenstein, both of

whose ideas were discussed in journals of the early 1930s;

the epic theatre of Brecht, who had two of his plays. The

Three-Penny Opera (1932) and Mother (1935), performed in New

York and whose theories were being spread by the writings of
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Mordecai Gorelik; elements of social realism; and the

techniques of the March of Time newsreel.

The Living Newspaper was the most popular of all the

FTP productions and had the strongest impact. Modeled after

the organization and operation of a big city newspaper, the

production staff included editors, reporters, researchers,

dramatists, actors, technicians. The cost restrictions

placed on FTP and the available forms compatible with or

best suited for the socioeconomic conditions, to a large

extent, determined the elements and structure of the

productions, although the social and political goals of the

FTP called for an aesthetics or style that had already

emerged in the radical drama of the 1930s. The Living

Newspaper adopted from social realism the illumination of

social problems and presentation of solutions achieved

through the concerted direct action of the lower classes.

Eisenstein's dynamic principles and theories of montage and

his early experiments in the Bolshevik theatre passed

through the agit-prop groups into the Living Newspaper as

well. The dialectical arrangement of conflicting images

highlighted the idea of process as on-going interaction

which was then applied to the idea of history as a man-made

process (interaction of social forces) in order to emphasize

that change is possible, that things have not naturally

turned out the way they have. This idea repudiates the

tenet of Naturalism that man's course is unalterable.
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The artistic ideas of the Russians, practiced in the

agit-prop of the Blue Blouses, were extended in Germany by

the experimentation of Piscator and Brecht. Firmly

believing the stage should reflect contemporary life and

should be used didactically for sociopolitical ends,

Piscator developed the documentary drama genre in the 1920s

to achieve those ends. He introduced the use of screens on

stage for projections and films as a means to expand the

historical and global scope possible in a play; documentary

films, he felt, would add objectivity and factualness to the

evidence presented. Other material employed for

authenticity included newspaper clips, governmental records,

speeches of historical personages, photographs, and various

public documents. He also adopted Meyerhold' s moving stage

parts with the machinery that powered them exposed to the

audience. Reference to these and other devices, such as

loudspeakers and placards, with discussion of their

rhetorical intent and effectiveness, will be made in our

analysis of individual works of the Living Newspaper.

Brecht and his (and Piscator' s) epic theatre, a

dramatic form that has continually evolved through the

decades since the 1920s, supplied the Living Newspaper with

a natural form for its purposes. Many of the techniques and

ideas previously mentioned are part of or inherent in the

epic form: among them, the direct appeal to the audience's

reason to motivate them into action, the use of non-illusory
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staging, an acting style that discourages empathy and

promotes contemplation and recognition, an episodic

narrative structure (montage) rather than a plot that builds

to a climax (linear growth) , the presentation of

sociopolitical subjects, emphasis on character types or

groups as opposed to individual characters, and the belief

that man and society are changeable, not fixed and already

determined. The Living Newspaper was the most successful

dramatic group to utilize and further evolve the

experimental theatre of Brecht and Piscator in the late

1930s in America.

A final influence on the techniques and style of the

FTP's documentary theatre was the March of Time radio and

newsreels. The methods of the March of Time radio shows of

the early '30s led to the "pictorial journalism" of Louis de

Rochemont's newsreels, the first one released to movie

theatres as dramatic entertainment in February 1935. After

viewing thousands of feet of newsreel footage, de Rochemont

selected certain segments for re-presentation and assembled

a twenty-two minute film covering six contemporary topics.

A major feature of the March of Time newsreels was the re-

enactment, a dramatization of a current news topic, usually

with hired actors but sometimes with the original

participants re-creating the event. De Rochemont actually

preferred re-enactment, claiming they were "frequently

sharper and more detailed than the 'real' thing." Even when
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authentic footage was available, he sometimes used

impersonation in the interest of dramatic effectiveness.

Using an authoritative disembodied voice as narrator, a key

element in the radio shows, the March of Time offered an

editorial commentary on the visual material. Sometimes

professional actors staged current news items. Transcripts

of authentic statements and comments by celebrities and

government officials provided "scripts," and when these were

not available, writers were given license to invent. Often

newsreel footage was juxtaposed with the re-creation of the

actual event, a Piscatorian method of expansion or

reinterpretation. The March of Time even had events staged

strictly for their filming, a "real" event created by and

for the news media, an early example of the "pseudo-event"

that has become so common today. Often newsreel images and

speeches were taken out of their original context and

reassembled to suit the March of Time's partisan purposes.

Maps, charts, and statistics supplied support for the

interpretation of social, political, and economic problems.

As we shall see, many of these March of Time practices and

devices were adapted for use by the Living Newspaper.

Early Attempts of the Living Newspaper

Federal Theatre groups in most major cities presented

Living Newspaper performances, but the New York group

received the lion's share of attention. Elmer Rice directed
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the New York Living Newspaper, with Morris Watson, a

newspaper man, as his assistant. For their first production

they decided to present the dramatized, documented facts of

Italy's imperialism toward Ethiopia. The choice of subject

matter was partly determined by the WPA' s sending to the FTP

for relief work a troupe of African tribesmen brought to New

York for operatic performances and now left stranded when

the show closed. Add to this reason the very important

factor of topicality; Ethiopia was the hottest issue in the

current news. But Rice's Ethiopia never opened in New York.

After months of preparation, the play was effectively banned

by order from the White House through WPA headquarters in

Washington. An official directive to Rice and Hallie

Flanagan required that, for reasons of diplomacy, no

representation of a foreign head of state or a minister of

government appear on stage. In the dangerously sensitive

state of world affairs and to maintain American neutrality,

any government-sponsored art work must not risk misreading

the work's message as a statement of American government

policy. Washington was strangely reluctant at this time to

condemn fascism, perhaps because anti-fascism was the new

official policy of the communist Popular Front, perhaps

because of admiration for law and order. At any rate,

Ethiopia , after one performance for the press and for WPA

officials, closed down, and Rice resigned as director of the

New York Living Newspaper. A similar fate struck the Living
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Newspaper's first production in Chicago, Model Tenement , a

dramatization of the housing problem. In this case the

mayor of Chicago instituted the shutdown. So, the promise

of freedom of choice that WPA administrators had given to

FTP directors lost its meaning; indeed, the question of

whether or not a state-subsidized theatre could expect

complete freedom was accentuated. This beginning for the

Living Newspaper acknowledged the potential power and

influence of the form and of federal theatre--a people's

theatre--in general.

The Living Newspaper's first public showing, Triple-A

Plowed Under , opened in March 1936, but not without

problems. Some performers threatened to leave the

production because of the unconventional form (no plot, no

story, no character development), but Flanagan persuaded

them to stay in the interests of experimentation with a

promise to drop future Living Newspaper plans if the play

failed. Because of the subject matter--the plight of

American farmers since World War I—the police anticipated

protests and disturbances, and stationed a contingent of

officers around the theatre. Disruptions occurred— a few

spectators singing the Star Spangled Banner—but the play

was performed and acclaimed as a new theatre technique and

as an honest dramatization of the American farm problem; the

play implies that farmers, workingmen, and middle-class

consumers are victimized by speculators and the capitalist
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system. Other Living Newspaper offerings in New York

included 1935 (May 1936), presenting news highlights of 1935

through the isolated conversations of average citizens;

Injunction Granted ( July-October 1936) , a factual history of

the legal system's treatment of labor in America, a play

criticized as one-sided and favoring unionization; Power

(February-July 1937) , which, in the interests of the

taxpayer, favors the TVA over the electric light and power

industry. The dramatic forms and methods of the Living

Newspaper, derived mainly from the antecedents previously

discussed, continued to evolve with each of these works.

They reached their highest refinement and effectiveness in

One-third of a Nation (January-October 1938), a play about

slum housing in America which took its title from

Roosevelt's Second Inaugural Address: "I see one-third of a

nation ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-nourished."

In the summer of 1937 at Vassar College, a selected

group of forty Federal Theatre directors, playwrights,

actors, designers, and technicians from around the country

convened to begin six weeks of theatre retraining. The

relationship between theatre and education provided the

focus for the retraining, the belief being that a

government-created theatre should concern itself with the

aim of that government— a better life for more people. The

members of the group brought with them their knowledge of

Federal Theatre conditions and audiences in their respective
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regional theatres. Each participant in the Federal Summer

Theatre studied and practiced all elements of production,

not just his or her specialized field, and returned home

with newly-acquired expertise to teach. Thus, a worthy

model was established for both a truly American theatre and

the academy to support it (this at a time when Congress was

considering and did approve 30% cuts in FTP funding--and the

FTP received less than 1% of the WPA funds in the first

place) . The product of the Summer Theatre proved to be the

most effective of the living newspapers. Revisable to meet

local housing conditions. One-third of a Nation played in

ten American cities, often supported by civic and

educational groups. Carefully integrating research

findings, the play proposed to teach the history of housing

that had led to the slum conditions, to focus attention on

the social problems of the slums that result from economic

factors, and to offer a political solution.

"One-third of a Nation”: A Study of Rhetoric on Two Levels

One-third of a Nation , consisting of two acts and

eleven scenes, opened on January 17, 1938, at the Adelphi

Theatre in New York. The play features an assortment of

theatrical techniques to focus on the housing problem in

America, including an examination of documented historical

events that have led to the present problem. A loudspeaker

(the disembodied voice) acts as narrator and stage manager.
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among other functions, and a sort of Everyman comes on stage

out of the audience to be educated about the housing problem

and to witness the results of it. Numerous vignettes, re-

enactments, and didactic illustrations portray a situation

so seemingly hopeless that only the New Deal government's

virtual nationalization of the building industry can

effectively address the problem. The various rhetorical

devices utilized by the Living Newspaper to present its

ideology in One-third will be identified and examined in the

following pages in order to follow their usages and

transformations in the documentary drama of the 1960 s in a

later chapter.

Elements of persuasion in One-third can be classified

under three components of classic rhetoric: invention,

arrangement, and style. The play's rhetorical system is

more effectively analyzed if we divide it into documentary

or factual elements of exposition and those elements

characteristic of narrative and fiction. Bill Nichols has

elaborated this distinction to some extent. He begins with

a concept common to the study of narrative fiction films,

the diegesis, which is the imaginary world created by the

characters and story in the film, including events and

actions accepted as a natural part of the spatio-temporal

continuum of this world even if not shown on the screen.

From this concept he derives the notion of the rhetorical

diegesis in non-narrative film. The rhetorical diegesis is
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"the plane of rhetorical ordering that supports exposition.

. (Nichols, Ideology and Image 184) . Within this plane

of activity the elements that function to inform but also to

move and persuade the viewer are interacting in support of

each other. It is important to remember that both the

narrative diegesis in fiction films and the rhetorical

diegesis of non-narrative are fabrications. In focusing on

the rhetorical diegesis in docudrama, we must also consider

how narrative, in particular narrative structure, can

operate rhetorically.

Our interest can be stated in other terms as the fusion

or confusion of fact and fiction, a summation that makes

our subject more understandable as well as contemporary.

For the sake of clarity, let's specify our redefined object

of study as the hybrid diegesis of docudrama, a diegesis

present in films, novels, and plays that combine the

elements of narrative and fiction with factual material

presented in various forms of documentary address. This

"factual" material need not be completely true, but only

presented as factual information and accepted as true. The

degree of truth is relative to factors such as the pre-

disposition of the viewer/reader and the ideology of the

presenter--in other words, the degree of truth is sort of

triangulated by the relationships between viewer and text,

writer and text, and viewer and writer. The method and

extent of fictionalizing and the effects of it are further
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considerations. So, a central question emerges: Does the

Living Newspaper's One-third of a Nation contain the hybrid

diegesis? And if so, which elements of narrative and

documentary are at work, and how are they interacting?

Rhetorical devices in One-third can be classified into

four broad categories, each of which can operate in either

the expository or the narrative mode: forms and methods of

staging, the use of documents, emotional appeal, and

narrative structures. Rather than discussing each category

individually (staging, of course, is by far the largest), we

will start at the beginning of the play and consider

representative instances in each category as they occur in

sequence and combination with others. Further discussion of

the hybrid diegesis of documentary drama will come at the

end of the chapter, along with summary remarks concerning

the elements of documentary and of narrative fiction.

The curtain rises to reveal a set design by Howard Bay,

one of the few American set designers of Brechtian epic

theatre. But the opening set is not characteristically epic

in the sense of being non-illusionistic . The play opens

upon a cross-section of a typical four-story slum tenement,

as if the building had been dissected for the purposes of

study. Almost everyone in the audience had seen the

exterior of tenements, but not everyone had experienced what

the inside is like. The several characters, including

children, appear in the middle of the normal household
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activities of a tenement, as the spectator can see what goes

on in each of the cubicles of the structure as well as the

action in the street in front of the building. A

loudspeaker, the voice of the Living Newspaper, announces a

date in 1924 and three addresses in New York. This

information from The New York Times is, like all information

in the play, documented in program notes. (Piscator

sometimes projected his footnotes onto a screen on one side

of the stage.) Suddenly wisps of smoke appear from the

cellar and the third floor; the building is on fire.

Onlookers gather in front as sirens and bells sound and

panic ensues. A man trapped by the flames emerges onto a

fire escape twenty-four feet above the stage, but the ladder

to safety is not useable. As a pointing crowd gathers under

him, the lights blackout. It is a powerful, spectacular

opening that contains many materials intended for rhetorical

purposes

.

Speaking from the viewpoint of Epic drama, Mordecai

Gorelik criticized the scene as "wholly illusory in

technique" and as "tending to give the audience a

'catharsis,' or emotional escape, from the dilemma [of

adequate housing] set forth by the script" (Gorelik 448)

.

Considerations of human emotions were very important indeed

to artists in the 1930s. Recall Dorothea Lange's and Walker

Evans' photography. The Grapes of Wrath . Ben Shahn's

immigrant paintings. Will Rogers—the list could go on.
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Roving reporter Edmund Wilson said, "The place to study the

present crisis [Depression, early 30s] and its causes and

consequences is not in the charts of the compilers of

statistics, but in one's self and the people one sees" (qtd.

in Stott 17) . The faces of these people expressed the cry

of common humanity as well as the richness of life.

Emotional appeal assumes a crucial role in the composition

of the rhetorical diegesis in One-third , and if any degree

of catharsis takes place in the first scene, perhaps it's

better to come at the beginning of a didactic, documentary

drama so that the audience's cognitive and interpretive

faculties are not too much impeded by emotions.

Originally, at the Vassar Summer Theatre, the set had

been more symbolistic with exaggerated enlargements of slum

objects hanging from the flies that tenement dwellers saw

every day, things like a leaky communal faucet, a broken

stairway, a cockroach, a faulty fire escape, an oozing

garbage can, and a filthy toilet seat. Working

metonymically, these nightmarish distortions loomed larger

that life over the characters and suggested, through precise

lighting effects, that the leaky faucet, for example, is

connected to the cholera afflicting the families. Brechtian

in theory, this set presented common objects in a strange,

novel way to give them more meaning than their everyday

significance. The surrealistic set was discarded for the

realistic tenement cross-section in the New York opening.
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but it was often used by directors of the play in other

cities when inadequate funds made the realistic construction

an impossibility. The tenement building fits the

documentary mode of the play (the tenement fires were

documented) , and any spectator could leave the theatre, walk

a few blocks in any direction and find the same, real-life

tenements. As the play progresses, the four-story structure

takes on the properties of an agit-prop symbol: it's highly

recognizable by everyone and it graphically represents the

exploitation and repression (and much more) of the less

fortunate classes. It continually reappears after screens

and lighting have been used to create the play's historical

shifts, a technique that supports one of the play's key

ideas, that history repeats itself. Finally, recent

contemporary plays such as Waiting for Lefty had shown the

success of realistic methods in reaching a wider audience, a

major goal for the FTP.

Scene I's use of children is intended to engender the

emotional participation of the audience. A frail little

girl labors to carry pails of water up four flights of

stairs, while two young boys play craps in the street.

Their future is already present: for the girl a life of

struggling servitude, for the boys juvenile delinquency and

a life of crime—no future. The results of slum life on

children are documented and dramatized in a later scene.

Another form of documentation in Scene I is aural: a
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victrola in one of the cubicles plays a popular dance song

from 1924, setting the time period of the scene. Why 1924?

Perhaps because of the widely-held idea that the '20s was a

decade of abundance and prosperity for many. One-third of a

Nation would present the other side of the '20s, the one not

constructed by the media into a dominant myth. Yes, this

side was reported by the media, but in a way that did not

call attention to it or pose questions about it.

Documentation, like the quotes from the Times , is early

established as a form that will function rhetorically. The

Living Newspaper used both the reputation of the Times and

its product--information--to reveal through techniques like

juxtaposition new interpretations of the product. The logic

of documented facts assumed an important and powerful role

for a play intent on teaching and for a citizenry that

desired more knowledge and understanding of what was

happening around them.

Two other devices must be mentioned in the first scene,

and both of them exhibit the expansion of March of Time

forms. Throughout the play the disembodied voice of the

Loudspeaker or public address system serves a number of

instrumental functions, some of them obvious, others hidden:

narrator, stage master, teacher, interpreter of events,

intervener for the common man. The Loudspeaker presents the

ideology of the Living Newspaper and sometimes of the New
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Deal government. Speaking of the Summer Theatre project at

Vassar, Hallie Flanagan says in Arena :

Great economic, social, and educational
forces interpenetrated our theatre, even
to the circumstances of our meeting here
[at Vassar] , and our theatre to be worth
its creation by the government must at
times concern itself with the aim of our
government—a better life for more
people. (211)

The use of the disembodied voice is similar to the Voice of

Time narrator in the March of Time newsreels, one of whose

functions was to make more dramatic and entertaining the

news events reported. In an authoritative tone the Voice of

Time introduced the newsreel's particular subject and

usually editorialized in a partisan manner. The Living

Newspaper's Loudspeaker expands the role of the unseen

narrator as the above list of instrumental functions

indicates. The male voice of the Loudspeaker as stage

manager or conjurer can move us backward or forward in time

and also self-reflexively control the technical staging of

scenes. He assumes the role of teacher, directing various

types of demonstrations and offering interpretations of

events and actions. Is this propaganda? Yes, he's telling

the audience how to view the events rather than letting them

decide. What is his authority and his ethical position? He

assumes the voice of the common man, asking the questions

that turned in every spectator's mind. The audience

identifies with him and tends to overlook the propaganda

question. This device of Loudspeaker as one of the people
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works like the agit-prop proletarian plays where the actors

were actually workers. Other examples of the Loudspeaker's

functions will be discussed as they appear in the unfolding

of the play.

Briefly, other possible influences from March of Time

devices include the juxtaposing of filmed material with re-

enactments of actual events and other stage action, thereby

creating new contexts, and the use of charts, maps, and data

in the treatment of social, political, and economic

problems. Reciprocally, the Living Newspaper may have

influenced the March of Time format: the Living Newspaper's

first production in 1935 dealt with several news events of

that year, which proved to be an unfocused format, and the

remainder of the Living Newspaper plays centered on one

specific topic, like housing or electricity. The initial

March of Time newsreels also dealt with three or four topics

in one twenty-minute film, and in 1938 they switched to

covering one topic in a thirty-minute segment.

A final device introduced in the first scene--the use

of fictional characters—actually becomes more significant

in Scene II, which the Loudspeaker opens by posing questions

about the fire to the audience in order to guide their

analytical thinking. In Scene I, an elderly Jewish man (the

inhabitants of the tenement are ethnically diverse) loses

his family in the fire. He's a fictional creation that

stimulates the viewer's emotions, and in answering the fire
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investigator's questions in Scene II, he serves to imply

that investigations accomplish very little and that the laws

favor the rich and should be changed.

Another fictional character, the Landlord, functions

more significantly. When the investigator prepares to close

his report, the Loudspeaker intervenes to call forth the

Landlord, a German butcher named Schultz, who is protected

by the law from testifying in this particular case.

Speaking off the record, he answers the Loudspeaker's

questions forthrightly, and refuses the Loudspeaker's offer

to buy his dilapidated tenement, stating that the land it

sits on is the valuable property he intends to hold on to.

This statement comes just after the Loudspeaker has

presented a short demonstration skit to show how a new car's

value depreciates as opposed to the value of land. Then the

fictional landlord sets up a narrative structure.

Disavowing any blame, he proposes that one would have to go

back in history to discover "whatever it was that made New

York City real estate the soundest and most profitable

speculation on the face of the earth!" Thus a goal as well

as a chronology is formed, an enigma to be solved, like a

detective looking for answers, although the answers are

given to the viewer; he does not discover them on his own.

The facts presented are already arranged, the goal already

set by the Loudspeaker. Now everything that is presented
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will appear unquestionable in its cause and effect course to

the already determined conclusion.

Other items working rhetorically in Scene II include

further documentation, data and figures, an on-stage black

screen, and lighting. The varied sources of information,

such as the report of the New York Board of Fire

Underwriters and other official documents in addition to The

New York Times and interviews conducted by the Living

Newspaper staff, all indicate how original material assumed

to be objective statements of fact and therefore

indisputable can be re-contextualized and juxtaposed to lead

to further meaning and new awareness. In one exchange

between characters, the Living Newspaper takes a statement

made by the New York Tenement House Commissioner in 1937 and

inserts it alongside a quote from the 1924 Times article and

some figures from a 1932 report by the State Board of

Housing. This method illustrates that the problems of the

past are still present—history is always with us—and also

furnishes more recent data to show the problem's topicality.

The use of exact figures and places, like 224 inspectors,

105,000 tenements, and 397 Madison Street, implies

measurement, accuracy, empirical evidence. This scene, like

several others, is played before a black screen dropped from

the flies, which focuses viewer attention on the characters

as they seem to come forward against the receding dark

color. Also, no distracting illusory sets are present; the
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spectator can pay full attention to what's being shown and

said. Lighting further emphasizes the characters and

dialogue. At the scene's end, a blackout disrupts

continuity and allows the audience an interval to think;

then Scene III begins with the Loudspeaker's voice in

darkness taking us back in history and again posing

questions: Who owned the land first? How did they get it?

Who bought it and who made the profit?

Rhetorical elements of the hybrid diegesis at this

point in the play have been identified. Without repeating

earlier comments, how is this system of devices working by

the end of scene II? Emotional involvement motivates the

audience. The unfortunate one-third of a nation must be

helped. The tenement set represents a part of everyday

reality recognized by the audience. Documentation of

research findings adds empirical weight to the sense of

reality. The teaching format is established by inserted

demonstrations as well as question-answer and problem-

solution frameworks. This play will provide information the

audience desires. Desire, a feature of most fictional

narratives, can be a very powerful rhetorical device. The

audience has a friend, a spokesman, the Loudspeaker—he has

power and they trust him because he seems to be one of them.

A major narrative line is set up, the chronological

examination of history; in recounting an historical order of

events in a cause and effect structure—we know the effect.
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the cause will be presented—a sense of naturalness is

created which makes the Living Newspaper's upcoming solution

to the housing problem seem logical. Finally, the

investigation in Scene II works like any play or film that

involves a trial or tribunal: the audience is forced to

decide, to make a choice—they cannot be apathetic.

Scene III develops against a black screen. The year is

1705; Lord Cornbury, Governor of New York, grants sixty-

three acres of land to Trinity Church "for the greater glory

of the church and for other pious uses." Most of the

information and dialogue in this scene comes from published

historical studies and other verifiable sources. The Living

Newspaper, in choosing the church to begin its historical

account, plants the seed of a corruption motif that develops

into a major theme as the play progresses. Trinity Church,

in order to increase its power (glory?) as an institution,

rents parcels of the land to selected church members. The

Loudspeaker shifts the action to 1794; William Rhinelander

of Tammany Hall obtains from the city aldermen another land

grant for Trinity. The church awards him with a parcel.

The city suspects that Trinity's annual income is more than

the $12,000 required by law. Aaron Burr is appointed to

head an investigation, but a bribe with land leads Burr to

drop it. The impersonation of actual people and events had

been popularized by the March of Time form. The corruption

motif is already reinforced by illustrations of graft and
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bribery connected with venerable names in American history.

The Living Newspaper suggests the church and aristocracy as

mutually supportive institutions that early on in American

history formed not only a new aristocracy (after our War of

Independence) but also a hegemony.

The second part of Scene III contains perhaps the

play's most effective instructional presentation; it

concerns the simplification of a complex historical

development into a compressed, graphic demonstration. A

nameless character representing landowners in general

enters, dressed in clothing from the 1775-1850 period and

carrying a grass mat under his arm and two stanchions. He

unrolls the mat on-stage, sets up the stanchions containing

street names familiar to the audience, and in dialogue with

the Loudspeaker explains he has bought this land as an

investment. Then, as a town crier periodically announces

certain events in American history and a second voice off-

stage calls out the population of New York in a given year,

newly arrived immigrants enter, at first in one's and two's,

but as time passes and the population swells, movement on-

stage becomes more hectic and congested. Needing a place to

live--a basic necessity--the immigrants buy tiny pieces of

the mat to build a home on. The scene is very effective

didactically while also making more obvious the Living

Newspaper's ideology. The audience sees not only how land

speculation works, but also the effect on the innocent
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people who need a place to live. The line, "A man's got to

have a place to live” is repeated throughout this scene and

in others, like a slogan. An excellent visual metaphor, the

grass mat becomes grotesquely overcrowded, as each

inhabitant mimics a daily activity like eating or washing

but is so hemmed in that freedom of movement is impossible.

This expressionistic demonstration, besides reifying a

complex historical socioeconomic process, shows clearly how

a sense of common humanity and the standard of living

deteriorate because of the profit motive. The combination

of classic methods gives this scene its rhetorical power.

The documented events, dates, and figures contribute the

factual (inartistic) material. Artistically, the

demonstration suggests objectivity, or even scientific

validity (a proof), and the spectator's emotions are spurred

as he sees innocent families taken advantage of, perhaps

much like the spectator himself has been. The profit-hungry

landowner got rich by sitting on his ass while the people

worked and the city grew. When the Loudspeaker chastises

him, he absolves himself by saying he didn't break any laws

and that all the smart people were doing it, like Robert

Goelet, John Wendell, and John Jacob Astor, the Landlord's

heroes. These historical personages are thus linked through

analogy to the Landowner's behavior just witnessed, thereby

demythologizing these great names in the history of New

York, names that buildings and streets are named after.
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What will the spectator think the next time he passes the

monumental Hotel Astor?

Additional devices appear in Scene IV that enrich the

play's total form and further the effect of the rhetorical

diegesis. A man dressed in the clothes of 1938 comes out of

the audience to become a main character in the play. Called

the Little Man, he represents the common tenement dweller

and tells the Loudspeaker that he's no actor, that he wants

information, and that the Tenement Housing Commissioner had

told him about the Living Newspaper's play about housing.

The Loudspeaker answers his first question--Why he never

gets the rooms he applies for in the new housing

developments—with current statistics published by the New

York City Housing Authority and computed by the Living

Newspaper: his chances of getting a room are 3600 to one.

The Little Man asks to go back in time to see the tenement

house conditions then; the Loudspeaker addresses the

projectionist by first name and tells him to lower a screen

with an 1850 map of New York projected on it. This done,

the Loudspeaker calls forth a man dressed in the period of

1850 to act as guide for the Little Man's tour of the city.

As they stride in place, the scenes of old New York

projected on the screen change to simulate walking through

the neighborhoods. Many elements of persuasion are at work

here. The spectator identification with the Little Man is

stronger since he came from among them and asks the
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questions that are probable foremost in their minds. They

too want answers but have not known whom to ask. The

mention of the play itself as the place to get answers and

the Loudspeaker's instructions to the projectionist create a

self-reflexivity that functions to foreground the play's

didactic intentions, to de-emphasize its entertainment

value, and to assert that it has nothing to hide and makes

no attempt to create illusions. The uses of projections on

screen expand the theatre space and time and act like visual

aids do for a classroom lecture or demonstration. They also

work as visual metaphors that support the ever-presence-of-

history theme: a character and scenes from 1850 placed

alongside a character and spectators in the present.

Furthermore, the characters are walking in place--their

position remains unchanged as history moves forward.

Other elements from non-narrative and narrative forms

add to or reinforce those already in effect in the hybrid.

The use of current data helps to build the sense of

topicality, a crucial element in a documentary drama whose

purposes are social and political. Topicality will be

discussed more fully later. The appeal to emotions plays a

heavy role in this Scene. After a report is read by the

Chairman of the Council for Public Health and Hygiene

(1864) , listing the squalid, subhuman living conditions in

the slums, the Little Man is shown how slum families lived.

Using the tenement set from Scene I (the same in 1864 as in
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1938), the audience witnesses dramatized vignettes of the

family problems suffered, the broken dreams, the

hopelessness and desperation that lead to crime, and the

pestilence—cholera--that ravages the neighborhood.

Concerning the cholera epidemic (the third in twenty

years) , the play at first subtly and then emphatically

implicates the newspapers. An immigrant husband tells his

wife of a newspaper report announcing the third death this

week in a particular tenement, and he wonders in passing why

the cause of death is not given. Later, the doctor treating

the cholera patients in the tenement openly attacks the

newspapers for hiding the truth--that no cases of cholera

existed outside the slums—and he accuses the landlords of

persuading the newspapers to hide it. The distrust of the

news media, the idea that wealthy capitalists controlled it,

and the sense of not knowing the whole truth were prevalent

attitudes throughout the 1930s. These historical parallels

evoke the play's topicality, though less directly than

methods used later such as the inclusion of up-to-the-moment

data. The strongest emotional appeal in this scene comes in

the form of the hellishly sick and dying tenement dwellers,

including a baby. The impact of the visions is increased by

lighting, a rhythmic, sort of cinematic rapid cutting effect

produced by lights directed in darkness on a certain scene,

a complete blackout, then redirected to another scene in the

tenement. The rapid cutting, a narrative film technique.
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creates tension and draws the emotions forward, the viewer's

eyes quickly shifting to each lighted area. The scene ends

with an official statement by the New York City Health

Inspector on June 12, 1854, which lays the blame for the

cholera epidemic on "mercenary landlords" who create and

maintain conditions for the contagion.

The short Scene V stokes the emotional involvement,

injects topical material, and helps prepare the viewer for

the Living Newspaper's solution to the housing problem.

Discussing the previous scene, the Little Man asks the

Loudspeaker what was done after the epidemic. Return to

1854. A committee of three doctors report to the Mayor

their grisly, disgusting findings upon inspection of the

slums; they conclude that the problem is of such magnitude

that only humane and philanthropic capitalists can remedy

it. After six months of talks, the Mayor and his committee

decide to take no action. Thus, frustration exacerbates the

spectator's emotions; he has seen the horrible need for

action go unanswered, and he has a figure to whom to direct

his anger, the landlord. When the Little Man says there's

no more cholera in the slums, the Loudspeaker introduces

statistics from a report to Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia dated

January 25, 1937. No, no cholera; instead there's

tuberculosis 129% higher in the slums, diphtheria 97%,

spinal meningitis 119%, and an overall death rate 93%

higher. In other words, the same conditions just dramatized
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still exist today. The Little Man's closing expression,

"Well, I'll be damned," takes on its true significance. By

showing that committees and investigations accomplish

little, and that capitalist philanthropy is doubtfully

forthcoming, the Living Newspaper is working toward the

presentation of their solution.

Scene VI ends the first act. Two devices that function

rhetorically in the hybrid diegesis are noteworthy:

exaggeration and repetition. The scene opens with a group

of charwomen lightly cleaning the tenement after the

epidemic; they glide about the stage ballet style. This

stylized movement is so incongruous and strange that it

draws attention to itself as having special significance.

It suggests light-heartedness, a lack of guilt or concern;

it also doesn't fit the scene, just as the surface

whitewashing of the tenement does not fit nor remedy the

problem. The other rhetorical device is repetition.

Following the "whitewash job, " the landlord opens the

building for occupancy. A steady stream of newly-arrived

immigrants enters, each family in need of shelter. It's a

repeat of Scene III, with the landlord still motivated by

the same ideology and still taking advantage of basic human

needs. The only change is the addition of an agent who

brings families to the landlord and collects a fee, driving

the rent higher and also representing a spread in unethical

profit-making. The audience sees history repeating itself;
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they also know that the same situation exists today because

many of them are victims of it and, logically, they believe

the cause of the problem is still operating.

The first scene of Act II deepens the viewer's

frustration. The empty tenement house itself is personified

with a voice and a cynical attitude. As the house narrates,

dramatizations of housing legislation in the 1890s are

presented with documentary citations provided by the

Loudspeaker. New laws required landlords to improve the

physical conditions of their buildings, but these laws were

not enforced and proved ineffective. An 1894 report named

Trinity Church's properties among the city's worst; the

play's founder of the land business is most corrupted. The

workings of the legal system slow down any corrective

action, and when a major law like the Tenement House Laws of

1901 finally emerges, it is largely invalidated because

houses built before April 12, 1901, are not affected. The

Voice of the House concludes Scene I by wearily stating that

he and the problem are still here. So the play steadily

closes off the possible avenues for a solution to the

housing conditions; nothing presented has shown any

effectiveness nor indeed hope, and the audience grows more

restless for action and change.

Scene II, set in the present or recent present, reuses

certain techniques with some slight changes in form. The

interpolation of hard statistics occurs throughout the
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scene, and near the end supplies a dynamic link between two

parts of the scene. The Loudspeaker answers the Little

Man's question about new housing with numbers like 1% of the

people who lived in the slums where a new project was built

can actually afford to live there; the other 99% must move

into the older tenements. If the audience has not yet

picked up the repetition motif, the Loudspeaker makes it

emphatic when he proposes that the Little Man take a tour of

New York in 1933. The Little Man says that would be like

repeating an earlier scene, and the Loudspeaker answers, ".

. . that's the whole point of this housing business. It

repeats itself.”

The Loudspeaker also promises a solution to come later,

and then he gives the Little Man the power to call forth the

Guide character from 1850, and with projections of present-

day New York locations on the screen, the two tour the city

in the same manner as before. Physical changes, like more

buildings and the horseless carriage, are noted, but the

housing problems persist. The repeated use of devices,

methods, and characters— in other words, the staging— forms

a concrete statement of the play's message. The Little Man

and Guide witness individual slum scenes: kids fighting,

then the Loudspeaker quotes statistics on juvenile

delinquency in urban slums; a couple arguing about having

more children, the wife strongly asserting that two of her

babies died because of the living conditions, not because it
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was "just bound to be," as her husband had stated. The

conditions are man-made, not natural--an important point for

the audience to understand concerning the Depression. The

Guide comments that what is happening in these homes is the

same as in 1850; the presentation of the repetition theme

becomes more and more simplified.

Two other devices in Scene II are notable. Another

audience participant, the Little Man's wife, comes up the

stairs onto the stage. She enthusiastically informs him

that a new housing project (Williamsburg, open 1937) is

accepting applications; then the Tenement Housing

Commissioner tells them 19,000 applications have already

been received for 1,622 apartments. When the Loudspeaker

promises he'll show her what can be done, she rejoins the

audience, thus re-establishing her intimate connection with

them, as she will become a significant figure at the play's

end. The second device involves a smooth juxtaposition

amounting to a type of continuity editing. During the

Little Man' s tour of Harlem, two Negroes argue over their

allotted use of a single bed. They also describe the

discrimination they suffer when looking for housing. No

longer able to stand the situation, one man recalls the

words of his grandfather: when a man can't take it anymore,

he grabs his machete and kills the planters and overseers.

The allusion to the days of slavery implies much about life

in the slums. One man can do very little, the other Negro
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advises, but getting the people together to act can do

something. Growing more forceful, he proposes a rent strike

and begins a no-rent chant that transitionally leads to the

Loudspeaker quoting The New York Times accounts of rent

strikes in 1933 and 1936 followed by dramatizations of the

organizing sessions. The spectator learns that solidarity

and unified action can produce results—but are the results

strong enough? No rent paid until the landlord agrees to

let the people stay at the old rent? It seems a hollow

victory; the squalid conditions continue. So the play

further delays the best solution, which increases the

viewer's anticipation and emotional level.

The last sixteen pages of the script contain three

short scenes. A very instructive demonstration and an

effective juxtaposition dominate Scene III, along with the

usage of current quotes and data that continues through the

final three scenes. Commenting on the rent strikes, the

Little Man--who appears to be gaining awareness--says they

did some good but did not produce new houses. Why aren't

new houses built? A landlord from 1938 enters to answer

that question: commercial builders aren't interested in

building for low-income groups because "there's no money in

it." He asks the Little Man if he knows what goes into the

building and operation of a house, and then he begins a

dramatized demonstration against a black screen to provide

that answer. He negotiates separately with a parade of
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individuals, land owners and brokers, building supply men,

contractors, bankers, mortgage company presidents, taxmen,

insurance agents, renting agents, coal suppliers, and

janitors—each person adding to the house's cost. The

result is a rent charge almost four times higher than that

initially projected as affordable for the low-income

brackets. The Living Newspaper gathered and reassembled the

data for this scene from the National Association of

Builders, Owners, and Managers and from other documents

supplied by various private groups involved in building.

The stage blacks out.

The Loudspeaker manifests his power by self-reflexively

demanding the lights be brought back up in order to reveal

his long-awaited cure to the problem: It has just been

demonstrated that landlords cannot build affordable housing;

now let someone do it who can—the United States Government.

Nationalize the building industry. Examples of government

housing projects in various cities, accompanied by relief

models on a large board, are quoted from the Congressional

Record. The Loudspeaker counters the anticipated charges of

socialism and unconstitutionality by presenting a

representative of the U. S. Housing Authority who recalls

reform measures of the past, like Workmen's Compensation and

the creation of the regulatory Public Service Commission,

which were similarly attacked but which have been written

into our nation's laws. The placement of the Living
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Newspaper's answer to the problem after the building-cost

demonstration gives it more rhetorical force, the authority

and power of the Loudspeaker enhance his proposed solution,

and the ready answers deflate the easily anticipated

complaints

.

Most of the script for Scene IV comes from the

Congressional Record recording of the debates over the

Wagner-Steagall Housing Bill introduced in the Senate on

February 27, 1937, debates that lasted until August 22 when

the Bill passed but with the originally proposed

appropriation reduced by half. A screen and projected film

provide the persuasive force in this scene. The large

screen rises between the debating Senators and the audience.

While the vague mumblings of the Congressmen can still be

heard, the Loudspeaker supplies commentary to a series of

movies about present-day New York. Edited by the Living

Newspaper technical staff, the films were shot by them and

t>y the New York City Housing Authority. Shots of symbols of

wealth and power, like skyscrapers. Wall Street, the Empire

State Building, take the viewer along Park Avenue eventually

reaching the slums of the lower East Side. Then each shot

focuses on particular slum sights, like a dirty yard with

children, garbage cans, dead rats, filthy communal toilets,

a tenement afire. The film ends with a hand and gavel

crashing down and the announcement of the Housing Bill

reduction. The images of this montage film contrast very
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poignantly and function somewhat in Eisensteinian fashion.

The clash of the shots of the city's wealth and poverty,

along with the barely audible Congressmen behind the screen,

produces a set of ideas and possible relationships

heretofore unrealized. The audience sees the slum scenes on

a screen that conceals the debating senators and separates

them from both the spectators and the depicted problems.

The inadequate funds appropriated intimates a

misunderstanding of (or a hiding from) the enormity of the

problem; the reduction in funding could also indicate a

wariness of government intervention in the private sector

and therefore an allegiance to the wealth images at the

beginning of the film.

The feeling of topicality grows steadily as the play

progresses, and it particularly emerges in these last two

scenes. The flexibility of the play's form accommodates

immediate and necessary changes that incorporate information

of current events. When Senator C. 0. Andrews of Florida,

speaking in Congress, accused the Living Newspaper of an

unfair treatment of his position on housing, the writers

changed the script in response to his criticism to show that

he had indeed supported the Bill in its final form. This

insisted change becomes ironic, though, because the play

shows the Bill was inadequate. The concluding scene also

uses information provided in a letter to the Living

Newspaper from former Tenement House Commissioner Langdon
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Post, a man more than likely known of by most of the current

spectators. The Scene includes a speech by Mayor of New

York Fiorello LaGuardia, the words excerpted from a recent

speech at the Conference of Mayors in Washington and from a

recent newspaper interview. And just before the play's

exhortative ending, the Loudspeaker reads up-to-the-minute

news flashes of calamities still occurring in the city's

tenement houses. All these contemporary materials linked

with the recognizable images in the previous montage film

bring the play's content and form and the audience together

in the present. The housing problems One-third has

presented in a cause and effect history are the same the

spectator faces every day, whether he lives in the slums or

not. A tremendously strong sense of the play's verifiable

truth is established for the audience, and now believing

they have gained the knowledge they sought, they are

prepared for the call to action.

Scene V opens quietly with the Little Man and the

Loudspeaker doing simple arithmetic to demonstrate the

inadequacy of the Housing Bill to address the housing

problems in New York—the appropriation would take care of

less than 2% of the trouble. The Little Man, having now

learned who's responsible for the conditions he lives in,

demands to confront the two representatives of the land for

profit system. The 1800 landlord and the 1938 landlord from

earlier scenes are separately led on-stage by the Little
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Man, but he alone is shown to be no mental match for each of

them, the first comfortable that private property will

endure, the other that laws passed have no effect. The

Loudspeaker reminds the Little Man of one more item to

confront, the most important one—apathy, or what the play

calls "inertia." The spectator also faces this problem, and

on cue the Little Man's wife re-emerges from the audience.

She encourages all her listeners to united action, exhorting

them to demand from Congress and state government a decent

place to live; she points out the Defense Department's

budget and quotes President Roosevelt from his Second

Inaugural Address. If the people don't push their leaders

to respond, all the conditions the play has presented will

persist. A cry of "Fire!" (a word that normally sends

crowds rushing for the exits) closes the play with a repeat

of the first fire scene, emphasizing the recurring cycle of

misery, and the Loudspeaker quotes Roosevelt again to remind

the audience this scene of distress represents "one-third of

a nation."

Rhetorical Inventory and Interpretive Possibilities

Before moving to the next chapter, a comprehensive

listing of rhetorical devices already discussed in narrative

and documentary modes will help to concentrate and sharpen

the overall focus of the study. All the devices interrelate

in the rhetorical diegesis, usually in reinforcement of each
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other to produce more impact and effect. First, the

arrangement of material produces numerous possibilities.

Recontextualizations and juxtapositions, particularly

incongruous ones that call attention to themselves by their

strangeness, can open up new meaning to commonly accepted

concepts of reality; they can also create new ways of

viewing reality, for example, becoming more aware of the

internal workings of a system rather than the surface

appearance of it. Also, the presentation of ineffective

approaches to a difficult problem followed by the

presenter's proposed solution, emphasizing its merits and

advantages, usually functions as a persuasive arrangement.

The use (and positioning) of both fictional characters

to re-enact an actual event and fictional events to

illustrate a real-life problem is a key rhetorical method in

documentary drama. The fictional character may serve as a

protagonist in a narrative structure. Expectations and

desire for completion or closure in an orderly progression

are part of the narrative package; and delays or detours

stimulate emotions such as frustration, confusion, or fear

(detours create new knowledge, however) . The fictional

character also provides a figure for recognition or audience

identification, which creates more emotional or

psychological force. Once a narrative structure is set up

and a closure is proposed or already known, the play becomes

self-fulfilling. The cause and effect relationships make
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the insertion of other information seem impossible,

particularly when documented historical evidence is

involved. Narrative structure satisfies the audience's

desire and need for order; it is also the simplest form of

exposition and communication to understand and is present in

almost every culture. The audience must realize, however,

that narrative structure as a means of exposition does not

necessarily explain anything except itself.

Two elements of artistic invention, ethical and

demonstrative, are useable in a multitude of forms.

Demonstrations, on-stage or in general, can utilize

statistics and computations, illustrative enactments, or

various forms of official documentation to convince the

viewer with their verifiability and sense of logic. Numbers

and facts are manipulable. Analogy and historical allusion,

while certainly open to fallacy, also use documented

material to demonstrate historical parallels. The ethical

element rests on the credibility and authority of the

presenter and what he employs. Documentation creates a

feeling of authority as does seemingly superior knowledge

and power, like the Loudspeaker's. Reference to reputable

persons or entities and their expert testimony carries

persuasive force and can also elicit emotional involvement.

With references to the contemporary world, documentation

leads to topicality and to deeper audience participation.

So, the ethical, emotional, and demonstrative artistic
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proofs are arranged with the inartistic factual material

available to the presenter and his audience to form the

network or textual system of the rhetorical diegesis, which

combines with the narrative devices to create the hybrid.

Another part of the rhetorical diegesis concerns (in

drama) elements of stagecraft, including language. Several

techniques direct attention or place emphasis in one way or

another, like lighting and movement, reappearance and

repetition, distortion or exaggeration; and self-reflexivity

draws attention for a wider and more complex range of

reasons. Some of these stage devices, such as exaggeration,

self-reflexivity, and lighting blackouts (interrupters)

create a distancing effect. Stagecraft can also produce

mass symbols and invest them with new significance; it can

form visual metaphors and reifications for purposes of

demonstration or simplification. The language of the script

can propose the order of thought, like question-answer or

problem-solution, and can reinforce content through verbal

repetition, allusion, or analogy. The chosen level of

language, from formal to folk, is meaningful and can evoke

recognition and identification as well as rejection.

In view of the persuasive capabilities of elements in

the rhetorical and the narrative planes, one gets a sense of

the power of the hybrid diegesis of documentary drama. For

example, the natural desire for order, logic, and

understanding that is intrinsic in man and evoked by
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narrative structure combines with the order and logic of

statistics, documented facts, and illustrative

demonstrations to reinforce the qualities of order and logic

themselves, so that whatever information is presented seems

to be indisputable. Desire and delaying strategies are

common features of narrative fiction. If a desire for

information has been created using historical data, but the

information or solution is temporarily withheld, the

audience feels greater satisfaction and more accepting of

the solution when it is offered, especially if the

fabricator knew the audience's wants and expectations in the

first place. Placing fictional items or characters in a

documentary context not only enables the fabricator to play

with history or reinterpret it, but also these items are

invested with a degree of veracity that allows the viewer to

think about and give some credence to the reinterpretation,

such as occurs in a re-enactment or dramatization of an

historical event as opposed to a completely fictional

context. The possibility of confusion of fact and fiction

increases if the subject matter is topical and matches the

personal experience of audience members, particularly if the

subject concerns an emotional issue. The fabricator can

make skillful use of fictional and documentary elements to

generate emotions and direct them to an intellectual idea or

documented event in order to shape the interpretation of

that idea or event. The myriad possibilities within the



hybrid diegesis bring forth a provoking question: Are all

the elements in the hybrid diegesis of documentary drama

functioning rhetorically? If so, its effectiveness as a

political tool is underscored.



ARTHUR KOPIT'S INDIANS :

A STUDY OF MYTHS AND DOCUMENTARY DRAMA

Introduction

The subject of this chapter is Arthur Kopit's Indians ,

a play first performed in the United States in 1969. A

brief presentation of relevant background material

concerning post-war American theatre will help to prepare

for analysis of Indians and will provide a sense of

continuity with our study of 1930s drama. The tradition of

dramatic experimentation links the theatrical works we are

examining, a tradition that often leads to overt or

concealed political commentary. The experimental theatre is

more concerned with expanding the limits of the medium than

with the dictates of the profit motive, a noble ideal often

squashed by the power of capitalism. This type of theatre

began to emerge after the War in America, and in the early

1950s blossomed as an exciting alternative to Broadway

productions. The Off-Broadway theatre embodied many of the

objectives of the Federal Theatre and led, directly and

indirectly, to the development of the more political Off-

Off-Broadway plays of the 1960s. The influence of the post-

revolutionary Russian and German dramatists, especially

Brecht, is still strongly discernable in the experimental

164
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works of the '50s and '60s as it was in the radical drama of

the '30s. Theatre activity in Europe produced two other

significant forms that helped to shape American alternative

drama: the Theatre of the Absurd and the so-called Angry

Young Men generation of writers. In Germany in the 1960s,

documentary drama revived to become a major theatrical form

and a powerful political tool, and Piscator was active in

this revival. All of these contributors to the American

experimental theatre will be briefly discussed before

entering the study of Indians . We must also consider to

what extent Indians fits into the documentary category as

Kopit did not propose to write a documentary drama. Since

the major subject of Indians is myth-making, pertinent ideas

from Claude Levi-Strauss will be presented and explored.

The role of the mass media in the construction of cultural

myths, particularly in the context of the Vietnam War,

becomes an inherent concern. Curiously, few mainstream

theatre critics in 1969 noticed and thoughtfully considered

the metaphor or intended analogy between the subject of

Indians and the war in Vietnam. Finally, as in our study of

One-third of a Nation , we will focus on the rhetorical uses

of documentary and expository forms in combination with

those of narrative fiction and conventional theatre--all the

elements that compose the hybrid diegesis of documentary

drama.
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Off-Broadwav ; An Alternative Theatre

After a House Un-American Activities Committee hearing,

Congress withdrew funding for the Federal Theatre Project in

1939; during World War II and immediately afterward theatre

in America lacked vitality. Broadway was reluctant to take

chances or try anything new, chiefly because of high

production costs. Only Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller

produced works of widely-recognized literary merit. Going

to a theatrical performance on Broadway became a sort of

elitist activity, more of a status symbol than an enriching

or stimulating experience. During this period of the late

MOs and early '50s Off-Broadway groups began to form and

grow. An alternative, non-commercial theatre, Off-Broadway

(OB) sought small, discriminating audiences interested in

theatre for its own sake rather than exclusively as

entertainment. Among these groups, such as the Associated

Playwrights, Inc. and the New Stages, certain organizations

and individuals distinguished themselves for contributions

to the development of American drama.

Jose Quintero and Theodore Mann founded the Circle in

the Square Theatre with the objective to break from the

hierarchical structure of commercial theatre and create a

simplified partnership between author, director, and actor.

Lack of resources usually determined the staging techniques.

Functioning as a collective, this group gave primary

attention to new playwrights and actors and also attempted
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the revival of commercially unsuccessful plays by well-known

dramatists. The Circle's presentation of Williams' Summer

and Smoke in 1952 was reviewed by Times critic Brooks

Atkinson, a first for OB plays, and is credited with

starting the OB boom. The Circle is also generally credited

with setting a new standard for the physical appearance of

women on-stage, breaking the Broadway staple of petite,

pretty girls in summery clothes. Because the Circle was

forced to operate with a caberet license rather than a

theatre permit, the police often hassled the group and

closed them at times for fire code violations. Reopening in

a new location in 1955, the Circle presented O'Neill's The

Iceman Cometh , which is said to have created new interest in

O'Neill's works.

The Phoenix Theatre, having a more solid financial

backing, occupied a sort of middle ground between Broadway

and Off-Broadway in terms of theatre size and audience

appeal, and its stated purpose was to place quality theatre

before commercial interests. The Phoenix opened its first

season with works by Strindberg, Chekhov, Shaw, Ionesco,

®^®cht, Schiller, and Shakespeare. Its occasional

presentation of political satire drew harassment from

McCarthy's guardians of political morality in the

entertainment business, but the Phoenix stood firm for

freedom of expression. It introduced Kopit's ^ Dad . Poor

D^, Mama's Hung You in tM Closet and I'm Feeling ^^ in
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1960 after the play had been performed Off-Broadway.

Another central figure in theatre at this time was

Joseph Papp, who worked tirelessly to bring free Shakespeare

performances to the people and to OB enthusiasts. Beginning

in a church auditorium on the Lower East Side, Papp

introduced serious drama to those who could rarely pay to

see it. He later moved his performances to an outdoor

theatre built by the WPA in East Side Park. In the late 50s

Papp presented free Shakespeare in several city parks and

used mobile stages mounted on trucks to take Shakespeare

into the neighborhood streets of New York. In 1967 he

founded the Public Theatre, which was divided into five

separate theatres. Papp further subsidized experimental

works at the Public Theatre by taking plays such as Hair . A

Chorus Line, and That Championship Season to Broadway where

they became commercial successes. Papp took over management

of the theatres in Lincoln Center in 1973, and he continued

in the 1980s his commitment to bring affordable theatre to

the people.

The Living Theatre of Julian Beck and Judith Malina is

of particular significance for the purposes of our study.

Motivated initially by intellectual radicalism, the Living

Theatre presented in 1948 Ezra Pound's translations of

Japanese No plays, a highly stylized (though not as much as

Kabuki) , music and dance drama performed on a bare stage.

In 1952 the Living Theatre introduced Alfred Jarry's ubu
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Rod, a controversial play that was shut down by the police

because of references to homosexuality. The Becks were

continually in trouble with police and city officials, their

theatre closed three times in the 1950s for city code

violations or nonpayment of taxes. Resourcefully finding

new locations, the Living Theatre continued to present

European plays and experimental American ones. In 1959 Jack

Gelber's The Connection was presented, a play that marked a

significant turning point for the Living Theatre and Off-

Broadway in general. The Connection attempted to dissolve

certain barriers between actors and the audience by creating

the notion that the spectator was viewing something that was

actually happening. With heroin addicts as the main

characters, the play also showed a concern for societal

problems, a new direction for OB. The emphasis on social

issues intensified with the Living Theatre's production of

The Brig in 1961, a play concerning both the treatment of

prisoners and the repressive nature of American society in

general. The police eventually instituted another shutdown

for nonpayment of taxes, and the Becks took their theatre

group to Europe in 1964. When they returned in 1968, the

theatre milieu had changed and so had the concerns of the

experimental theatre, but before discussing the alternative

theatre of the 1960s, two other important influences on

American drama must be mentioned.
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After World War II, and partly in reaction to it much

like the dadaist and surrealist movements following WWI, an

unconventional style of theatre began to appear in Europe.

The antecedent ideas for this dramatic form had passed from

Jarry and Apollinaire to Artaud and Strindberg, and in the

early 1950s Eugene Ionesco and Samuel Beckett produced works

that gave rise to the category Theatre of the Absurd. The

Absurdists portray an irrational, nonsensical world often

indistinguishable from dreams and nightmares. The actions

of its characters are not logically motivated, and

meaningful communication between human beings is impossible

because language is empty and unfixed. Man is presented as

a helpless, confused creature in an incomprehensible world.

Life is basically absurd because there is no absolute

purpose or objective for it, thus the futility and

pointlessness of human effort. The following guote from

Ionesco concerning language explains the Absurdist position;

it also introduces a central topic for our study of Kopit:

As our knowledge becomes increasingly
divorced from real life, our culture no
longer contains ourselves (or only contains
an insignificant part of ourselves) and
forms a social" context in which we are not
integrated. The problem thus becomes that of
again reconciling our culture with our life
by making our culture a living culture once
more. But to achieve this end we shall first
have to^^kill the "respect for that which is
written" ... it becomes necessary to break
up our language so that it may become
possible to put it together again and to re-
establish contact with the absolute, or as I
should prefer to call it, with multiple
reality. (Corrigan 240)
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Another important tendency in Absurdist drama is the

externalization on-stage of what is happening in the depths

of the mind, the objectifying and acting out of subconscious

turmoil and repressed emotions—in other words,

expressionism. Because of the difficulty of identification

with characters in Theatre of the Absurd, the audience's

attempt to figure out what is going on distances them in a

Brechtian manner. They become more thoughtful, or at least

agitated. In conventional drama the action works logically

toward a set objective, and the audience wonders

suspensefully what will happen next to advance the action to

this end. In Theatre of the Absurd the spectator is not

sure of the time and space of the action, or in what

direction it's moving; he waits and searches for something

that might give a clue as to what's going on. Even so, he

is stimulated to think and to consider his reactions to the

play. The viewer might come to recognize the essence of

certain actions on-stage and gain a perhaps frightening

realization of the absurdity of his own life. The Theatre

of the Absurd exerted a profound influence on American

experimental drama in the '50s and '60s. Edward Albee's

one-act, Off-Broadway plays of the early '60s exhibited

Absurdist characteristics, although as the decade progressed

Albee developed his own style and became perhaps one of the

two major American playwrights of the period, the other

being Sam Shepard, whose initial works were playing Off-Off-
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Broadway in the mid-' 60s. Martin Esslin devotes a brief

section of his The Theatre of the Absurd to Kopit and his

similarities to Ionesco and Arthur Adamov. In a footnote in

the revised edition (1969) Esslin cites events like the

Kennedy assassination and the Vietnam War as partly

responsible for an increase in Absurdist plays (and novels)

in America; he mentions Jean-Claude van Itallie, LeRoi

Jones, Megan Terry, Paul Foster, Rochelle Owens, and others

as clearly deriving their style from improvisational

techniques and from playwrights of the Absurd (266-267)

.

Along with the Absurdist theatre the Angry Young Men

generation in Britain became an important factor in the

development of a socio-political drama in the late 1950s and

early 1960s. Composed in the tradition of social realism,

these works are analogous in many ways to the American drama

of the 1930s. An early example is John Osborne's Look Back

jji Anger (1957), a play set in the dreary atmosphere of the

industrial Midlands. Restless, frustrated working class

characters rage against the injustices of the class system

and express their sense of futility and alienation from

society. Raw language and crude abrasiveness, which were

picked up in works like The Connection and The Brig , gave

these plays a certain vitality, and the movement produced

works of similar style and theme in literature and film as

well. Harold Pinter's early plays combined elements of this

social realism with characteristics of the Theatre of the
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Absurb to create a more complex and enduring drama.

Disillusioned proletarian characters in grim, mundane

settings attempt communication and fail; ambiguity and

nihilism predominate; actions are unmotivated, cause and

effect negated. And over all hangs an undefined sense of

threat or terror. Pinter's early plays also satirize

bureaucracy and its repressive, dehumanizing effects. The

political nature of the new social realist plays and the

experimentation of Pinter added to a certain spirit that

animated much American theatre in the 1960s.

The musical revue form helped to bridge the gap between

the mostly revival-oriented '50s on Off-Broadway and the

more politically involved '60s. The Chicago-based Second

City group brought to OB satiric revues in a European

cabaret style, such as Alarum and Decorum (1962) that

expressed growing anxiety over the situation in Vietnam.

Another controversial revue. The Living Premise (1963),

dealt with racial issues. The problems of blacJcs supplied

the focus for plays written by new blac)c playwrights, lilce

Edward Bullin and LeRoi Jones, presented at the Chelsea

Theatre in the mid-1960s. The success of these wor)cs led to

the formation of the Negro Ensemble Company in 1967.

Off-Off-Broadwav: The New Alternative

Off-Broadway continued to enjoy successful growth, and

as it did the plans of producers became more restrained and
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less inclined to experimentation because of rising

production costs. A kind of paralysis took hold. Rather

than creating the model for audience preference, OB devoted

more energy to discovering what the public wanted.

Furthermore, the original audience for alternative theatre

had grown older. The cerebral young men and women that had

supported OB in the early '50s had become assimilated into

the middle class; a younger audience of students and

intellectuals existed who could not afford current OB ticket

prices, and they wanted a theatre more in touch with their

world. In an attempt to simplify (once again) the

relationship between writer, director, and actor, and in

order to expand the boundaries of the medium, alternative

theatre sought new outlets. Off-Off-Broadway evolved in

the coffeehouses of Greenwich Village, places like Joe

Cino's and Ellen Stewart's Cafe La Mama. These venues

became places for experimentation by new writers and actors,

places for political dissent against the war in Vietnam.

Eroticism and a new sexuality tested the limits of freedom

on-stage and caused confrontations with the law. An Off-

Off-Broadway milestone was reached when Barbara Carson's

MacBird was presented at the Village Gate in 1966. A parody

of Shakespeare's Macbeth in a Brechtian mold (particularly

the make-up, props, and costumes) , the play uses agit-prop

methods to attack American politics and our role in Viet

Nam. But more than that, Macbird was a liberating event. a
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statement for artistic freedom of expression. The play

suggests that Lyndon Johnson was responsible for the

assassination of John Kennedy, and although not meant to be

taken literally, Macbird did have the power to provoke and

upset its audience. Robert Brustein says the play liberates

the audience by making the author, who speaks the

unspeakable, a potential scapegoat for any of the

spectator's repressed ire, and the effect is cathartic

(Third Theatre 56-57) . Carson's stated purpose is purely

political: to expose the corrupting lust for power and to

propose that the honorable solution is either to withdraw

from political life or to change the system all together.

Brustein says, "Thus, Mrs. Carson reserves her satiric

splssn not so much for certain personalities in American

political life as for a system of government within which it

has become impossible to act with honor" (58)

.

Carson

wanted to agitate the people and stimulate a mistrust of the

current government; Macbird contributed to the foundation of

an era of political satire that produced works like Philip

Roth's Our Canq and Emile de Antonio's Milhouse . Actually,

the play was more a revealing social phenomenon than an

important work in the theatre or literature: it satisfied a

hunger in this country for expressions of protest against

the present government

.

More anti-war plays followed. Joseph Chaikin's Open

Theatre presented the musical Viet Rock at La Mama's in
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1966. The Open Theatre was a collective effort to invent

new theatrical metaphors. The group's chief concerns were

social and aesthetic, but in Viet Rock an underlying

political current comes through that suggests activism.

Written by Megan Terry, Viet Rock traces America's

involvement in Vietnam in order to discover the essence of

violence. The play depends on improvisation; the script was

only a foundation for the performance. Called a folk war

movie, the play uses music and the bodies and voices of

performers to present a kaleidoscopic montage of scenes with

the characters forming a transitional "cut" between scenes

by assuming one of several different roles as the play

progresses. Terry got some of the dialogue from the week's

current news, and she used popular culture characters as the

base of each scene. These techniques generated a strong

sense of immediacy for the spectator.

Perhaps the Open Theatre's most mature work emerged

from the writing of Belgian Jean-Claude van Itallie. His

America Hurrah (1966) demonstrates the goal of a collective,

the effective, collaborative production of writer, director,

and performers. This sequence of three playlets invents

unforgettable visual metaphors for mechanization and

dehumanization. Joseph Chaikin directed the first short

play, "Interview," an abstract vision of the mechanization

of life in modern urban America shown through verbal and

physical choreography. "TV" uses the juxtaposition of TV
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pollsters in a studio and television images behind them to

show mass culture's power to disintegrate our reality

whether we allow it or not. The third piece, "Motel,"

presents characters wearing huge outsized masks, the

juxtaposition of voiceover and action, and grotesque,

Artaudian distortion to create a powerful metaphor of the

vulgarity, destruction, and thoughtless violence of the age.

Another play that experimented with the boundaries of

the theatre was Tom 0' Morgan's production of Tom Paine

(1967), written by Paul Foster and performed at Cafe La Mama

in 1968. This work appeared just when Off-Broadway was

entering its nude period. Foster uses historical figures to

demonstrate the problems of the modern non-conformist and

data and facts to make the play topical. Tom Paine demands

much from the audience. 0' Morgan intentionally leaves parts

of the play open for improvisation, and actors often stop

the play to discuss it and current events, out of character,

with the audience. The play makes no commitments and offers

no solutions; it seeks to stimulate response and thought.

Process is at the heart of this experimental work.

A flurry of Off-Off-Broadway theatre activity continued

to expand the possibilities of theatre. Some groups

®^P^6Ssed the ideas and theories of a particular director.

Chaikin's Open Theatre fit in this category; prominent

others were Richard Foreman's Ontological-Mysterical

Theatre, Andre Gregory's Manhattan Project, John Vaccaro's
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Theatre of the Ridiculous, and Richard Schechner's

Performance Group. Schechner's group staged Dionysus in 69

(1968) to present his concept of "environmental" theatre.

The spectator is invited to join the action on a three-

tiered scaffolding set, the environmental stage, thereby

breaking his isolation from the performance area. Nearly

nude performers and uninhibited spectators were to take part

in a simulated orgy, in the ritualistic spirit of Greek

myths, in order to examine the politics and power of

ecstasy. Moving then from a primitive rite to group

therapy, some actors talk honestly about their fears. The

overall themes are the development of a new self-

consciousness towards the body, a new honesty, and the

liberation of the sexual instinct.

The Living Theatre of Julian Beck and his wife Judith

Malina returned from four years in Europe in 1968. The

social climate was shifting from political activism to

personal fulfillment or authenticity. The Becks' Paradise

Now emphasized the individual mystic experience and man's

search for psychic regeneration and unity, the pastoral

ideal of a return to Eden. The improvised performance,

sometimes lasting four or five hours, was more a freely

structured religious service, a communal happening, a

Dionysian rite in which the audience was encouraged to

participate in on-stage expressions of sexuality. Paradise

Now advocates a peace-loving, non-violent revolution to
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reform society. A return to the body is the first step, a

breaking of emotional and social boundaries; repressed

senses must be freed to allow their development.

Intellectually, the philosophy of the Living Theatre is

composed of the tenets of Zen, Norman 0. Brown, Jung, R. D.

Laing, Che Guevara, and Marcuse. Most critics agree,

however, that Paradise Now's influence for revolution ends

when the audience reaches the streets outside the theatre.

Arthur Kopit's role in the theatre of this period began

at Harvard in the late 1950s with a number of one-act plays

presented at the Dunster House Drama Workshop. He

established himself as a clever satirist of various aspects

of American culture and demonstrated an impressive ability

to choose the most effective central image of American life.

After his first play. The Questioning of Nick (1957), an

essentially realist work that deals with the illusion of

self-importance, Kopit made use of parody in plays like Don

Ju^ in Texas , a burlesque of the American Western; Across

tlie River and into the Jungle

,

a parody of Hemingway; and

The D^ the Whores Came Out To Play Tennis, a play that

satirizes the social—climbing aspirations of the American

nouveaux riches and that parodies both Chekhov's The Cherry

Orchard and the social realism of O'Casey and Arthur Miller.

All of these plays were performed in Cambridge and later

moved to Off-Broadway in the early to mid-1960s. At the

same time Kopit continued to experiment. His Sing to Me
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Through Open Windows is an exercise in expressionism.

Elements of Theatre of the Absurd are evident in That Hero

and The Conquest of Everest; indeed, some critics identify

and discuss Kopit as an Absurdist playwright. Chamber Music

deals with the paranoia and anxiety of the nuclear age and

creates a sense of imminent but undefined menace that is

very Pinteresque. But the play that brought Kopit

international recognition was ^ Dad, Poor Dad, Mama^ s Hung

You in the Closet and I'm Feeling So Sad . Produced in

Cambridge, London, New York, Paris, and over forty

performances in West Germany, ^ Dad, Poor Dad is a bizarre

parody of the Oedipus complex, a tragicomedy that satirizes

avant-garde conventions and the Theatre of the Absurd. None

of his other plays was as well recognized until Indians in

1969, a work theatre critics have called one of the two or

three most important plays of the 1960s. The eclectic

grounding of Kopit' s theatrical approach can be seen in the

works that preceded Indians , and the extensive historical

research that he did to prepare to write that play is

characteristic of one other important dramatic form that

reappeared in the 1960s.

This particular theatre form, the documentary drama in

the Piscator tradition, revived and developed in West

Germany. Several productions of these German plays were

mounted in the United States during the period, and also

some American dramatists experimented with the form. Plays
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such as Peter Weiss' The Investigation (1965) , Discourse on

Vietnam (1966-68), and Song of the Lusitanian Bogey (1967),

as well as his theoretical essays formed the foundation for

the movement. Other significant German works in this genre

include Heinar Kipphardt's ^ the Matter of j. Robert

Oppenheimer and Rolf Hochhuth's The Deputy (1964), The

Representative and Soldiers . American plays like The Great

White Hope and Arthur Miller's Incident at Vichy also

operate in the documentary mode. The movement's influence

is evident in Kopit's Indians , which opened at the Arena

Theatre in Washington in 1969, the same theatre that had

presented The Great White Hope a year earlier.

A Plan for the Study of "Indians”

With this overview of the alternative (non-Broadway)

theatrical scene in America in the 1960s and the forces

operating within and outside it, we can move to the next

areas of discussion. The remainder of this chapter divides

into three parts. First, Indians will be studied in the

tradition of documentary drama. True, Kopit says he was not

writing a documentary play, and Indians is a mixture of

various theatrical styles, but the play exhibits several key

elements and methods of documentary drama to present its

arguments. Kopit's social, political, and historical themes

are effectively expressed and supported, at least in part,

by the documentary form, a form that follows in the
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tradition of the political theatres of the 1930s. Second,

the myth-making process and the role of cultural myths will

be examined as presented in Indians . To facilitate this

discussion, and since the play concerns a "savage" or

"uncivilized" culture, the theories of Levi-Strauss will be

applied to illuminate Kopit's portrayal of the workings of

myth. Several direct links exist between Levi-Strauss'

findings and the themes and methods of the play, such as

analogical thinking versus (or counterpointed with) logical,

authenticity versus unauthenticity, and the reconciliation

of unresolvable opposites. Finally, the last part of this

chapter will take up a variety of topics as individual

scenes are analyzed. Primary among these topics is the

study of the combination of documentary and expository

elements with those of narrative structure and theatrical

styles, all to some degree functioning rhetorically in the

hybrid diegesis of documentary drama. Other interests will

arise for comment, such as the play's Brechtian qualities,

its counterpoint structuring, and the use of metaphor.

These and other items, it will be seen, function

rhetorically and so take their places in the rhetorical

diegesis

.

Documentary Drama in the 1960s

A definition for documentary drama is still evolving,

but a central consideration is how a subject is presented
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and not whether the subject is based on actuality. If the

methods and materials used evoke or attempt to evoke a sense

of objective reality and historical verification—creating

the impression that you the audience are watching a re-

creation of something that really happened—then that

subject is presented in the documentary mode. This dramatic

form would be quite different from a realistic melodrama

about the Russian Revolution, for example.

Classifying a play as documentary involves the dynamics

of a number of complex factors. Certain common

characteristics, however, can be identified at work in most

documentary plays. Action in documentary plays is based on

a variety of records of past events. Sometimes the action

is motivated by the contrast between the nature of an action

and its official justification, as is the case in Indians .

The United States Government justified its eradication of

the Indians in the name of Manifest Destiny. Buffalo Bill

tried to defend his slaughtering of the buffalo in terms of

progress (food for the railroad builders) and ignorance (he

didn't realize he was destroying the Indians' food supply);

he defends his allowing himself to be made into a mythic

hero used to create a false view of Indians and the West, by

saying it was for the good of the Indians and the country.

Bill's guilt for the buffalo killings and his confusion

about the bad results of his good intentions motivate a
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major action line in Indians—the progressive deterioration

of Bill's mind due to his loss of authentic identity.

Factual details are integrated into documentary plays

through such forms as documentary films, a diversity of

material from the mass media, photographs, news clips, tape

recordings, projections, placards, and other devices;

dialogue is taken from letters, interviews, historical

speeches, official documents and the like. Factual accuracy

is important not as a quality in itself but for its

impression: an apparently objective, neutral tone

strengthens the effectiveness of the documentary approach.

If a political bias is discernable, the play will not work,

unless it's being performed for the already converted.

Indians does not come across as neutral; in fact, it's the

typically loaded Hollywood cowboys-and-Indians story in

reverse—the "Injuns" are clearly the good guys.

The documentary dramatist often makes his central point

with fictional inserts designed to cut through the surface

issues and get to the heart of the matter. In analyzing any

work--drama, film, novel--produced in the documentary mode,

the identification and evaluation of fictional or

fictionalizing agents greatly help the audience to

understand the play's themes and to determine the creator's

ideology. Fictional inserts in Indians will be discussed in

the considerations of individual scenes.
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The effective documentary play gives the audience just

enough facts to reach a political decision for themselves

without overtones of propaganda. The choice of well-known,

often contemporary, events as subjects allows the play and

the viewer to concentrate on the implications of the event

or the political causes of it rather than to be swept along

in the distracting suspense of what happens next, which is

how the news media usually present the event. Most everyone

is familiar with the tragic story of the Indians, but the

underlying cultural differences and the social, economic,

and political factors involved are less known. A number of

provoking, disturbing questions arise. What are the

implications of knowing what happened to the Indians (or

what is happening to any ethnic group) but refusing to

question or even seriously think about it? What's implied

if a government sees no one protesting the barbaric

treatment of alien people? What's suggested if Americans

get most of their information about Vietnam from the news

media?

In view of the above characteristic, one of the primary

functions of documentary drama involves the critique of

reportage. Documentary drama uses the techniques and devices

of the media to create the illusion of reportage, to

structure the dramatic material, and to gain a deceptive

effect of authenticity. Regarding authenticity, however,

sometimes plainness of presentation and the absence of all
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conventional stage illusion are sufficient to gain this

effect. Kopit takes Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show to

represent the popular media (it's also his image of America,

a metaphor) , and using various dramatic devices he

foregrounds the forms and techniques of the Show in order to

perform an immanent critique of them.

Two recurring problems of the documentary playwright

are how to integrate the exposition of facts with the action

and how to compress enormous amounts of information.

Variations of the trial format usually solve the first

problem. Kopit re-creates the government hearings of Indian

grievances that took place at the Standing Rock Reservation

in 1883 (he sets it in 1886) . The actual U. S. senators and

Indian leaders involved are portrayed by actors, and

dialogue comes directly from official transcripts of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. In his discussion of German

documentary drama C. D. Innes explains an advantage of the

trial format:

. . . in the trial form tension and
conflict comes [sic] from the unfolding
exposition itself. It is one of the few
contemporary situations where social
issues are still given a formalised,
quasi-theatrical expression and the acts
of individuals are set in a public
dimension. Within this framework,
commentary and judgement gain the status
of evidence, rhetoric is accepted as
natural, symbolism merges with reality.
In addition, justice has been used as a
political tool from the trial of
Socrates to the Moscow show-trials, and
it is always this type of court from
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which documentary dramatists draw their
material. (Modern German Drama 171)

The trial format dictates the relationship of the

audience to the play. They are now members of the jury,

although that role can be reversed, as when Piscator's

staging cast the audience as the accused in his production

of The Investigation . The issue of the audience as jury or

accused is not clear in Indians . The drama critic of Time

lumped the play with several other "guilt-peddlers" of the

current season. Since most viewers already had some pre-

knowledge and notions of the Indians' innocence, they would

have to make the analogical jump to the current Vietnam

situation to become seriously involved as jurors. And in

connection with that situation, it's important to remember

that what is clear to Americans in the latter part of the

twentieth century (concerning the Indians) was not at all

clear to citizens in the late 1880s. The documentary

playwright often uses the trial form to question or invert

the accepted criteria of justice; the accused may be guilty

by law but innocent in the audience's eyes because of his

humanitarian concern. Ultimately, the foremost aim of

documentary drama is to produce political awareness and

action, even if only in the form of discussion, rather than

aesthetic pleasure. In an unpaginated interview with John

Lahr included in the Hill and Wang edition of Indians . Kopit

discusses the purpose of his play: "I wanted to expose the

madness of our involvement in Vietnam. I had believed for
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some time that what was happening was the symptom of a

national disease. I saw Vietnam as an area of great

political confusions, both on the governmental and public

level." Kopit wanted to put the Vietnam War into the

context of American history and American method.

The problem of compression is solved partially by

considerations of history and topicality. Instead of

viewing the past as completely divorced from the present by

progress, some historians such as Karl Jaspers think of

history as subjective and ever-present, a vitally important

tool for analyzing contemporary events. Hallie Flanagan of

the Federal Theatre Project had the same idea of the value

of historical study. Documentary drama presents

retrospective subjects transformed into a perspective on the

present, which fits Kopit' s intentions for Indians

perfectly. The recognition of immediacy and topicality is a

persistent problem in this dramatic form: How can the

playwright best convey the relevance of material that might

well be alien or unfamiliar to the audience?

If the action is based on volumes of official records,

news reports, statistics, and historical and sociological

observations, the necessary compression reduces these

documents substantially, producing another potential problem

in documentary drama, the tendency to abstraction and

generalization. And the ideology of the author--his

^slstionship to the material and his audience— is a further
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problematizing factor. Abstractions can be the subject of

the play, however, as when a particular situation is

stripped to its abstract essence in order to expose and form

images of basic political relationships. Each historical

situation is reduced to reach a level on which events are

analogous. For example, the creation of myths to justify

inhumane actions is one level at which the Indian Wars and

Vietnam War become analogous. Inasmuch as Indians seeks to

shape the audience's political commitment in the context of

their own society, ideology is communicated more than

information. An essential goal of documentary drama, then,

is to reveal a general truth about contemporary society.

Myth-making

Many of the above characteristics of documentary drama

will receive attention in our scene-by-scene analysis of

Indians, especially the rhetorical functioning of them.

Myth-making is another major area of concern, and the

theories of structural anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss

will shed light on this particular theme in Kopit's play.

In the Lahr interview, Kopit stated that he wanted to

explore the means and methods by which myths evolve, and how

they are used to rationalize the actions of a government or

society

.

With this statement of intent in mind, we turn to

structural anthropology and Levi-Strauss' study of cultural
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myths in so-called primitive cultures. Central to Levi-

Strauss' conclusions is the notion of a deep structure for

these myths based on abstract binary oppositions such as

good versus evil. These myths function to form a resolution

between irreconcilable opposites that is acceptable to

members of the culture even though the resolution is not

real in the sense of "natural"; however, the myth has the

validating power to make the resolution seem natural. As

Barthes would agree, the "resolution" is constructed by

those in power who have the means to produce the myth, all

for their own best interests. Indeed, structural

anthropology implies, as Terence Hawkes says, "that all

societies construct their own realities in accordance with

mental or psychological principles that determine form and

function, and that they may covertly project these upon

whatever the real world may in fact be" (56)

.

Major

differences exist between Levi-Strauss' and Barthes' views

of cultural myths; a very important one is the fact that

most members of a primitive culture know when they are

dealing with myths, but in twentieth century industrial

society few people understand that they are being controlled

by myths.

The incident that gave Kopit the idea for Indians came

from a binary or counterpoint relationship and provides us a

running start on an analysis of the play. He was reading a

newspaper article about Vietnam in which General
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Westmoreland was quoted as saying that our hearts go out to

the innocent victims of war; at the same time he was

listening to Charles Ives' Fourth Symphony in which two

orchestras play in counterpoint, one playing a serene

American folk song, the other a violent marching song that

eventually drowns out the first. Kopit says in the Lahr

interview, "And I think that without that piece of music I

would not have thought of the play." (He also said he could

not have written the play without Western movies that had

glamourized the White Man's actions in the West.) Regarding

Westmoreland's statement, Kopit thought, "'No, your hearts

don't go out to the innocent victims of this, because there

is something wrong.' And then I thought of the Indians and

the White Man." He goes on in Lahr's Up Against the Fourth

WsJi^. I knew almost instantly, while listening to Ives'

4th, that I would write a play that would explore what

happens when a social and political power imposes itself on

a lesser power and creates a mythology to justify it, as we

did with the Indians, as we've tried to do in Vietnam" (87)

.

The opposition between what the American military says (our

hearts go out to innocent victims) and what it does (kills

innocent victims) parallels the army's dealings with the

Indians. Sitting Bull expresses this unresolvable

opposition in the play; he cannot understand how the White

Man can claim to love the Indians and to want to live in

harmony but at the same time be murdering them.
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To induce audiences to think analogically (a new way of

thinking) , Kopit presents the Indian view of life, which

Levi-Strauss would have included in the category of the

"savage" or "primitive" culture. The savage mind thinks

analogically or in a logic that is different from the White

Man's. The Indian structures his world by making analogies

between the workings of nature and that of his society and

his actions. He does not, as the White Man does, view

nature as something to subjugate. Unlike the savage mind

that has the capacity for analogical thought, civilized man

is deprived this capacity for seeing different kinds of

logic, according to Levi-Strauss, because of the effects of

writing. Analogical thought involves Levi-Strauss' concept

of bricolaqe . The bricoleur responds to the environment by

improvising and setting analogies between his life and the

life of nature that help him to explain the world and live

in it. His representational logic is structured and

structuring; he can move from one conceptual level to

another; his mind is "multi-conscious" (recall Ionesco's

quote about multiple reality and killing the respect for

what is written) and can respond on more than one level

simultaneously. He "builds mental structures which

facilitate an understanding of the world inasmuch as they

resemble it. In this sense savage thought can be defined as

analogical thought" (Levi-Strauss, Savage Mind 263)
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Leading the audience to think analogically is crucial to

Indians and all documentary drama.

The primitive way of life is more authentic than ours.

The following statement from Levi-Strauss contains echoes of

both the Absurdists' idea of the impossibility of meaningful

communication between humans and Pinter's view of

dehumanizing bureaucracies:

These societies are, to a far greater degree
than others, based on personal relationships,
on concrete relations between individuals. .

. . Our relations with one another are now
only occasionally and fragmentarily based
upon global experience, the concrete
"apprehension" of one person by another.
They are largely the result of a process of
indirect reconstruction, through written
documents. . . . And we communicate with the
immense majority of our contemporaries by all
kinds of intermediaries—written documents or
administrative machinery--which undoubtedly
vastly extend our contacts but at the same
time make those contacts somewhat
"unauthentic. " This has become typical of
the relationship between the citizen and the
public authorities. (Structural Anthroooloav
365 - 66 )

The opposition of authentic versus unauthentic is an

important theme in Indians , as it includes not only Buffalo

Bill's inner dilemma (and America's) but also the

relationship between reality and myth.

Both Levi-Strauss and Barthes believed that under the

surface of any cultural myth lies a deep structure that is

trans-cultural and trans-historical . As previously stated,

for Levi-Strauss these deep structures are based on abstract

generalizations in opposition, such as civilized versus
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uncivilized, man versus nature, friend versus foe, etc.

These deep structure relationships, the equivalent of the

lanque , are transformed by the "logic of the concrete" into

a narrative that fits into the particular contemporary

culture, this story being the equivalent of the parole . In

distinguishing between lanque and parole Levi-Strauss seeks

to discover the "unconscious foundations" of a society. The

combination of lanque and parole connects the present with

the past and future. The age-old binary structure for myths

has accumulated such power that Levi-Strauss believed myths

are formative of men's thinking as well as reflective, and

that they remove the distinction between nature and culture.

The myth created to justify the treatment of the Indians has

the same deep structure and is the same myth used to justify

the American government's policy in Vietnam—the Manifest

Destiny myth. The form that myth takes depends on the

individual culture and the persons and events most familiar

to the populace and available to be mythologized and

romanticized. It also depends on the media available to

^sp^ssent the myth. Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show became

the popular medium to create an idea of the American West

and its heroes and villains. The devices this medium used

to create this myth will be identified in discussion of

individual scenes in Indians . During the Vietnam War

television provided the popular medium. The main form used

was the newsreel, either battle footage, interviews with
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high ranking officials, or various forms of statistics.

Clearly myth-making is rhetorical; it involves rhetoric and

perhaps redefines it or evolves it in accordance with the

culture the myth operates in.

Kopit takes a figure common to many myths and inserts

it within a central element of documentary drama, the trial

or hearing format . In myth, when the gap between the two

opposites is seemingly unresolvable, often a magical or

sacred figure that exhibits characteristics of both sides is

employed to try to bridge the gap in some way so that the

conflict can be acceptably resolved. Buffalo Bill is this

heroicized mediator figure in Indians . Kopit places Bill in

a place he never was, the Standing Rock hearings. The

character Buffalo Bill tries to explain to each side the

other's different ways of interpreting the world. The

emphasis here is on cultural differences, on different ways

of viewing reality. Recall that in documentary drama the

purpose of a fictional insert is to foreground the essence

of the event being represented. Although an understanding

between the two sides was possible, the White Man did not

want to recognize it because the Indians stood in the way of

America's imperialism and refused to be assimilated into the

new order.

Two final thoughts about myth. The first concerns its

relationship to history. For us history functions the way

mythology did for the Greeks or does for "primitive"
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cultures: it provides a means of interpretation and

understanding of our world. The fact that history is

verifiable to a certain extent gives it an aura of

objectivity and naturalness. With this in mind, whoever

writes history—that is, whoever disseminates information we

take as historical—has a great deal of power in his hands.

Second, Kopit wanted to express his disagreement with

our government's policy in Southeast Asia, and he believed

that to write directly about Vietnam would have had no

impact because the media and the government had already

over-informed the public into numbness and consternation

concerning the war, so he approached the subject obliquely.

In other words, the subject had to be defamiliarized, and

this familiar/unfamiliar dialectic with its degrees of

recognition complements the counterpoint that becomes

central to the structure and to the devices of the play.

Indians is a play about process, and the dialectical

relationship foregrounds this subject. The process of myth-

making, including the transformation of myths, is the main

issue. Question: Is this dialectical process used to create

myths operating with the same principles as Brecht's and

Eisenstein's dialectics? The principles are the same, but

the intended ends are different: Brecht and Eisenstein

wanted the audience to think for themselves (although the

intentions were political); with myths, in the power of the

the thinking has already been done for the audience

—
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not vice versa.
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"Indians": An Analysis

Indians premiered on the Fourth of July 1968 at the

Aldwych Theatre in London, performed by the Royal

Shakespeare Company and directed by Jack Gelber. It

appeared when interest in contemporary American plays--

particularly those expressing dissent—was high in England.

The reviewers' opinions of the work were mixed, the majority

unfavorable, but Kopit received some valuable critical

comments and response, input that that he took with him to a

villa on Lake Como in Italy where he produced a considerable

rewrite of the play. In May 1969 it opened at The Arena

Theatre in Washington, D. C. for forty performances before

moving to the Brooks Atkinson Theatre on Broadway for

ninety-six showings. Gene Frankel directed and Stacy Reach

played Buffalo Bill in the New York production that was

billed "the season's serious play."

The non-illusionistic set, with geometric scaffoldings,

steps and ramps along with machine-operated moveable parts,

is strongly similar to Meyerhold' s constructivist sets; and

just as Meyerhold' s sets were intended to teach man how to

move in the new society, Kopit' s set was meant to help teach

a new way of seeing. The emphasis in a set of this type is

on architecture, engineering, and mechanics, which
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metaphorically supports Kopit's theme of the process or

construction of myths.

The play contains thirteen scenes. Scenes Two, Four,

Six, Eight, and Eleven attempt to re-create the United

States Senate investigative hearing of Indian grievances

held at Standing Rock Reservation in 1883; in his

"Chronology of a Dreamer" that precedes the written text,

Kopit places this event, as has been noted, in 1886. These

scenes provide a documentary base and tone that contrasts

with the other more stylized scenes which either feature

Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show or function as slightly

fictionalized accounts of actual events. Besides the

progression of the Senate hearing, another narrative line is

established by following Buffalo Bill's inner conflict and

steady psychological deterioration from a real, authentic

self to a fictionalized, unauthentic one. The sequence of

thirteen scenes culminates in the last one set at Wounded

Knee the day after the massacre in 1890.

As previously stated, counterpoint serves as the basic

structuring principle in Indians , making the play a good

example of Brecht's dialectical theatre in which process is

a foregrounded concern. Not only are items within scenes

counterpointed, but individual successive scenes form part

of a frame around contiguous scenes, the documentary scenes

framed around and by the fictional or dream scenes. This

mixture of factual and fictional frames of reference, both
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within and around each other, reflects the play's theme of

history as myth. In view of these terms. Scene Seven

becomes the centerpiece of the play (thirteen scenes) , and

indeed it does contain the nucleus of Kopit's ideas and

commentaries. The entire play is enclosed by a circular

ending device that takes us back to the opening scene. This

framework supplied by the first and last scenes will be

discussed first. Finally, much of our discussion of methods

and devices in Indians will concern how these elements

function, or in other words, their rhetorical value.

With no curtain the play begins when the spectator

enters the theatre. Highlighted on a darkened stage are

three glass museum cases, one containing an effigy of

Buffalo Bill in his Wild West Show finery, another an effigy

of Sitting Bull in simple Indian clothes, and the third a

buffalo skull, a blood-stained Indian shirt, and an old

rifle. All these items are richly associative and

metaphoric. So, as the spectators enter, perhaps mill

around and socialize, the play (and the message therein) is

already happening no matter how much they are aware of it,

which actually makes the audience characters in the play

because a Barthesian point Kopit wants to make is that

mythmaking occurs and involves the people whether they

realize it or not. These same museum cases solely occupy

the darkened stage at the close of Indians . forming the

cyclical structure and emphasizing process, the on-going
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processes of mythmaking, history, and man himself (an idea

central to Brecht's epic theatre). These cases at the

play's end should have more meaning and power than before,

however, if the play has worked.

Scenes One and Two establish the counterpoint structure

for the sequence of scenes. The first scene involves a

great deal of stage activity before the entrance of any

character, action directed at or for the audience in order

to disorient them. Strange, distorted music, the sound of

the wind, and eerie lights precede the disappearance of the

museum cases into the shadows. A dream-like sense of

dislocation prevails which functions as a distancing device

to defamiliarize or make strange, to make the everyday (such

as the Vietnam War) appear in a new way. After a

disembodied Voice calls forth Cody, a wandering spotlight

picks him up dressed in his Wild West finery and "riding" an

artificial horse. At first his movement is unnaturally slow

and distorted, but then the cheering of the Wild West Show

crowd and the now identifiable Western music lead to an

oval open-framed fence rising mechanically out of the floor,

complete with blazing lights and brassy music, to enclose

Buffalo Bill who is now prancing proudly within. "Yessir,

BACK AGAIN!" he shouts.

The artificiality of the Show's trappings is obvious.

The fence encloses Buffalo Bill within his created, mythic

world where he is seemingly in control. Just as the
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mechanical workings of the theatre were exposed when the

fence rose, Kopit intends to show the workings of myth.

Just as the Wild West Show used the rhetoric of myth to

"teach" Americans of the 1880s about the West, Kopit will

use the Show as rhetoric to demonstrate how it portrayed a

false image, like the contemporary mythmakers were doing

concerning Vietnam. Bill's emphatic "BACK AGAIN" [all

emphases are Kopit 's unless otherwise indicated] refers to

the need for new forms of the same myth—the Manifest

Destiny myth. And finally, the disembodied Voice is an

authority figure to whom (or which) Bill is subservient.

The Voice controls Bill, tells him to start the Show and

stop reminiscing about Custer and former days; the Voice is

not interested in Bill's actual, personal experiences but

created ones. At this point we don't know who the

Voice is other than an unseen power that controls and

probably created Buffalo Bill.

Bull appears in Scene Two as the counterpoint

to Scene One. Dressed simply and without headdress, he

proudly introduces himself to the audience and begins to

narrate (untheatrically, in contrast to the Wild West Show)

the story of events that led to the Senate investigating

committee coming to Standing Rock. As he mentions the three

senators, they appear on-stage in the midst of the hearings;

he also introduces his friend William Cody, who then makes

his entrance and begins a speech to the Indians before
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testimony begins. Sitting Bull intervenes occasionally to

set up the next dramatized exchange for the audience.

Having Sitting Bull retell directly to the audience this

event he was involved in establishes him in the oral story-

telling tradition of his culture; the audience trusts him

more than, say, the unseen Voice, and his description of the

Indians' plight creates sympathy for them. Of course,

everybody knows the Indians were shamefully mistreated. But

that's the point: most people know it and accept it, partly

because of the image of the West perpetuated by Hollywood

and partly as the natural course of history; that's "the

dangerous mentality that believes its own image [created by

myth-makers] of itself" (Lahr) , that accepts as either

justifiably necessary or out of apathy the actions of its

government. The question arises in the audience's mind: Did

Americans in the 1870s and '80s feel sympathy for the

Indians? Once that question is posed, Kopit's audience

should make the connection to the current situation and ask

if sympathy is felt for the Vietnamese; if this questioning

occurs, Kopit has started the audience to think

analogically. The spectator is going to be shown indirectly

that the same myth is at work in both cases.

These two scenes start the structural pattern that

holds fairly steady throughout the play, the dialectic

structure of "real" versus fantasy. Scenes that re-create

the Standing Rock hearing alternate with either
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presentations of the Wild West Show or slightly fictional

scenes that suggest a dream or memory, a kind of irreality,

although most of these irreal scenes are based on actual

events that Kopit "raises to a higher level, " as Buffalo

Bill says when he defends what has been done to his personal

identity. The hearing scenes function to form a narrative

line of chronological continuity as well as a historical-

reality base to return to after the more fantastical scenes.

Segmenting the continuity of these scenes draws more

attention to each one. The irreal scenes function

differently in themselves and in combination with the

historical re-creation. They are episodic, each one self-

contained with its own point to make. Usually a sound

bridge of some type, such as music or gunshots, connects the

re-creation with the following scene which is usually set up

as a flashback or dream. The episodic structure of these

irreal scenes disregards chronology and cause and effect (as

Brecht says, eyes on the course, not on the finish),

enabling Kopit to construct new relationships and

perspectives and also to isolate certain events in order to

examine them more closely. The break-up of chronology also

makes it easier to connect the past with the present. These

irreal scenes are stylized, surrealistic, expressionistic,

although based on actual events and persons; the Standing

Rock re-creations, with dialogue from official transcripts

and Buffalo Bill as fictional insert, evoke a documentary
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tone. Both modes of presentation are hybridized: the

fictional insert functions rhetorically in the re-creations,

and the theatrical stylizations and documentary elements

(like the Wild West Show) act similarly in the irreal

scenes. Also, the alternating of the two modes functions to

keep the audience off-guard, active, thinking in more than

one way.

Scene Three is an irreality scene based on an actual

event, the expedition west in honor of Grand Duke Alexis of

Russia in 1872, with a young Buffalo Bill acting as guide.

Our two interests in this scene are how counterpoint

functions as a structuring device and the forms Kopit

chooses to represent his themes. Scene Two closed with a

spotlight on Buffalo Bill and the stage black, distant

gunshots, complete black out; Scene Three opens with a

spotlight on the Sioux Spotted Tail and the rifle shots

getting closer. Indians dressed as buffaloes stagger on-

stage, wounded in the eyes, and die. Buffalo Bill enters

counting up to ninety-six, the number of buffaloes he has

killed to impress the Grand Duke. Knowing each other, he

and Spotted Tail talk about the animal killings (they view

them quite differently) and the new breed of people

("neither men nor women") who are going to change the West.

Bill explains his plans to be a part of that change called

progress; the Duke's retinue enters along with the

journalist Ned Buntline, which was the pen-name for a New
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York journalist named Edward C. Judson, who wrote the dime

novels that made William Cody a folk hero. Ned proposes his

plan to make Buffalo Bill the inspiration of the land by

writing stories about him. The Grand Duke later becomes

wildly excited by Bill's tall tale involving a chase and the

pursuing Indians being wiped out, and he grabs a rifle and

shoots Spotted Tail. The scene ends with Bill's selling

himself out for his aspirations.

Besides the above parenthetically mentioned examples of

a dualistic relationship in this scene, a subtext running

through the Scene counterpoints the surface representations.

This subtext is represented by the visual metaphor of the

Indians dressed in buffalo skins, which exemplifies how the

Indian and buffalo are interrelated and how the death of one

is the death of both. When Buffalo Bill enters, boasting

that he has killed one hundred buffaloes with one hundred

shots, he exclaims, "You wanna see somethin' fantastic, you

get me some torches. I'll shoot the reflections in their

eyes. I'll shoot 'em like they was so many shiny nickels!"

The subtext here involves the economic development and

commercialization of the West in the 1870'

s

with the

building of the railroads and the destruction of not only

the migratory feeding habits of the buffalo but also of a

centuries-old culture. The West had to be settled and its

resources exploited. Capitalism determined the decimation

of the Indian, not natural history. In the Lahr interview.
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Kopit describes how easy it was to kill buffalo: "They were

very dumb and not very dangerous. You just rode up and

pointed your gun at the head of a buffalo and shot." At

this close range, if Bill had looked closely, the reflection

in the buffalo's eye was his own, a mirror-image, and in

killing the animal he was killing himself, or at least his

authentic self (William Cody, provider of food for railroad

workers) as the exhibition's only purpose—like a theatre

performance—was to impress and entertain the Duke, not to

fill a real need.

The arbitrariness of language—an important theme

particularly when discussing the language of the treaties

and the understanding or interpretation of them--is

presented by a sort of mini-play within the scene that

demonstrates the dual nature of the word friend . The Duke

wants Bill to come to Russia to be his bodyguard, and Bill

says he's sure the Duke is in good hands and is surrounded

by friends. The Duke holds out his hands and then places

them around his throat; shouting "friends" he draws his

sword and begins slashing the air, pretending to be fighting

off his "friends." Later, when Bill tells his tall tale, he

first describes the Indians chasing him as his friends, but

they are drunk and don't know who he is, so he kills them.

The Duke's friends (usurpers trying to kill him) are like

Buffalo Bill as a friend of the Indians: his tale implies

there's nothing to killing Indians, and his killing the
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buffalo actually did help kill off the Indians by destroying

their food source. When Bill tells Spotted Tail that the

Duke has never seen an Indian, Spotted Tail asks, "There are

no Indians in Russia?" The line is very resonant,

particularly if the viewer has been induced to think

analogically. Of course there are "Indians" in Russia,

minority and ethnic groups that have been and are dealt with

like the White Man treated and is treating the Indians. The

analogy extends to the Vietnam conflict and to all

situations where a group of people bound together by

language, tradition, culture, religion, and geographic

limits resists the imposition of an outside centralizing

force

.

The means to Buffalo Bill's fame appears in this Scene

in the person of Ned Buntline, journalist. Before he

enters, his voice is heard off-stage ordering Bill to stand

where he is (in the darkness), and Bill replies, "Don't

worry! I ain't budgin'!" In effect, this disembodied voice

connects Buntline with the Voice of Scene One, since Ned

creates and therefore controls Buffalo Bill. Ned explains

to Bill how the West is changing (the myth of progress and

development) and how people want to know more about it and

to feel part of it; they need "someone t' listen to,

observe, identify wid." Ned says he could make Bill the

inspiration of the land, and that the nation needs men like

him (Ned) too. He urges Bill to tell the Duke what he wants
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to hear (an adventure tale) , and others will hear it too

through him. The myths of the West and Buffalo Bill started

here with a representative of the popular media as the

instrument to generate a desire in the people in order to

fill that desire.

The tall tale Bill spins is wildly exaggerated and very

funny, a good example of black humor and tragicomedy, both

of which work on counterpoint principles. It also

demonstrates the power of narrative rhythm: the viewer

wonders how far Bill can go in stretching his chain of

exaggerations, indeed wants him to go on, and is humorously

entertained in the process. When the Duke, not to be

outdone, madly wants to kill a Comanche, the tale works too

well, says Bill. Ned disagrees gleefully: "Nonsense! This

is terrific ! " The Duke shoots Spotted Tail, and Ned is

delighted that fate is smiling on him and his plans. At

this point weird music and lighting signal the surreal

nature of the next action; as the actors are frozen in

tableau Spotted Tail rises slowly from the dead--the first

of many Indians to resurrect during the play, usually to

speak of in justices--to simply tell the Duke he is not a

Comanche, and then he sinks back to the ground. Lights and

music return to normal. The Duke asks Bill what the Indian

had said; Bill hesitates, then stammers that the Indian was

a Comanche who should have stayed home. While Ned elatedly

takes Spotted Tail's picture, the lights fade around Bill as
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he dizzily grips his head. During the actual expedition,

the Grand Duke did not kill Spotted Tail, although—as Kopit

said—he could have killed him. The fictional killing makes

a point: Bill's tall tale made the killing of Indians a

matter of course, so the Duke kills the innocent Spotted

Tail to prove his manhood and his likeness to or

identification with Buffalo Bill. Kopit distorts the actual

for rhetorical purposes.

The lights-up on the very brief Scene Four returns us

to the Standing Rock hearing where Bill is addressing the

senators after his speech to the Indians in Scene Two. His

appeal for Sitting Bull's Indians, the last of a kind he

calls them (like the buffalo)
, includes the statement that

the country is responsible for what happens to them. Bill's

powerlessness is apparent, and remember, he was not actually

present at the hearings—mediation was pointless. As he

speaks, the scene fades slowly to black, as if no one wants

to confront or is interested in what he is saying.

Suddenly, the Voice proudly announces, for our pleasure,

Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show! A drum roll intrudes into

Scene Four and carries over into Five accompanied by the

weirdly colored, crisscrossing spotlights that precede the

fantasy or irreality scenes, scenes that feature

exaggeration and distortion, and the Voice announces the

presentation of the most ferocious Indian alive, Geronimo.

Kopit places Buffalo Bill in Scene Four to show that the
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people would rather be entertained with a created version of

the truth that agrees with their presuppositions than be

forced to face reality and take responsibility for it.

Kopit said in the Lahr interview that in his studies to

prepare to write this play about Western history he knew

from the beginning he "would be involved in distortion." In

fact, exaggeration and distortion play key rhetorical roles

in Indians , particularly in Scene Five. The bars of a cage

emerge from the stage floor, and then around them the Wild

West Show fence with lights glowing to create an "eerie,

fantastical atmosphere." Geronimo crawls like an animal

through a tunnel-cage as huge, larger-than-life cowboys prod

him along into the main cage and close the grate behind him.

The oversized cowboys disturb our idea of these romantic

Western figures; they appear over-inflated and grotesque.

Geronimo proudly makes outrageously violent claims: "Around

my neck is a string of white men's genitals! MEN I HAVE

KILLED! . . . Around my waist, the scalplocks of white

women's genitals! WOMEN I RAPED AND KILLED!" The speech

grows more violently exaggerated to the point of becoming

ludicrously funny. The intent is to make Geronimo appear

subhuman, a mad dog, an animalistic blood-thirsty creature

that deserves to be killed. The rhetorical methods of the

Wild West Show make the killing of such a person easily

justifiable, even desirable. Then Buffalo Bill, dressed in

his fancy buckskin, enters the cage. Geronimo sniffs the
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air like a dog, turns, and is almost frothing as Bill walks

up to him nonchalantly. The Indian does nothing, and Bill

turns and calmly walks away as Geronimo trembles with

frenzy. Buffalo Bill's bravery and heroic stature are

underscored, as is the impotence of the Indian against him

(metaphorically, the alien force is powerless against the

United States) . Distortion and exaggeration are highlighted

in this Scene to expose them as effective rhetorical

methods. Kopit makes them so obvious that they become

laughable, and in so doing he uses these methods of the

myth-makers to undercut them and the myth. The perceptive

spectator, thinking of distortion as a device, might recall

the Gulf of Tonkin incident, for example.

Scene Six returns to the Standing Rock hearing, picking

up from the end of Scene Two where the Indian John Grass is

addressing the senators concerning promises made but not

kept (counterpoint) in treaties. The deception practiced

against the Indians is made more specifically understood:

money paid the Indians for the purchase of the Black Hills

was never given to them but instead held in trust in a

Washington bank because the government did not feel the

were educated enough to spend the money wisely; the

Indians did not understand the language of the treaties

because they could not read, and had to rely on what was

told them verbally, thereby opening the door to deceit and

trickery. Twice in this Scene and throughout the play the
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Indians ask Buffalo Bill (whom they call by his real name,

Cody) where is his friend, the Great Father (the President)

,

and why didn't he come. The Indians' concept of a Chief is

quite different from the actual person who is President.

The Chief appears in person to speak for himself and his

people; the President does not appear but sends others to

represent him. As the play later demonstrates, a true Chief

like Sitting Bull is approved by the Great Spirit; he is an

authentic man vitally in touch with his environment. In

counterpoint. Scenes Seven and Ten show the President to be

more of a figurehead controlled by traditional myths and the

abstract dictates of his office, therefore an unauthentic

man. The returning to the Standing Rock scene, a scene with

documentary reference, sets a line of narrative continuity

for the viewer; the intervening episodes give him

information or input to use in evaluating the grievances of

the Indians. The hybrid diegesis of Indians , at this point,

is complex; fact and fiction are intricately interwoven.

The impression or tone is less documentary and more

theatrical, however; in fact, manipulation, representation,

play-acting, and role-playing--all are major themes in

Indians . A Mozart minuet provides the sound bridge into

Scene Seven, which is set in the White House.

Structurally, Scene Seven is the center of the play as

the first six scenes and the last six form a concentric

frame around it, as if zeroing in on an object, adjusting a
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microscope (or telescope) for maximum resolution—thus,

considerable attention is focused on the Scene's content.

Counterpoint functions significantly within the Scene, not

only between and within characters, but also in the self-

reflexivity of the play-within-a-play device and the diverse

parallels inherent therein. And Kopit uses this Scene to

comment on the contemporary American theatre and its

audience. Scene Seven reflects the complexity of Indians

itself.

The setting is the White House Ballroom, where Ned

Buntline presents for the First Family his melodramatic play

Scouts of the Plain starring Buffalo Bill and Wild Bill

Hickok. Edward Judson (Buntline) wrote a play of the same

title in 1878, and Buffalo Bill impersonated himself in this

play as did Hickok, although the latter did not enjoy the

experience. In Indians Buntline opens his play for the

First Family with a mock heroic, absurdly funny monologue in

couplets. As Ned promised in Scene Three, he has now

brought fame and riches to himself and to Cody by making

Bill the idealized Western hero of twenty-seven dime novels,

and as the nation's wealth grew Buffalo Bill came to

"represent its glories," Ned proclaims. When Hickok refuses

to participate any further in Ned' s play and condemns

Buffalo Bill's actions. Bill justifies his role by claiming

that he s entertaining the people and doing good by showing

them the West and giving them something to be proud of.
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"I'm doin' what my country wants!" he exclaims, and the

First Family enthusiastically verifies his claim. "...

I'm not being false to what I was . I'm simply drawin' on

what I was . . . and raisin' it to a higher level." Buffalo

Bill does not yet feel or see the conflict in impersonating

himself; the counterpoint between the authentic William Cody

and the unauthentic Buffalo Bill becomes magnified and

actually establishes a narrative line for the steady

disintegration and eventual loss of his identity. Bill

agrees to become the fictional, mythical figure the popular

media have created. And as he represents America, like Ned

said, he exemplifies the country's willingness to believe

the constructed image of itself and to sanction any actions

deemed necessary for the prosperity of some of its citizens.

He also represents America's potential loss of authentic

identity and the subsequent belief in an identity

constructed by the myth-makers with the means of mass

distribution

.

The play within a play sets up considerations of self-

reflexivity and dialectics, and also places emphasis on the

act of creation itself. Ned's writing of Scouts of the

Plain reflects Kopit's creation of Indians as well as the

process of myth-making. Through forms of popular media

Buntline used such devices as distortion and exaggeration to

construct a "real" character, the hero Buffalo Bill; Kopit

seeks to expose the power of the popular media in any
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culture, and he uses distortion and exaggeration for

deconstructive purposes. Other parallels between the two

plays abound. A cultural myth functions like a play script:

both are creations with roles to be filled by available

forms, the outcome determined by the creator and by the

myth-as-deep-structure script. The relationship of Ned's

play to the First Family reflects the relationships of

Indians to its audience, of contemporary plays to their

audience, and of myth-makers to their culture, items that

will become very important in discussing the Scene's ending.

Scouts of the Plain is ridiculously funny and terribly

acted, yet the 01' Time President and his wife thoroughly

enjoy it, particularly when Wild Bill Hickok, who has

angrily withdrawn from the performance but remained on-stage

to make crude critical remarks, decides to take

improvisation seriously. Hickok chooses to rejoin the

action of Scouts when he sees the actress portraying the

damsel in distress writhing sensuously while tied to a post.

The 01' Time President is also attracted to the maiden just

as the First Lady is excited by Hickok. According to

formula, a surprise attack on the Indian camp leaves the

evil Pawnees dead and the maiden rescued, who then makes a

provocative speech using gratuitous sexual allusions and

erotic language. The Pawnee chief Uncas rises from the dead

to make another absurdly distorted speech (like Geronimo's)

in which he concludes that by God's will the Indian's
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purpose in life is to be murdered by the White Man for the

greater glory of the latter. At this point Buffalo Bill the

actor self-reflexively notes that both Uncas and the maiden

changed their lines because that's the current style among

actors. Hickok then takes improvisation to its extreme.

Infuriated by the humiliating experience of trying to

impersonate himself, he verbally assails Ned and Buffalo

Bill. He states that if he's got to play Hickok, he'll do

it "the way Hickok should be played, " whereupon he stabs Ned

to death. While Buffalo Bill looks on in stunned silence,

Hickok speaks mock-poetically of his desire for the maiden,

then attacks and rapes her. The First Family have become so

excited by the action that they have brought their chairs

on-stage for a closer look, and at the same time Buffalo

Bill is displaced off-stage: he and the audience have

changed places--and roles. The former audience is now

playing a role in the myth of Buffalo Bill. The Scene ends

as it began, with the Mozart minuet and the lights fading on

a dazed, confused Buffalo Bill.

Kopit's views on contemporary theatre and its audience,

and on the operations of myths, emerge clearly in this Scene

when one draws parallels between the Scene itself. Scouts o^

t^ Plain, and Indians . Clear parallels include the

circular ending device, which suggests endless repetition or

self-perpetuation, and the resurrected Indian, one of

several in Kopit's play, creating a resurrection theme that
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works in two different ways: the memory of the country's

Indian policy should never go away; and second, our country

must always revive "Indians," some alien force to cast as

enemies, because capitalism, as John Lahr explains, needs an

enemy in order to function properly (Up Against the Fourth

Wall 148) . Certainly since World War II our "Indians" have

been the Communists. The aroused response to the sex and

violence in Scouts satirizes the inferior aesthetic tastes

and intellect of the contemporary theatre patron as well as

the low quality material presented to him. The weak,

formula plots (What will happen next?) of melodrama are

foregrounded, as when Buffalo Bill looks toward the First

Family and suspensefully says, "God pray we're in time [to

save the maiden]." Improvisation, actors changing the

script, and audience participation were central principles

of the popular Off-Off-Broadway movement; Hickok's raping

the maiden reflects a similar incident that actually

happened in the play Paradise Now when an audience member

sexually violated one of the actresses on-stage.

Interestingly, the 01' Time President and his wife have

witnessed the horror of an actual murder and rape but do not

realize it, thinking it is part of the performance, much

like American television audiences watched the murder and

rape of Vietnam and its people every night on the evening

news, but because of the fictional narrative structure of

the news report, with good guys and bad guys, and because of
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the detachment provided by the comforts of the living room,

most Americans failed to comprehend the horrible reality of

the war. When the First Family replace Buffalo Bill on-

stage, the function of myth and the goal of the myth-makers

have been reached: by entering the acting arena the people

begin to play a role or to live the myth, not considering

that it is all a fictional creation. The embodiment of the

myth and the desire to imitate or impersonate it have been

simultaneously created and fulfilled.

Scene Eight continues from the Standing Rock hearing in

Scene Six. The different interpretations of treaties

emphasize the conflicting ideologies of the Indians and the

White Man. The Scene reaffirms a history that many people

have chosen to ignore: the treaties were misrepresented or

broken by the White Man, the Indians were misrepresented to

the American people (misrepresentation is a theme) , and the

Indians were cheated, lied to, intimidated and treated as

inferiors. Significantly, during Scene Eight's exchange

between John Grass and the senators, Buffalo Bill's attempts

to intervene receive no attention, and at one point he

delivers a line that could easily be mistaken for a

senator's so closely does it parrot the White Men's

speaking, which marks the advance of his progression from

authentic self to the impersonation of his created image.

The Scene ends with Grass telling the senators that when

Indians get drunk they are simply imitating the White Man,
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which is what the White Man's government wants them to do

(imitation is another theme) . The Indians howl in laughter

as the senators try to restore order and are made to appear

ridiculous. The music of the Wild West Show lead us into

the next Scene.

The crisscrossing, multicolored spotlights that signal

subjectivity—whether dream or memory—accompany the music

along with the rodeo ring and banners hanging over it. The

Voice introduces various "heroically oversized" characters

of the Wild West who enter on "heroically artificial"

horses, which again foregrounds distortion and exaggeration

as devices. Then it (the impersonal pronoun for the Voice

is appropriate) announces the entrance of the

"indestructible and ever-popular" Buffalo Bill, the current

^®P^ssentat ion of the myth that must always be transformed

and perpetuated. The Voice maintains control of Bill,

forcing him to move the show along and bring out the

Indians. Chief Joseph, weakened by old age, hobbles on-

stage and addresses the audience, retelling the story of his

agreement with William Cody to perform in the Wild West Show

in exchange for food for his people. Then, stepping into

character, he recites his famous "I-will-fight-no-more-

forever" speech, which he delivers with "exaggerated and

inappropriate gestures." By addressing the audience and

then getting in character. Chief Joseph shows he is aware of

the difference between the real and the acted. His direct
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address recollection gains a sense of truth and reality when

juxtaposed with the artificiality of his imitation speech.

Getting the actual people like Sitting Bull and Chief Joseph

to imitate their own past actions in his Wild West Show

enabled Buffalo Bill and his creators to distort and

diminish historical events.

Diminishment through imitation is further stressed when

the Indians come on-stage to perform the Sun Dance, and Bill

announces, "Since the Government has officially outlawed

this ritual, we will merely imitate it." For the Indians

the Sun Dance fulfilled the important role of drama as

Brecht envisioned that role, as a ritualized, integral part

of the life of the tribe or community. Just prior to the

defeat of Custer at Little Bighorn in June 1876, Sitting

Bull performed the Sun Dance for his people, and when he

emerged from his trance induced by self-torture he inspired

his people by telling them of his vision of soldiers falling

into his camp like grasshoppers. On-stage, the Wild West

Show Indians put on harnesses to protect them from the

barbs, and then begin to perform the fake dance.

Performing their sacred drama for the entertainment of White

audiences reduces the significance and power of it; the

Indians are allowed to imitate their glory, and thus they

become unauthentic. John Grass rushes on-stage, frees the

surprised Indians from their harnesses, grabs two barbs and

plunges them into his chest. He then dances the Sun Dance,
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reasserting his identity and that of his people; then, in

great pain, he collapses with blood streaming from his

wounds. As lights fade to black, Buffalo Bill crouches and

cradles John Grass, creating a sort of tableau image very

reminiscent of the Pieta. Actually the hybrid diegesis of

the Wild West Show parallels that of Indians . Kopit uses

similar materials--historical events and personages,

theatre, distortion, exaggeration and other rhetorical

devices—in a complex tapestry of fact and fiction, but his

intention is to subvert the image the show constructs.

Scene Ten breaks the pattern of switching to the

Standing Rock hearing after an irreal scene, which could

upset the rhythm of the viewer's expectations and thereby

sharpen his attention. Buffalo Bill, as he promised the

Indians, visits the White House to beseech his "friend" the

President to help Sitting Bull and his people survive; Scene

Ten is set roughly between 1878, the date in the Chronology

for Scouts of the Plain , and 1886, the year of the Standing

Rock hearings. By constantly referring to the list-of-facts

chronology, the dates of events, the viewer/reader invests

the particular scene with an amount of documentary

objectivity and assigns it an historical referent, something

that really happened and is being re-created. At the White

House Bill is stupefied to find the President dressed like

Wild Bill Hickok, astride a mechanical horse (the latest in

athletic equipment, about which Bill says, "... nice
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imitation")/ whooping and hollering while "On the Old

Chisholm Trail" plays on the Victrola. The apparent effects

of Scouts cause the President to lose control of himself and

to relinquish his identity— "You think I look a little bit

like Hickok?"—until Bill shouts violently at him to stop.

Bill thinks the President, as leader of the people, is the

only one who can help the Indians; the President says

there's nothing he can do, but because he is grateful to

Bill for the Wild West Show and what it's done for the

country's pride and glory, he will send as a gesture a

committee to represent him in speaking to the Indians. The

Innis quote about show-trials and documentary drama comes to

mind: the President does not intend to redress the

grievances but only to make a show or gesture of concern.

Bill asks him to whom will the gesture mean something.

"Being a great president," he replies to Bill, means "...

you got to know . . . when t' stay put." In contrast to

Sitting Bull (and Chief Joseph) , the President avoids making

a decision, he is owned by other interests (why can't he

give back the Indians' land, as he says he can't?), and he

is unsure of his authenticity. He is an imitator, an

impersonator who plays his assigned role in the manufactured

myth.

Scene Eleven switches back to the hearing, continuing

from Scene Eight. Buffalo Bill tries to calm the laughing

Indians and the offended senators so that the proceedings
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may go beneficially to all concerned. Speaking in his

natural, colloquial language, he explains some important

cultural differences between the two groups: the Indians do

not plow the land because the earth is sacred; they must do

as their ancestors have done; perhaps most importantly, they

do not understand how someone can own the land since the

land was made by the Great Spirit for everyone's benefit.

As Kopit's fictional insert and a didactic device. Bill

helps the audience understand the rarely considered deeper

issues of the Indian Wars, enabling the audience to

comprehend more meaningfully the concept of culture. Bill

finishes his speech with an old Indian legend about the

first White Man to arrive, who asked the Indians for enough

land to spread his blanket for the night; the Indians

consenting, the White Man unravels his blanket until it is a

thread that encompasses a few square miles. "Well, the

Indian finds that sort o' behavior hard t' understand," Bill

concludes. This legend represents another form of

communication in this Scene, a type of oral myth delivered

in narrative form that has a deep structure containing the

essence of the relationship between the White Man and the

Indian, a myth that could be re-presented in various forms

through time.

Then, apologizing for his people's behavior and

speaking from the heart because "the Great Spirits are

looking down on me today, " Sitting Bull addresses the
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senators. His lines come directly from the Indian Bureau's

official transcript of the hearings. He acknowledges that

the old ways are gone and that the Indian must learn a new

way of life, so Sitting Bull concedes to the president's

wishes: the Indian will live like the White Man. In

accordance, the Indian must be provided with all the items a

White Man has, from ample food and clean water to teams of

oxen and mules to "pretty silk ties." Paradoxically, this

speech infuriates the senators even more, and they denounce

Sitting Bull. The unfixed nature of language is

highlighted. The Indians take "live like the White Man" to

mean what it says; to the White Man it means "do what the

White Man says," or whatever is convenient for it to mean.

Sitting Bull then tries to explain his role as tribal chief.

He uses the language of analogy to illustrate how the Great

Spirit and nature approve him as leader of his people, that

because of his sweet heart everything he passes in nature

tries to reach out and touch him, "as the bear tastes honey

and the green leaves lick the sky." The senators say that

appointments are not made that way (which must have drawn

guffaws from the audience), and they condemn Sitting Bull's

pride. Sitting Bull closes the Scene with his reply: "If a

man is the chief of a great people, and has lived only for

those people, and has done many great things for them, of

course ^ should be proud ! " Indeed, this speech

interrogates the White Man's attitude toward pride. The
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disparity in cultural views and the sources of the

disparity, whether religious, social, or political, stand

out in this Scene. Each ethnic group lives by its own set

of beliefs; in brief, the White Man is motivated by

individualism, not communalism, and the system that runs

America is better served by individualism.

Scene Twelve is the most rewritten one of the play.

Originally Kopit wrote it as a parody of the typical

Hollywood saloon scene. He made significant changes after

the London performance in 1968 to give the Scene more depth.

It still contains all the requisite items we've come to

expect in such scenes presented in Hollywood Westerns, from

quick drawing outlaws like Jesse James and Billy the Kid to

a fat Mexican named Poncho. Bill has come to ask Hickok for

help. Talking in private. Bill admits that things have

gotten beyond his control or understanding. Confused and

scared, his loss of identity is nearly complete. Indians

appear in the shadows beyond the saloon, an expressionistic

device to present the guilt haunting Bill's mind. Bill

describes how he is tortured by these images of suffering

Indians and cries out that he didn't realize he was

destroying their food supply. And now. Sitting Bull has

been assassinated in accordance with a governmental or

military directive. Bill says, shot down with a Gatling gun

while his horse danced tricks since a gunshot was the

horses's cue to dance in the Wild West Show. The black
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humor here is particularly disturbing because it is not a

stylistic device. Part of this account of Sitting Bull's

death is actually true, the part about the dancing horse.

The great Chief was killed in a gunfight between his

warriors and Reservation police who were trying to arrest

him.

Buffalo Bill is afraid of dying in the center of his

arena for the Wild West Show, "... dyin' wrong. . . . with

makeup on." He thinks Hickok has the answer because,

referring to the White House performance, Hickok "knows just

who he is!" Ironically, Hickok has been thinking of Bill in

the same frame of reference: "My God, it's Codv who's got

the answer!" Bill is stunned, again. Cautioning Bill of

what is to come, Hickok introduces his new idea to take

Buffalo Bill and raise him to yet a higher level. "I'm sure

that once you think about it, you'll agree it'

s

the only

wa^. " Bill is faced with the same realization that the

Indians faced, that his old way of life—his authentic self~

-is gone and he must learn a new way. Hickok continues to

prepare Bill for this new "enterprise . " mentioning the

potential for the great national good: ". . . some of you,

let's say, would concentrate strictly on theatrics.

MEANWHILE! Others of you would concentrate on purely

humanitarian affairs. . . . Save some Indian down in

Florida. Another up in Michigan." Throughly perplexed.

Bill watches, horrified, as a group of men enter dressed
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just like him and wearing Buffalo Bill masks. Hickok has

realized the commercial possibilities and plans to mass

produce duplicates of Bill, calling the process

"simultaneous presence," an idea very similar to television.

It does not matter that these replicas of Bill are not

really him--it's what they represent that's important.

Bill's mind snaps, and he starts firing at the replicas, but

they don't die. As they begin to surround him, he screams,

and they disappear. Alone in the dark. Bill now desperately

wants to close the show. The Voice intervenes, telling Bill

that all of Sitting Bull's people were killed, in reference

to the massacre at Wounded Knee, which actually took place

on Christmas Day in 1890 and which is the opening set for

the final Scene. Scene Twelve ends with Indians entering

the stage, grieving, carrying large white sheets.

Allusions to the Vietnam War are most evident in the

final scene. With the Indians spreading the sheets at

center stage and then forming a pile of bodies, reporters

and army officers tour the killing grounds the day after

Wounded Knee. The colonel in charge provides the media with

a battle report and body count; he justifies the slaughter

by calling the Indians "heathens" and referring to an

historical event, Custer's last stand, which happened

fifteen years prior; he also manipulates the language of the

reporters' description, calling the battle an "overwhelming

victory," not a massacre. When asked if the steps taken
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were too harsh, the colonel replies with the words Kopit

took from the Westmoreland quote that inspired the play:

"Our hearts go out to the innocent victims of this." The

Indian Wars are finally over, the colonel says; in other

words, we can see the light at the end of the tunnel.

Buffalo Bill is among the group of men, and as they move on

he lingers to pay tribute to Sitting Bull. Sitting Bull

rises from the dead to speak with Bill.

In the context of a final farewell, each one speaks of

his misunderstandings in life. Sitting Bull understands

that the Whites wanted the Indians' land and took it, but he

does not understand how Whites can kill and plunder and

still profess love. He also would probably not understand

how an army can destroy a village in order to save it. The

White Man resolves this contradiction for himself with

myths. As Levi-Strauss says, myths help to assuage the

anxiety produced by unresolvable contradictions. Bill says

Sitting Bull was unrealistic in believing the buffalo would

return magically, to which Sitting Bull replies that it's no

more difficult to believe than Christ's returning. Bill

thought that his Wild West Show would help the Indians and

"make people understand things." They understood, all

right, but only what the government and those in power

positions wanted them to know; the people saw the show, but

they did not understand. What the government and capitalist

myth-makers were doing was manufacturing consent for the
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annihilation of anything that stood in the way of their

perceived, glorious destiny of the nation. The two friends

bid farewell. Sitting Bull says he never killed Bill

"because I knew it would not matter."

Bill realizes it's time to close the play, and indeed

the Voice tries to hurry it along, but Bill demands to make

a final statement which he reads from notes pulled from his

pocket. He announces his speech as a defense of his

country's Indian policies; it is also an attempt to justify

his actions and ease his guilt. His words drip with sarcasm

as he recites facts that include stories such as the forced

removal of the Cherokees from their home in Georgia to the

"lovely and relatively unsettled" area known as the Mojave

Desert, and that the march to there killed many Indians "who

. . . were rather ill anyway, and nothing short of

medication could have saved them." The subtext undercuts

his announced intention; the Indian policies are

indefensible. As his litany of double-dealing continues,

Indians begin to rise from their graves and gather around

him, and each one softly repeats his own name and says that

he is dying. Chief Joseph delivers his famous speech again,

only in this context it regains most of its original

significance. Bill pulls some Indian trinkets from a sack

and displays them on a camp stool, commercial artefacts of a

once proud culture. The lights grow dimmer on-stage, until

only the trinkets are barely illuminated, and then the stage
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is completely dark. Suddenly lights are ablaze as the Wild

West Show appears in full regalia, and Buffalo Bill with

fixed smile waves at the audience. Indians appear from the

shadows and move toward Bill as the lights fade to black

again. Then the lights return to the way they were at the

opening of the play with the three museum cases, and there

is no curtain to end the play, no closure. This time the

cases should be viewed differently. We are back where we

started; myth-making is an on-going process. Do spectators

remain seated, silently, to ponder the implications, or do

they rather indifferently exit the theatre having been

meaninglessly entertained and are now ready to resume their

lives?

The Hybrid Dieaeses of "Indians." of Mvths
and of Life Itself

From our discussion and analysis we have seen how

individual elements and devices in a dramatic piece--

documentary, fictional, factual, narrative, theatrical—work

rhetorically. Each of these elements adds a thread to the

hybrid diegesis of Indians. A final comment on the hybrid

deals with the overall tone and effect and considers whether

any one element dominates. In order to consider the hybrid,

the play must first be studied in terms of documentary

drama, which has already been done. Kopit says he was not

writing a documentary, and actually Indians does go beyond

documentary to establish a genre of its own, perhaps a genre
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for the times. Partly in method and almost wholly in

intention Indians is a documentary drama, but the overall

emphasis in the play focuses more on the theatrical than the

documentary, a point we will return to shortly. What

strikes the thoughtful observer is the complexity of Kopit's

hybrid. Each scene combines the factual and fictional and

further problematizes matters by admixing elements from

different styles of the theatre medium: realistic,

melodramatic, expressionistic, surrealistic, absurd, parody,

satire, burlesque, commedia dell' arte, and documentary.

Determining the truth— finding a synthesis— is an elusive

dialectical process involving fact and fiction, but in what

form these facts and fictions are presented must also be

considered. Distinguishing fact and fiction is a Herculean

task

.

How is the hybrid functioning? In Indians it functions

to support the myth-making theme: myths are also hybrids.

Myths take reality and transform (fictionalize) it to fit

the lanque or base script; myths arrange fact and fiction to

fit the mythmaker's purposes, which are usually political

and always rhetorical. The mythmaker works as a documentary

playwright. Both myths and the hybrid use history and

narrative. A dialectical process of binary opposites (fact

and fiction) operates in myths and in the hybrid diegesis.

In other words, the form of Indians , with its hybrid

diegesis, is highly self-reflexive; it resembles— indeed, is
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a metaphor for--myths and the process of myth-making. The

play's tone, more theatrical than documentary, implies that

life itself is a matter of performance and role-playing with

the "script" written by the myths that shape our perception

of the world. Self-determination is an illusion. Since

myths shape our view of life, and myths are hybrids

themselves, does art imitate life or life imitate art?



DOCUMENTARY FILM ACTIVITY IN THE 19 60s

Introduction

This chapter focuses on documentary filmmaking in the

1960s. To establish a sense of continuity with the 1930s

chapter, we will briefly mention significant activity in

documentary film of the 1940s and 1950s. The '50s prepared

the way for the explosion within the genre the following

decade. A secondary intention is to identify the important

films and filmmakers in documentary. We will then move to

an overview of documentary film in the ' 60s, discussing

activity and developments in Europe and North America. This

very broad approach is narrowed by concentrating on the

rhetoric of politically and socially committed films in

particular, and on stylistic and technical changes that

continued the evolution of the documentary form, as new

cultural factors produced new subject matter and film

methods

.

Once we have an understanding of the documentary milieu

in the '60s, we will focus on Emile de Antonio's films in

the decade, especially in the Year of the Pig (1969)

.

De

Antonio took documentary filmmaking—approach, subjects, and

techniques— in a different direction, although he follows in

233
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the politically committed tradition of Ivens, Hurwitz, and

Nykino. De Antonio pointed the way for development of the

political documentary and the historical compilation film,

and he went on to produce consistently for three decades

until his recent death on December 15, 1989.

Documentary Film in the 1940s

Documentary film production in the United States in the

1940s can be broadly classified as those films related to

the war effort and a small second group of post-war films

made mostly by filmmakers who were prominent in the '30s. A

few of the documentaries released in the early '40s,

however, dealt with social issues of the previous decade;

consequently, films like Ivens' Power and the Land,

Flaherty's The Land, Frontier's Native Land , and Lorentz's

The Fight for Life lost much of their significance when

released since Americans were then more concerned with the

war than with the problems and injustices of society. One

of the first productions designed to shake Americans out of

their neutralist, isolationist mentality was a March of Time

feature-length film. The Ramparts We Watch (1940)

.

De

Rochemont used old newsreels. Army archival footage, and

staged sequences with non-actors to explain why America must

assume an active role in the new war. Pare Lorentz praised

the film's merits but criticized its serious errors of

omission, claiming it gives a highly inaccurate and
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insufficient account of the reasons why we fought WWI and

why we need to go to war again.

When England became involved in the war in late 1939,

the GPO group readily volunteered its resources to the

government. The central mode for British wartime

documentaries (of course, there were hundreds of

straightforward instructional and training films) was the

story documentary or docudrama that had been developed by

Cavalcanti and Watt in North Sea . Devices from narrative

fiction films, like shot/reverse shot and eyeline matching,

were combined with documentary forms to give the viewer a

sense of both personal drama and public or national

responsibility. Target for Tonight (1941) is an excellent

example of the story documentary with its narrative

structural devices (goals, delays, closure) and its blend of

typage and psychologically realistic characterizations.

Target also importantly set an aggressive tone that replaced

the defensive, "Britain-can-take-it " theme of former films.

By the end of the war, documentary was intimately known and

respected by Englishmen throughout the island.

After Pearl Harbor and up to the end of the war, nearly

all of America's filmmaking resources were directed toward

the war effort. Hundreds of instructional films for

military personnel and civilians were produced. To meet the

needs of the military, the government and Hollywood joined

together to make films that combined facts and dramatic
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arts, similar to the British story documentaries. Frank

Capra's "Why We Fight" series sought to explain the enemy

and why we needed to stop him; these seven films were

extremely effective motivational tools and were mandatory

viewing for all military personnel going overseas. Other

Hollywood notables involved in the war included Darryl

Zanuck, John Ford, William Wyler, and John Huston. Two of

Huston's films have been particularly acclaimed and studied,

not only for their technical craftsmanship but also for

their anti-war stance (which naturally did not please the

Pentagon) . The Battle of San Pietro (1945) effectively

captures the grim reality of ground combat, and Huston's

narration counterpoints statements made on-screen by

military officers. Let There Be Light concerns mentally

disturbed cases in a veteran's psychiatric hospital; using

hidden cameras and dramatic structure, Huston shows us the

steps in the treatment plan to help these ex-soldiers

recover from the effects of war. Perhaps the most

impressive documentary film of the war was The True Glory

(1945), an American-British collaborative effort. Literally

millions of feet of film taken by over 1400 Allied cameramen

were edited into an eighty-minute record of the D-Day

landing in France.

What did these government-sponsored films accomplish

for the development of documentary films? For one thing

they demonstrated the use value of documentary, and they
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thoroughly familiarized most Americans with the genre, in

particular with the government-Hollywood story documentary.

They enabled more documentary filmmakers to work, to develop

and refine methods and techniques for certain purposes.

(Indeed, these documentary methods and forms became so

effective and familiar to Americans that Hollywood adopted

some of them to help impart greater realism in its narrative

fiction films.) When the war concluded, however, just when

filmmakers thought that documentary was in its full power

and would excitingly continue to develop, the government and

related sponsors withdrew financial support. Documentary

film activity suddenly came to a standstill, not to be

significantly reactivated until the early ' 50 s when

television became a pervasive cultural factor.

During this post-war dry period, some documentary

filmmakers, such as Willard Van Dyke and associates, formed

production units and made educational films for commercial

sponsors or government agencies. Three notable films were

produced independently, however, in the latter ' 40 s, all of

them made by former pioneers in the American Documentary

Movement. Robert Flaherty made Louisiana Story for the

Standard Oil Company, with no conditions placed upon him

other than to show something about the drilling of oil.

Flaherty's skill in photographing the natural beauty and

exoticness of a place (the Louisiana Bayou) gained high

acclaim in this film. He personalizes his main character, a
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young boy of twelve or so, depicting him as living naturally

with his almost primitive environment. But the film is

ambiguous in one key area: Flaherty does not indicate

whether the coming of oil wells to the Bayou is good or bad

for the boy and his family.

Two other significant films in the late MOs follow in

the tradition of the social documentaries of the previous

decade, and both understandably were made by filmmakers

associated with the Film and Photo League. Sidney Meyers'

The Quiet One (1949) looks at a national social problem,

juvenile delinquency. Focusing on the childhood of one boy

born in the slums, Meyers shows how parental neglect, human

indifference, and neighborhood conditions lead this boy to

emotional deprivation, mental instability, bitterness, and

crime. Psychiatric treatment helps him to find a purpose in

his life. Meyers sets a theme—mental problems in

contemporary society—that will be developed by other

documentarians in the '50s. The Quiet Qne has brilliant

editing and cinematography, a complex narrative structure,

and is deeply moving (the poetic narration provided by James

Agee) . Thus, the tendency for filmmakers to combine

documentary and dramatic film elements persisted. The other

important film is Leo Hurwitz's Strange Victory (1948)

.

This film looked at issues no one wanted to face, or at'

least no one wanted to take responsibility for changing.

Hurwitz attacks anti-Semitism and fascistic practices in the
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United States along with racial oppression and exploitation

of Blacks. The strange victory refers to Hurwitz's claim

that the values of the losers of WWII have become those of

the victors. This compilation film, with staged and

unstaged sequences added, could not find a distributor in

the United States, although the film was widely seen and

appreciated in Europe.

Documentary in the 1950s

Documentary films in the '50s reflected the atmosphere

and social concerns of the times. A prosperous decade for

many Americans, the greatest number of documentaries

produced at this time were financed by affluent sponsors who

strongly influenced the form and content of the films. The

darker side of the '50s—the Korean War, the Cold War,

McCarthyism--forced a conservative outlook on theme and

subject matter; documentaries did not attack or expose for

fear of adverse or hostile reactions from a variety of

sources. Potential controversy was avoided. Lewis Jacobs

divides the documentary films of the '50s into three broad

groups: the largest group by far, the sponsored films

"representing big business, big non-profit organizations,

government information services, and television companies;

second, films made for art's sake that explore the

possibilities of the medium; and films seeking to make "some

meaningful observation about the human condition" (276) . Or
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in other terms, films that represent the powerful, films

that represent individual expression, and films that follow

the liberal humanist tradition.

Many of the more well-made sponsored films were

educational and covered an amazing variety of topics, and

just as many were clearly some form of propaganda.

Filmmakers like Willard Van Dyke, Ben Maddow, Irving Jacoby,

and Henwar Rodakiewicz—all veterans of the '30s—produced

quality films that gave man a wider knowledge of himself and

his world. Some of their works were sponsored by the Mental

Health Film Board and concerned psychiatric cases involving

childhood problems, the difficulties of growing old, and the

adjustments to life in the new Atomic Age. Hundreds of

films sponsored by the State Department were made to

counteract anti-American propaganda films coming from

Moscow. These State Department films were shipped to all

parts of the world. Most of them were compilation films,

re-edited old footage with a narration or a topical

commentary added to construct a meaning. (This material is

the kind Emile de Antonio would later use for quite

different purposes.)

The 1950s and '60s are regarded as the golden years of

television documentaries, and Edward R. Murrow is often

cited as the pathfinder who initiated this era. Murrow'

s

and Fred Friendly's "See It Now" television series (1951-

1958) on CBS carried on the tradition of the March of Time.
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The NBC network countered "See It Now" with its own Project

20, which notably developed the use of still photographs for

documentary film uses. It was Project 20'

s

"Nightmare in

Red, " a documentary about the Russian Revolution, that

created enough controversy to cause its sponsors to withdraw

support. In fact, most sponsors pulled out of sponsorship

roles for documentary films that were feared to be too

provocative or controversial, films that would endanger

profits. This practice functioned as a form of censorship.

Who then would sponsor this new art form, the so-called

documentary in depth? (In Britain the answer was the

government-subsidized BBC, which steadily supplied the

public with quality documentaries.)

Other important television documentaries include the

"Victory at Sea" series, which concerned the U. S. Navy in

World War II (an outgrowth of the "Why We Fight" film

tradition) and the "Twentieth Century" series, which

developed the compilation film or the historical

documentary. By 1960, the three American television

networks featured hundreds of current affairs film shows as

well as regular series such as "CBS Reports," "White Papers"

(NBC) , and "Close Up" (ABC) . There is no doubt that

television rescued documentary from its apparent dead end

following World War II. These television documentaries drew

much on past practices, but they also developed the form

according to a certain new set of circumstances. In
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general, they imposed uniformity of opinion, ignored

controversial socio-political issues, and pretended

neutrality and objectivity. (Emile de Antonio yearned for

the pre-television days of documentary.) One innovation

television added to documentary was the reporter-narrator as

a replacement for the subject as "star” of the film.

Exciting technological advances, particularly in equipment,

enabled documentary filmmakers to get a more in-depth and

personal story to the public faster, and also led in the

latter '50s to films that placed more emphasis on man and

his spirit of survival rather than on the outside world

itself.

Another group of documentary films that emerged in the

'50s was the art films, dedicated to the belief that film

was the true art form of the times. These low-budget works,

such as Shirley Clark's Skyscraper (1959) and Bridae-Go-

Round (1957), were impressionistic, self-reflexive

statements about the medium of film itself; they were not

intended to be educational, tendentious in a social or

political sense, nor clearly logical—the emphasis was on

impact and effect. Usually young and inexperienced in

filmmaking, these avant-garde filmmakers often presented

personalized views of urban life, used a variety of special-

effects devices, and frequently based the editing on a jazz

rhythm or rock musical score.
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A third group of films in the '50s dealt more directly

with city life and focused on the alienation of many city

dwellers. The most notable of these documentaries were On

the Bowery (1957) by Lionel Rogosin and The Savage Eve

(1959) by Sidney Meyers, Ben Maddow, and Joseph Strick.

Rogosin, who also made a necessarily crude but nonetheless

good film about apartheid in South Africa (Come Back,

Africa , 1959), followed a method similar to Flaherty: to

decide how the film should take shape, he and his two-man

film crew spent months in the Bowery, visiting bars and

flophouses, talking to and drinking with the forgotten souls

who finish their lives there in hopeless drunkenness. Real

inhabitants of the Bowery were used to play, essentially,

themselves; Rogosin wanted to expose—but not to dramatize

—

the truth of the place, and his greatest concern was that he

present the untainted truth of the place and not some

outsider's view of what the Bowery was. The film did not

intend to advocate changes; as scriptwriter Mark Sufrin

said, if we can "make an honest, compassionate record of

some human beings in a state of prolonged crisis, . . . that

will suffice" (315)

.

T^ Savage Eye , which took four years to make, was

probably the best of the new city films; it won first prize

film festivals in Edinburgh and Venice. Again a major

theme is alienation. The film juxtaposes and thereby

suggests relationships between the subjective world of a
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recently divorced, lonely and traumatized woman and the

objective view of the pitiless, sordid underside of a modern

American city, Los Angeles. The Savage Eve takes the

characteristics of past city films and adds a more thorough,

in-depth social perspective combined with the deeply

personalized experience of the main character. The film's

narration is sometimes criticized for its intrusiveness, as

the memorable images are strong enough to make their own

comments. Although the film ends promisingly for the

divorcee, the disturbing view of social life leaves an

unpleasant aftertaste (though that didn't stop the festival

audience at Edinburgh from asking to see the film not once

but eight times)

.

After World War II Britain was also caught up in the

sponsored approach, producing slick films chiefly intended

to sell products and services. The drive for social reform

that had motivated the documentaries of the '30s was

moribund or dead. A cry from the veterans of that decade

went out, in journal articles and at film festivals, calling

for documentary with guts, responsible films that attacked.

Actually a few films did exhibit the commitment of the

documentary tradition with films that compassionately

presented the problems of human beings in a unkind world,

films like T^ Unde feated (1950) which dealt with disabled

war veterans, or World Without End (1954) by Paul Rotha and

Basil Wright, a film about worldwide malnutrition and
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illiteracy. Some of Lindsey Anderson's works, both films

and writings, were part of an exciting new movement that

formed in the experiments of the British Film Institute's

special programs designed to help young filmmakers whose

interests were not in line with those of the customary

sponsors. This movement, known as the British Free Cinema,

was composed of films by Anderson, Tony Richardson, Karel

Reisz, and others. Their films featured sensitive personal

responses to the everyday world of British life. Indeed,

this movement is important enough to receive a more at-

length discussion in a section of its own after the

following paragraph.

Some interesting documentary work was produced in

France during the '50s by filmmakers like Jean Rouch, Alan

Resnais, Chris Marker, Georges Franju, Nicole Vedres, and

Agnes Varda. Their films do not form recognizable groups or

movements but instead bear the individual style and the

intellect of the particular artist. Resnais's Night and Fog

(1955) concerns the Nazi concentration camps and is a

poetic, compilation film of considerable stylistic

refinement. Marker's films

—

Sunday in Peking (1955) and

Letter from Siberia (1957) --are subjective treatments of

everyday life that give new significance to overlooked

details of life. Noel Burch criticized the commentary of

these films as overwrought and too self-conscious, although

he was intrigued with experiments such as the three
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repetitions of one sequence in Siberia , each one with a

different commentary. Franju's Hotel des Invalides attacks

patriotism and the traditions and institutions that promote

it. These French films were similar in that they focused on

intellectual and aesthetic considerations.

The British Free Cinema

The Free Cinema had several affinities with the

socially committed GPO films of the '30s and with the

documentary realist tradition that grew out of GPO and

developed during the war (although as a sustained,

productive movement Free Cinema can hardly compare with the

GPO's influence). The first affinity is sponsored

experimentation. The British Film Institute's Experimental

Productions Committee agreed to sponsor "experiments by

young talent in film style, technique, or subject; and to

support ideas unlikely to find sponsorship under ordinary

commercial conditions" (Jacobs 334)

.

Since 1947 Lindsey

Anderson, Tony Richardson, Karel Reisz, and others had been

publishing manifestos and polemical articles in their

journal. Sequence , but they had largely avoided theoretical

and aesthetic questions. Beginning in 1950 their ideas

began to appear in issues of the BFI's Sight and Sound . The

group expressed dissatisfaction and hostility to both the

existing conditions in documentary filmmaking and to the

commercial film industry. Documentary, they said, had lost
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touch with contemporary society and had become a compliant

tool of the Establishment rather than a means to criticize

it. From the writings of the group, Alan Lovell discerns

three main ideas for cinema: "one, freedom for the

filmmaker; two, the filmmaker as a commentator on

contemporary society; three, the necessity for 'commitment'

on the part of the filmmaker and the critic" (Hillier and

Lovell 136)

.

This idea of commitment or engagement was not

stressed in early writings but did become a central force--

along with the exploration of contemporary society--in the

filmmaking of the Free Cinema group.

The Free Cinema appeared at a time of changing cultural

and political values in Britain. The movement is associated

with the concurrent "angry young men" generation of English

writers and playwrights. These filmmakers and writers

broadly espoused the ideological concerns of the emerging

New Left of the mid-1950s. In the years following the war

and into the '50s, intellectual life in Britain had become

depoliticized while the national cultural life was in a

state of encroaching sterility. The "angry young men" re-

established the importance of commitment, and their chosen

form of expression was realism. The relationships between

art on the one hand and social and cultural issues on the

other were intrinsically political, said the Free Cinema

group; and the documentary filmmaker, because of the nature

of his chosen form and medium, was obligated to respond to
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contemporary society and to present a clear political

commitment in his work. The Free Cinema also rejected a

commercialized pop culture, and their films considered the

validity of the new youth culture as a replacement for

traditional cultural forms.

The Free Cinema films showed a concern for the

individuality of people, usually working class people or the

more overlooked individuals in British life. The focus was

on the aimlessness of the average person, on individuals who

were lonely and alienated, who existed in a dull world of

monotony, and who sought contact with some force that would

give meaning and vitality to their lives. The Free Cinema

group relied on reportage, a sort of newsreel format. They

made effective use of technological advances in new, light-

weight equipment and faster film stock, which made their

films seem more intimate and vivid (but they did not have

available the advances that cinema verite filmmakers had in

the '60s). The new equipment allowed them seemingly to

become a participant in the action, viewing the subject from

close-up rather than viewing it rigidly from outside. Free

Cinema films were loosely structured and sometimes

ambiguous. To make comments on their subjects, they relied

on Eisensteinian montage construction and on the interplay

of film devices from fictional narrative films, such as

dramatic structure, and from documentary. They experimented

with sound and image relationships and also used
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conventional methods of commentary. As Lovell points out,

these techniques were hardly new. Free Cinema films often

had a poetic quality, but were never instructional. (The

one GPO filmmaker the group admired most was Humphrey

Jennings, the most poetic and least instructive of the

group.

)

Some of the better known Free Cinema films include

Wakefield Express (1952), 0 Dreamland (1953), Every Day

Except Christmas (1957), all by Anderson; Momma Don^ t Allow

(1956) by Reisz and Richardson; We Are the Lambeth Bovs

(1959) by Reisz; Nice Time (1957) by Claude Goretta and

Alain Tanner; and Together (1953) by Lorenza Mazzetti. All

of these films were screened along with others (by Rogosin,

Franju, Polanski, Truffaut, Chabrol) in a series of six film

programs at the National Film Theatre between 1956 and 1959.

The cultural question is taken up in 0 Dreamland , a

film about a working-class seaside resort. Anderson attacks

forms of amusement that mass culture imposes, and he

experiments with shocking images and interesting

juxtapositions. The interest in the newly emerging youth

culture and in forms of leisure also form the subject matter

of Momma Don^ t Allow . Nice Time, and We Are the Lambeth

Boys . A central question for these films is whether or not

the new sites of cultural activity, like the jazz club in

Momma or the youth club in Lambeth Bovs , have come to

replace traditional sites of authentic cultural value;
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another concern is the individual's need to be a part of

something alive and vital. An interest in the traditional

working class community supplies the subject matter for

Wakefield Express and Every Day Except Christmas . Here the

liberal humanist beliefs of the Free Cinema filmmakers

present working people as dignified and heroic (like

Grierson's early GPO films), as in Every Day , which portrays

the night workers in Covent Garden Market with sympathy and

understanding. The film Together is different from the

others in that it makes greater use of fiction film devices,

like long takes and mise-en-scene, although it does deal

with the alienation of its working class subjects. Viewed

as a group, these films display a perceptive picture of

British society in the 1950s.

The Free Cinema group, notably Anderson, Richardson,

and Reisz, went on to contribute to Britain's feature film

industry, which gave rise to the British New Wave films like

Room ^ the Top (1958), Look Back in Anger (1959), Saturday

Night and Sunday Morning (1960), A Taste of Honev (1961),

Ih.e Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner (1962) , and This

Sporting Life (1963) . Also known as the Woodfall films,

these social problem or "kitchen sink" films continued the

documentary-realist tradition and methods, and applied them

to social studies.
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Documentary Film in the 1960s

American documentary film in the ' 60s experienced an

explosion of activity certainly equal to if not greater than

that of the 1930s. Most probably the strongest force

motivating this activity was television, as the documentary

form had continued through the '50s to grow in usage and

popularity on television. Because of technological

developments in portable cameras and sound recording

equipment, and because of the television producers' desire

(and the audiences') for a greater sense of immediacy, a new

style of documentary evolved that would rejuvenate the film

genre as well as generate a flourishing of film discussion

and criticism. This new style was called cinema verite or

direct cinema, said to have been named by French

documentarian Jean Rouch. Actually, Rouch was developing

the verite techniques in 1960 with his very important film.

Chronicle of a Summer , at about the same time that American

television documentarians started using them, although

Rouch' s inspiration came from his ethnographic film

experience in Africa whereas American television was

motivated by its desire to attract and please more viewers

(which translates as more money from sponsors) . Thus,

almost from the beginning cinema verite developed in

different directions.

Another factor in the resurgence of documentary film in

the 1960s was the multitude of film material or subject
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matter provided by the social and political turmoil of the

period. Civil rights and black unrest, international and

domestic political intrigue (de Antonio's area of

operation) , the war on poverty (amid plenty) , campus unrest

and the alienation of youth searching for new values in

confrontation with those of older generations, the drug

culture and associated problems, and the war in Vietnam--all

provided explosive material for documentary filmmakers.

Crisis situations, as we shall see, became the central

concern in the cinema verite approach.

After the landmark Supreme Court decision on school

integration in 1954, Edward R. Murrow took his "See It Now"

television crew to the South and produced Segregation in the

Schools (1954) and another film in 1957 dealing with

integration problems. In 1960 CBS-TV produced Sit-in . a

transitional film that moved away from the "See It Now"

format and toward the cinema verite style. Other networks

produced their own films concerning civil rights, as did

many sponsored and independent filmmakers, and many of them

used cinema verite techniques. But perhaps the group that

did the most to advance verite in the United States was the

Drew Associates, consisting of Robert Drew, Richard Leacock,

D. A. Pennebaker, and A1 Maysles. The group's first made-

foi^~television film was Primary (1960), dealing with the

campaigns of Kennedy and Humphrey. Other films in the

verite style followed in the next four years, made for Time-
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Life's "Living Camera" series, films like Petev and Johnny

(1962) and The Chair (1963) . The "Living Camera" gave the

Drew filmmakers the opportunity to refine the verite style

and give it more impact

.

Among practitioners the techniques of cinema verite

differ in certain ways. What are the essential

characteristics of the style? Supposedly cinema verite

films record reality directly without preconceptions,

rearrangement, or staging. Said to have been derived from

the kino-pravda (film truth) theories of Dziga Vertov,

cinema verite presented its filmed "truth" through direct

observation of uncontrolled life and by capturing the

unrehearsed climax of a crisis situation.

Filmmakers like A1 Maysles sought to record life "as it

actually happens." He starts with a person (often a

celebrity) or situation of his interest and follows it,

allowing the situation or the person to shape the film

without his intervention in any way, waiting for something

significant to happen. Much of the success depends on the

subject not consciously modifying his behavior for the

camera and on the filmmaker's sense for the crisis

situation. Leacock disagrees with this method, saying

Maysles makes a religion out of merely looking. It's not

enough to observe something as it really happens; this

something must be interesting, it must provide revelation

and knowledge. In his Film Comment interview with James
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Blue, Leacock says that "... the finished film

—

photographed and edited by the same filmmaker— is an aspect

of the filmmaker's perception of what happened" (Blue, "One

Man's Truth" 406). Leacock's work took cinema verite in a

slightly different direction. The divergent practices of

Maysles and Leacock encapsulate one of the central debates

in cinema verite filmmaking: should the filmmaker simply be

a recorder of life situations and let the images/actions

shape the film and speak for themselves, or should he

"shape" the situation in some way—but still without

preconceptions or directing—to speak his interpretation of

the "truth" or significance of the subject? Jean Rouch is

in the second group; he seeks to "provoke" truth, to bring

about an unexpected action that is authentic and true.

Television and technological advances helped to create

and to perpetuate cinema verite. New equipment had to be

developed to record spontaneous action and sound as it

actually occurred. Lightweight, hand-held cameras and

miniaturized tape recorders were developed for use by small,

non intrusive crews of two or even one to record spontaneous

action and to get synchronized sound and images. Television

began to inflect the documentary form and influence the

devices used for effect. Both film journalism and

television wanted to create for the viewer a stronger sense

of "being on the scene, " a sense of immediacy, involvement,

and participation. Television also wanted to appear
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neutral, to present a more objective view of people and

events reported as well as offer deeper insights into the

subject. If all this could be done with greater speed and

at less cost, so much the better.

By the early ' 60s cinema verite had become a standard

form of film journalism for television, and networks began

to budget more money than ever before into documentary

filmmaking, influencing the genre in a variety of ways.

Because there was intense competition for audience, more

time and money were allotted to make quality documentaries.

This substantial funding meant that more and better

technicians, writers, directors, and researchers could be

hired, as well as musical composers to prepare original

music that contributed to the film's effect. Operating with

smaller film crews, networks could send on-the-spot

observers to different parts of the world rather than rely

on film library footage. With the pictures directly telling

the story and making the narrator's point, there was less

reliance on the "talky" narrator who tries to give

information and explain the relevance of the images that

were not shot for his report. The film editor's importance

grew. Editors were given more freedom in making decisions

for the final print, and that sense of freedom carried over

to more use of abstract film material. In 1961, documentary

film had achieved such status on television that three films

were nominated for the prize of "Best Show of the Year" in
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the Emmy Awards. The money of networks and sponsors and the

enthusiastic receptiveness of the public propelled

documentary into the early '60s.

In the latter part of the 1960s Frederick Wiseman began

to evolve his unique style of observational films (although

he had produced Shirley Clark's fictional feature Cool

World in 1964), and his subsequent body of work has probably

provoked more interest and controversy than any other verite

filmmaker. Wiseman's films focus on social institutions and

on relationships of power more than on individuals, and if

his films have political significance it is in the

dialectical struggle between the institution and the

individual, which is representative of the struggle between

the individual and society. That is, through his subjective

style Wiseman presents these institutions as metaphors of

American society at large. As such his films are

associational more than narrational, although elements of

narrative and exposition are also present. The continuity

editing essential to narrative film is found within the

individual sequences of Wiseman's films, however, between

shots, not between the sequences. He also uses a variety of

methods to establish spatial and/or temporal continuity.

Wiseman's experimental editing schemes are widely studied as

it is with these organizational strategies, along with his

cinematography, that he establishes his preferred readings.

Because of these strategies and his subjective style, his
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work provokes much debate concerning point of view; his

questionable ethics has also been a subject of controversy

for some. But Bill Nichols thinks that it is how Wiseman

establishes continuity through editing of events he has

little control over that is of value to political

documentary filmmakers. In an interview quoted by Nichols,

Wiseman said,

One of the things that intrigues me in all
the films is how to make a more abstract,
general statement about the issues, not
through the use of a narrator, but through
the relationship of events to each other
through editing. (Nichols, Ideology and the
Image 218)

As we shall see, Wiseman's concerns stated here were

simultaneously being addressed by de Antonio but with a

different approach. Also, de Antonio and other politically

committed documentarians alleged that the cinema verite

filmmakers in general had surrendered the significance of

documentary film as a force for social change.

French Documentary in the 1960s

The issues and concerns of verite filmmakers in America

received deeper theoretical questioning in France,

particularly in the independent works of Jean Rouch and

Chris Marker. The French filmmakers focused on the cultural

environment of individuals rather than on the examination of

individuals in crisis situations. Marker's film Le Joli Mai

(1962) contains a creative variety of stylistic devices such
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as self-reflexivity, interviews, newsreels, narrative film

techniques, and counterpoint. Its main intention is to

present what average Parisians are thinking about their

lives and social relations in May 1962. Lewis Jacobs was

very impressed with this film: "Its substance, its texture,

its mingling of forms in a documentary totality and its

scrupulous concern for style, made it the decade's most

distinguished example of the flexibility, vitality, and art

of cinema-verite" (380) .

In 1960 Jean Rouch, an anthropologist and ethnographic

filmmaker, and Edgar Morin, a sociologist, made a film that

would question the claims of truth, neutrality, and

objectivity made by most verite filmmakers. Indeed, this

film. Chronicle of a Summer , would raise new questions about

the role and ethical responsibility of documentarians

.

American critics who favored the standard verite methods

condemned Rouch' s "manipulations" of the film form, but

Rouch and Morin tended to agree with Leacock, that some

subjective commitment toward the material was not only

inevitable but needed. Americans like the Drew Associates

believed the filmmaker must not interfere in the filming

process or tamper with the film in any way lest the "truth"

of the subject matter be contaminated. Truth will be

revealed by the subject, not created by the filmmaker.

Rouch' s priorities were different (although he was very

aware of ethical questions)

.

Rouch felt that the camera
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could liberate the personal subject rather than inhibit him,

and that because the subject knew he was "acting" for the

camera he could reveal himself more freely, as if the film

experience were a cathartic act. A film must be more than

an accurate scientific observation, said Rouch; it must also

reflect the emotional reality of the participants. What

Rouch sought to film was "life as it is provoked," actions

and verbalized thoughts that are produced by chance meetings

and associations. Chronicle contains excellent examples of

this. To acknowledge clearly their subjectivity and their

relationship to the subject, Rouch and Morin show themselves

in Chronicle in the process of making the film, rather than

trying to hide the filmmaker's role. Chronicle of a Summer

was and is an extremely important film: it inspired other

documentarians like Frederick Wiseman, the Canadian Allan

King, Shirley Clark, and Andy Warhol (Chelsea Girls ) as well

as filmmakers like Jean-Luc Godard, who used some of Rouch'

s

stylistic devices to form his own unique hybridized film

style.

Ethnographic Films

The field of ethnographic films contributed to the

development of the documentary form. As early as the late

1940s Jean Rouch was filming tribal life in West Africa, but

doing so in a different way from most anthropologists who

used film. Most ethnographic filmmakers trusted the camera
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completely as a scientific instrument to faithfully record

the culture under study, and they were not aware of film as

a language to use for personal expression. Much like the

cinema verite filmmakers, they assumed the camera had the

magical power to capture truth just by pointing it at the

subject. Other ethnographic filmmakers, like Rouch and

Robert Gardner, understood film language and tried to use

the various devices of the medium to express succinctly what

they perceived as the most significant, representative

aspects of the subject culture. Thus, their films were

interpretive, based on years of interaction with and study

of the subject culture. They also integrated the subjects'

reactions to the film into the final print so that the film

was more a self-expression of the culture. The formative

concerns of Rouch' s film method can be seen in his early

ethnographic films, which "combine documentary elements with

elements of fiction and psychodrama to penetrate the

aspirations and frustrations of individuals in a changing

society" (MacDougall 139)

.

Applying the same methods and

observations they had used to study "uncivilized" cultures,

Rouch and other filmmakers like Chris Marker turned their

cameras toward "civilized" society to study, as Rouch said

of Chronicle of a Summer , "this strange tribe living in

Paris. Thus their films become both social analysis and

personal statements.
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Documentary Film in Canada in the 1960s

The achievements of Canadian documentarians, both

English- and French-speaking, added in various ways to the

development of the genre as well as to cinema verite in

particular. This body of work came mostly from two

institutional sources, the National Film Board of Canada and

the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. John Grierson

conceived the plan for the NFBC in 1939, and indeed there

were similarities between it and the initial operations of

the GPO. For example, the NFBC is recognized as a model for

effective teamwork or group participation in creating a

film. Also, the NFBC's organization and operation (such as

its regional distribution offices) have set an example for

numerous countries seeking to integrate cinema more

meaningfully into the society's fabric. The stated role of

the Film Board was/is to interpret Canada to Canadians and

to the rest of the world, and to promote research and

experimentation in film for the benefit of those engaged in

filmmaking. A great many of the NFBC's works are intended

mostly as functional information films, but some produced by

the Board's Unit B have gained international recognition.

The names of filmmakers working in Unit B have become

well known in documentary circles, such as Roman Kroiter,

Wolf Koenig, Terence McCartney-Filgate, and Colin Low. The

Unit's films often focused on effectively portraying the

personality of an individual, usually by following the
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subject around during his normal daily activities; at the

same time this portrait also conveyed social information

about the setting. In 1953 Kroiter had made Paul Tomkowicz

for the "Faces of Canada" NFBC series, an intimate study of

a street-railway switchman. In 1957 Kroiter and Koenig

organized a film around old, still photographs and newly

shot footage; City of Gold , winner of seventeen

international awards, concerns the Klondike gold-rush town

of Dawson City. In 1962 Kroiter and Koenig produced for

television perhaps Unit B's most important film. Lonely Bov ,

a portrait of singer Paul Anka and his orchestrated

transformation into a teenage idol. Filmed in the cinema

verite style, the filmmakers use stylized manipulation of

material as well as reflexive elements that later became

conventionally used for and accepted as indications that the

filmmaker had no control of what was being filmed. In other

words, they became devices for verisimilitude.

In the late ' 60s Allan King made two influential films

for the CBC. Shot in the verite style, Warrendale (1968)

concerns a home for mentally disturbed children. The film

is not a social documentary that exposes the horrors of such

an institution, like Wiseman does with Titicut Follies .

King called it a selective record of a personal experience,

and the film does enable the viewer to feel for and with the

children. The CBC, however, refused to show the film

because of profane language. King's next film, A Married
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Couple (1970), is described as a cinema verite documentary

with more drama than a fiction film. It chronicles with

wincing realism the actual breaking up of a troubled

marriage. King skillfully selects shots to show the essence

of the situation and edits them into a clear, unified but

not chronological structure based mostly on emotional links.

Both of King's films demonstrate the degree of personal

intimacy verite techniques can produce. Alan Rosenthal

called Married Couple "one of the most important pioneer

films of the decade" (New Documentary 12)

.

The NFBC French team and its films established

themselves in the ' 60s as a fervently committed voice for

socio-political analysis, a policy that drew strong

criticism from the Board and outright censorship later in

the decade. Filmmakers like Michel Brault (who worked with

Rouch) , Pierre Perrault, Gilles Grouix, and Claude Jutra

made nationalistic and political films in the direct cinema

mode, such as Pour Suite du Monde, Les Raquetteurs . and

Chat dans le Sac . In 1968 they helped to arrange

exhibition programs for Third World political films. As

social crises continued to dominate cultural life, these

filmmakers became more active in using film as an instrument

for social intervention. At about this time in Quebec

significant film work took shape outside the NFBC, including

production of independent newsreels of students' and

workers strikes. All this activity together with other
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political events of the period culminated in a general

strike in 1972, Quebec's version of May '68.

British Documentary in the 1960s

The British Free Cinema continued into the 1960s to

exert its influence not only in the documentary area but in

feature films as well with the documentary-realist Woodfall

films directed mostly by Free Cinema filmmakers. As in

America, British television became an important outlet for

documentary. For example, beginning in 1957 and running to

1966 Grierson hosted the very popular television show This

Wonderful World, a program that weekly featured an

international selection of excerpts from documentary films.

An overview of the documentary scene in Britain in the ' 60s

can be arbitrarily divided into films made for BBC

television and films produced as part of the more radical

independent movement that burgeoned during the latter part

of the decade. Oddly, cinema verite does not seem to have

been as influential or as much practiced in Britain as in

other Western countries; that is, it was not so much a major

movement, although its techniques were used among others if

needed. The Free Cinema films, however, were certainly

precursors to cinema verite, even though the filmmakers did

not have the technological means available to the verite

practitioners

.
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The documentary-realist or docudrama form that had

developed in the ' 30s in England, flourished during the war,

and informed the Free Cinema and Woodfall groups took its

place in television with the work of, among others, Ken

Loach and Tony Garnett for the BBC. Always closely

connected with this docudrama form has been the idea of

public service, an idea that fit naturally with what the BBC

founders had envisioned as the role of television. Many

spij^ited discussions during the ^50s and ^ 60s resulted from

this determination to keep television as an educative,

public service institution for civic improvement rather than

allow it to become an Americanized form of commercialized

entertainment. In Andrew Higson's excellent study of the

documentary-realist tradition, he succinctly summarizes how

this tradition was guite suitably picked up by television:

This thorough domestication of the
documentary idea allows television as an
institution to take over the form of the
public gaze [looking at the subject from the
outside rather than from within as a
character" in the situation] : the ubiguitous

TV eye casts its gaze round the world, and
brings this world of public affairs into the
home, the private, domestic sphere of the
viewer. This gathering together of the
documentary idea and the Reithian ethos of
public service broadcasting. . . continues
the processes of post-war documentary-realist
cinema, constructing a world of public

while at the same time addressing
the citizen—now the viewer at home—as
separate from but influenced by that sphere
Television proposes itself as mediating
between these two spheres of the public and
the private. (93-95)
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The domestication of the documentary idea and form was also

taking place in American television through its avoidance of

controversy and imposition of homogenized thinking.

Loach and Garnett produced a number of important

documentary-realist films for television in the '60s and

'70s, such as Cathy Come Home (1966) and The Big Flame

(1969) . These films were intended for a working-class

audience and were strongly committed to public service. For

example, although Cathy Come Home uses actors instead of

real people as subjects, the film did provoke action to be

taken to alleviate the conditions of the homeless in

Britain

.

Around the mid-1960s an independent cinema movement

developed in Britain with the intention to build a parallel

or alternative cinema. Emerging from a new, more educated,

radicalized middle class that supported the agenda of the

New Left, this movement was inspired by American underground

films, the French New Wave, and European avant-garde films

of the 1920s. The British independent cinema favored

experimentation and rejected Hollywood films as well as

British mainstream cinema and television. The founding of

the independent cinema can be traced to the formation of the

London Filmmakers' Cooperative in 1966. In Sylvia Harvey's

article on oppositional and independent film, she lists the

objects of the London Cooperative: "an avoidance of the

constraints which 'big private capital' was believed to
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impose, a rejection of the aim of 'making unchallenging

films to attract large audiences immediately, ' and a

commitment to 'the preservation and development of critical

thought'" (qtd. in Barr 237).

The independent cinema movement made two important

contributions to documentary film development and theory,

and it was mostly in the 1970s that these factors became

significant and bore fruit. The London Co-op provided a

forum for serious theoretical discussions. It screened the

films of Godard and of Straub and Huillet, which provided

provocative material for these discussions. Of particular

theoretical interest were the ways that images and sounds

can combine to produce meaning, and also the question of why

narrative has come to dominate film form. Filmmakers like

Malcolm LeGrice and Peter Gidal and theorist/filmmakers like

Noel Burch, Peter Wollen, and Laura Mulvey explore these

issues in their films and writings. The second significant

factor was that the Co-op helped to establish other

filmmaking collectives, all of them politically radical and

culturally marginalized, such as Cinema Action (1968), which

made films for the labor movement, and Amber Films (1969), a

collective for the working class. Both these groups used

cinema verite techniques to make films informed by the

ideology of the New Left. Several other collectives formed

in the early '70s and were part of the exciting film

activity of that decade.
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The New York Newsreel and the San Francisco Newsreel

The politically committed newsreel form has a long

tradition, going back to the Workers' Film and Photo League

of the '30s and further to Vertov's newsreels of the early

'20s. In 1962, mostly through the efforts of Norman

Fruchter, who had recently returned from film work in

England, the American Newsreel Collective was formed. The

Newsreel Collective's films were low-budget, crudely made

works that depended on the then familiar cinema verite

techniques. Their objectives were to inform the public of

the various issues that radical activists were involved with

during the '60s and to become effective organizing and

recruitment tools. In 1967, Fruchter, Robert Kramer, and a

handful of others organized the New York Newsreel, dedicated

to New Left values and closely linked with similar European

filmmaking groups. New York Newsreel exhibited leftist

films from or about Vietnam and Cuba and also screened Third

World films. Their own films were topical documentaries

that advocated militant confrontation and a you' re-either-

with-us-or-against-us philosophy. The screenings were

considered very important political acts themselves, and

their film distribution method included speakers who

accompanied the film and promoted political discussions

after the showing. By 1970 a re-organization of New York

Newsreel had taken place; the somewhat elitist nucleus of

the group that had made all decisions on topics and themes
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were replaced by a more decentralized, Marxist-oriented

organization with new subjects for their films, mainly

women's liberation and Third World struggles. The latter

subject sometimes took the form of films about exploitation

and oppression in America's prison system. Some of the

better known films of the New York Newsreel include Amerika .

Summer ' 68 . People' s War , and Ice .

The San Francisco Newsreel formed in 1968 but was quite

different in organizational structure from the New York

group. Rather than having an affluent nucleus of decision-

makers surrounded by "workers" who carried out the

decisions, San Francisco Newsreel was more democratic and

consisted of a cultural diversity of individuals. But it

also did not have the personal monetary resources of the New

York group, so in addition to filmmaking, distribution, and

exhibition San Francisco Newsreel also operated a health

clinic and an activist center and organized political

projects. To gain funding, while some members worked on

film projects, the others took various forms of employment

to help support the collective, jobs that gave them material

experience for the subject matter of the films they wanted

to make about the working class and minority groups. The

San Francisco group also studied film history and theory,

and they discussed questions like who their audience was and

what were the best methods to reach them.
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The San Francisco Newsreel films usually presented

political events and statements, and their films sought to

unite students and workers in a common cause. The group

experimented with image/voice relationships. Sometimes they

used voice-over commentary to undercut films made by their

opposition (like oil companies or the government) , but more

often they used an interviewee's voice in support of or in

contrast to the images. Bill Nichols noted Newsreel's

dispersion of the narrator, using the comments of several

interviewees in voice-over ( Ideology and the Image 197)

.

Other rhetorical devices include appeals to the emotions and

to the sense of right and wrong. San Francisco Newsreel's

first two films. Black Panther and Columbia Revolt were

widely distributed, and Oil Strike , shot at a refinery in

Richmond, California, remains as one of Newsreel's most

effective organizing films for the working class. In the

early '70s Newsreel made The Women' s Film , perhaps its most

important film. Nichols greatly admired this film and

comments on its political value:

Questions of subjectivity and consciousness
have gained a place on the political agenda
largely through the work of the women's
movement. Concern with the politics of the
everyday, the domestic, and the personal have
contributed to an increased attentiveness to
the problem of finding visual representations
for a reality-transcending dimension within
the terms of the typical and everyday itself,
rather than in finely-worked rhetoric and
slogans of leaders, parties or groups. (qtd.
in Waugh, "Show Us Life" 152)
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The Work of Emile de Antonio in the 1960s

Emile de Antonio brought a fresh perspective to

documentary filmmaking. He had no film background when he

made his first film at age forty-three. Thus he did not

follow the beaten path in documentary. He had his own ideas

about film as an art and—because he was an avowed Marxist

—

about film as a political-historical-analytical tool. The

son of an affluent doctor, he grew up in Scranton,

Pennsylvania, and attended Harvard in the same class as John

F. Kennedy. While at Harvard he joined the Communist Party

and the John Reed Society, and at this same time the FBI

opened a file on him that would subsequently grow to ten

thousand pages. De Antonio graduated from Harvard and

worked at a variety of jobs through the '50s, such as barge

captain, longshoreman, and teacher of philosophy and English

at William and Mary College. Living in New York, he became

intimate friends with artists and painters prominent in the

New York art scene of the '50s and '60s, like Jasper Johns,

Robert Rauchenberg, and the musician/composer John Cage,

friends that no doubt had an influence on his film methods.

De Antonio follows in the tradition of politically

committed documentary filmmakers, and he does not try to

hide his partiality in his films. When he decided to make a

film in 1961 concerning the televised Army-McCarthy hearings

of 1954, cinema verite was in its ascendancy. But cinema

verite was a television form, and de Antonio wanted to make
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a statement about television, not by using its methods but

by using its product to expose its methods. De Antonio also

contested the claims of objectivity and truthfulness the

verite filmmakers made, and he more strongly criticized

their lack of political consciousness. Like the radical

documentarians of the 1930s he believed the filmmaker must

take a stand and make his point of view clear, both in his

films and in his comments about them. De Antonio is an

intellectual filmmaker and has stated that the film-going

experience must be more demanding for the viewer.

Therefore, the viewer must pay close attention and work

harder mentally to discover the messages and points of view

in de Antonio's films.

De Antonio's filmmaking process and methods represented

in many ways a new approach to documentary filmmaking. His

approach to his historical compilation films involves a

great deal of preliminary research. His film materials come

from various types of footage which he edits with interviews

either already on film or newly filmed by him. Once

located, this footage, even outtakes that are to be

destroyed, costs money. De Antonio's connections in the art

world and in the television and film industries helped him

to discover where available footage could be acquired, and

his ties with affluent liberals enabled him to buy film and

produce new films. Most of his films have gotten some

degree of theatrical distribution, and all of them have made
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money. What devices and methods did de Antonio add to the

rhetorical diegesis of documentary film? How did he use

already existing forms and devices? What new cultural

phenomena assumed central importance? To propose answers to

these questions and others, we must turn to de Antonio's

films released in the 1960s, although the emphasis in our

study will fall on the Year of the Pig .

"Point of Order”

CBS owned the 188 hours of kinescopes of the Army-

McCarthy Hearing, and their attitude toward de Antonio's

interest was, why a film about the Army-McCarthy Hearing

now? The guy's dead, let's forget all about it. De Antonio

and co-producer Daniel Talbot, a New York film exhibitor,

were interested in making a film that focused on television

itself, not McCarthyism; most Americans already knew about

McCarthy. De Antonio and Talbot felt that the Hearing was

the most important televised event of the 1950s, and de

Antonio believed that "there has never been anything,

including organized religion, to compare with the media in

this country." He also felt that the McCarthy hearings

defined the decade (Rosenthal, Documentary Conscience 223)

In a January 1964 article in The New York Times . Talbot

talks of a new stage in American politics, coining the word

polimunication, "the use of TV to project in depth

personalities for high offices, " and he states that McCarthy
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was the first star of this new form of mass political drama.

Talbot prophetically concludes that "show business has moved

in on the technique of electing men to office" (Talbot 392-

393)

.

Therefore Point of Order is about rhetorical devices

and television as a means to display them to the mass

population. The filmmakers also believed that Point of

Order was topical, relevant to their early '60s milieu.

Like radical filmmakers and dramatists of the '30s de

Antonio felt that history and the documents of the past

should be explored for their lessons for the present. And

like the Free Cinema group he agreed that documentary should

concern contemporary culture.

Point of Order turned out to be a landmark documentary

as far as form and method were concerned. Actually de

Antonio says he got the idea for his method from pop artist

friends like Rauchenberg and Jasper Johns. He called his

method "junk collage," the editing of fresh footage with

found footage and rejected material from establishment

television and film production companies. Point of Order

involved the compression and arrangement of 188 hours of

original television kinescopes of the hearings into a

ninety-seven-minute film that for de Antonio expressed the

essence and full flavor of the hearings and of the '50s. He

dispensed with voice-over narration completely, letting the

editing of the footage and the statements of the characters

form the film's point of view. Beginning the project in
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1961 and working first in Talbot's apartment and then in de

Antonio's, the filmmaking process took three years to view

the material, to complete acquisition negotiations with CBS,

to review and edit the material, enlarge it to 35-mm, and

then find distribution outlets.

In a Film Comment article about his second film. Rush

^ Judgment , de Antonio speaks clearly, yet cryptically

about the purpose and the subject of Point of Order :

Point of Order is about what most interests
me philosophically—the failure of American
culture. . . . Point of Order was first of
all an attack on the idea of complicity, an
attack on the American Establishment, an
attack on the pusillanimity of the Army. . .

. ("Rush to Judgment" 17)

De Antonio was upset that most critics and viewers saw the

film solely as an attack on McCarthy. It was, of course, an

attack on demagoguery, but it was much more. De Antonio

called McCarthy "the triumph of advertising—saying

absolutely nothing, a triumph of technique over content.

McCarthy was in the business of saying nothing, but doing it

with consummate artistry which McCarthy did have" (17)

.

This concept of technique over content is a very important

and consistent theme in much of de Antonio's work. But

Point Order also makes clear that the chief prosecutor.

Senator Joseph Welch, was just as villainous as McCarthy and

used the same cunning rhetorical methods, although most

viewers saw Welch as a hero. Both men were great actors

with quite effective dramatic abilities, which supplies a
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dramatic interest in the film, the characters themselves.

(Welch actually became a professional actor after his

political career.) Point of Order also makes the point that

the hearings amounted to very little and reached no

significant conclusions, a view de Antonio expresses by

tacking on an invented scene to finish the film, something

like a fictional insert. Point of Order ends with a long

take of an empty hearing room; the hearings had ended with

nothing substantial to say, but McCarthy's career had also

ended.

"Rush to Judgment"

De Antonio claims one of the most important points

about Rush ^ Judgment is that it constitutes a frontal

attack on a major report by an existing government. Made

with author Mark Lane, the film challenges the conduct and

findings of the Warren Commission concerning the

assassination of President Kennedy. De Antonio calls the

film "a plea for the defense, " something Lee Harvey Oswald

never had, and he says his film has a "precise activist

goal: . . . by exposing filmically the errors, omissions and

distortions of the Warren Commission, to press for the re-

opening of the case" ("Rush to Judgment" 3) . The Warren

Commission, the film claims, operated under the

Preconception that Oswald acted alone in shooting the

President from the Book Depository Building, and any
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evidence or testimony that disagreed with that view was

discredited , distorted, or more often omitted from the

records. Evidence in support of that preconception was

gathered and submitted by the FBI, the Secret Service, and

the Dallas Police Department, the very institutions

responsible for the President's safety; no independent fact-

finding group took part in the investigation.

Funding for this type of film is always a problem, but

de Antonio and Lane found support from friends, private

individuals, and from several artists and filmmakers in

England, particular those from the Woodfall film group.

Another salient point concerning the making of this film is

the very real physical danger de Antonio and Lane faced.

Various forms of harassment and intimidation from the FBI

and the Dallas Police Department compounded the problems of

finding and filming witnesses. De Antonio's San Francisco-

based film crew (his regular crew would not accompany him to

Dallas) were so frightened that one of them quit the project

^fter one day, and the others actually would not get into

the car with de Antonio until after he had started it, for

fear of a bomb. They had good reason to fear: witnesses,

peripheral or central, had mysteriously disappeared, been

shot by unknown assailants, had automobile accidents, or

were simply threatened by police or by employers. These

problems foreshadowed the distribution difficulties, which

besides the usual ones included vandalism of theatres booked
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to show the film and phoned threats to potential theatres to

cut open the seats with knives. Apparently the country's

"patriots" did/do not want to consider the complete truth

about the assassination.

Rush to Judgment is considered by some critics to be

technically inferior to Point of Order . That's debatable,

but Judgment adds much to the development and refinement of

de Antonio's characteristic film form that, according to Tom

Waugh, set the model in the ' 60s and beyond for a new

documentary form. The final print of Judgment is composed

of about 80% newly filmed material, mostly interviews with

witnesses not called to testify by the Warren Commission,

and 20% stock footage. Rush to Judgment does have several

textual strengths. It combines the intensity of a courtroom

drama and the excitement and suspense of a detective story.

(It also concerns a still topical, highly emotional event.)

As in the best documentary dramas on stage in the 1960s, the

audience for Judgment must pay close attention to all the

evidence presented, carefully review and reconsider their

beliefs about the assassination, and then make a decision as

to the validity and fairness of the Commission's finding

that Oswald acted alone. The attraction inherent in the

detective-story form first leads the viewers to the

discovery of new facts, ideas, and connections concerning

the murder of the President, and then compels the viewers to

weigh this new evidence in the balance with the Commission's
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claims. The tension between the film's point of view and

the Commission's strengthens Judgment and provides the

dialectic for a structural principle.

This dialectic is also elaborated by the interview

format, and perhaps the greatest strength or value of Rush

to Judgment lies in the rhetorical methods de Antonio has

demonstrated with the interview. Used perhaps more

effectively in In the Year of the Pig , this dialectic

involves present-tense interviews commenting on events of

the past, sometimes as voice-over of images of past events;

the rhetorical strength of hindsight is evoked here as is

the possibility of ironic commentary. The interview,

particularly the long interview as used more in Pig , places

emphasis on the voice and the word, the aural; the audience

is required to work harder, to become more attentive and

active. Also, in Judgment we come to understand that the

personal statements and feelings of ordinary individuals can

have just as much or more rhetorical strength than the

testimony of authorities and experts, while at the same time

evoking a populist quality or sensibility. But as Tom Waugh

points out in his excellent article on de Antonio and the

documentary of the 1970s, de Antonio does not continue to

explore this populist aesthetic in Piq or later films.

("Beyond Verite" 247-248)

Finally, in Judgment de Antonio continues the

development of perhaps his main theme, a theme dominant in
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Point of Order and always present in later works, the

critique of television and the news media. De Antonio

claims that the media have never fully faced the subject of

the assassination or other important events subsequent to

it, and in their operations the media have shirked (or

redefined) their public responsibility:

Television has done an outstanding disservice
to truth, as television almost always does.
Almost without exception, in dealing with any
controversial issue, television seems to take
an Establishment point of view.

I think that the great disservice to this
country is that we are trying everywhere to
get a unanimity of opinion. But the only way
democracy can function is to have a diversity
of opinion. ("Rush to Judgment" 14)

Television had fully familiarized the viewer with the

interview format (and with cinema verite techniques)

.

Therefore, de Antonio mixed television footage and the

interview as the central elements in his collages in order

to call into question these thoroughly familiar forms and to

expose the rhetoric in them, rhetoric in the service of the

power elite that controlled this common communications

device

.

Two Other Films

De Antonio made two other films in this period: That'

s

Action _Is (1965), made for BBC Television, is a

rather impersonal journalistic look at the 1965 election for

mayor of New York. America Is Hard to See (1970) is a film
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calls for more attention than it has received.
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"In the Year of the Pig”

The basic techniques and strategies de Antonio had

developed in his previous films, the compilation of

historical footage edited with present-day interviews and no

controlling narrator, came to fruition in In the Year of the

Pi£. The overall motivation for the film was to put the

American war in Vietnam in its historical context and to

demonstrate that the policies of the United States

government in Vietnam were immoral and evil. De Antonio

says that history is the theme of all his films. The

compilation film is quite possible the best form for

historical study, particularly if recorded events are

recontextualized or removed from the original circumstances

that gave them their meaning.

De Antonio's working process to make Pio is exemplary

of his intellectual approach to documentary filmmaking. He

began by reading nearly two hundred books in French and

English concerning the history of Vietnam, which enabled him

to "find the images." He explains in a Cineaste interview;

Many who do compilation documentaries today
come from an anti-intellectual generation, or
have no historical sense, and they're
motivated primarily by flashy images or
simple prejudices, when what they should be
looking for are historical resonances which
are filmic. (Crowdus and Georgakas 165)
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(This concept of resonance or deep associational power is of

key importance to the study of de Antonio's films, and we

will return to it later.) After doing his homework, he

tacked huge pieces of cardboard onto his office walls and

began to assemble a sort of storyboard for the film, writing

words like "Dien Bien Phu" or abstract concepts like

"torture" or "inhumanity" on the cardboard, and sometimes

pasting pictures on the board. This collage method produced

a rough outline for Pig , given the fact that de Antonio knew

he was going to follow a historical line, which is not

necessarily a chronological one.

Once the rough outline was done, he set out to do the

film research. He traveled to Europe. In London, where he

had many connections and supporters in the Woodfall film

group, he viewed and secured footage from the BBC. In

Paris, he obtained archival material from the French Army;

he also met with delegates from Hanoi and acquired footage,

among which was a film entitled The Life of Ho CM Minh. In

Prague he obtained more footage from the National Liberation

Front and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. Meeting with

Soviets in East Germany he received film of a restaging of

the battle of Dien Bien Phu which he uses in Pig as actual

footage of the battle (although during lectures on the film

de Antonio acknowledges this fiction and cautions viewers to

look closely at the Viet Minh soldiers, because they are
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dressed much too neatly to be in battle) . Finally, he got

some footage from the ABC network in this country.

The last step in obtaining material involved the

interviews shot by de Antonio. For this footage he sought

mostly leftist— but also some conservative—intellectuals,

scholars and journalists, both French and American, and a

variety of others such as religious figures, politicians,

and former government officials. These interviews would

help form the structure of the film, construct its

controlling voice, and function as voice-over for images.

For example, the interviewees provide bits and pieces of a

biography of Ho Chi Minh, or a history of colonialism in

Vietnam, but not in an orderly, easy-to-understand

presentation. The viewer must put the pieces of the

biography or the history together himself by careful, active

Participation in the film, just like a detective putting

together statements and ideas to form a coherent story or

explanation of a crime.

The interviews and archival footage make up de

Antonio's edited finished product. In a Film Quarterly

interview with Bernard Weiner, de Antonio suggests that his

filmmaking method reached its greatest effectiveness to date

in Pig :

Part of what works specifically for me in the
film ... is the technique that I think I
have developed, which is the use of a collage
of people, voices, images, ideas, to develop
a story line or a didactic line.
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uninterrupted by external narration. (Weiner
6 )

Documentary scholars like Bill Nichols and Tom Waugh agree

that this technique was an important and much needed

response to the cinema verite world that dominated

documentary in the 1960s.

The Rhetorical Dieoesis in "In the Year of the Pia”

Because de Antonio had developed a distinctive and

somewhat revolutionary style of documentary by the time he

made In. the Year ojf the Pig , let's attempt a slight

deviation from our heretofore conventional method of

presentation in order to take a different approach to our

study of the rhetorical diegesis in this film. In our study

of T^ we identified and discussed rhetorical devices

as they appeared chronologically, starting with the opening

image and sound of the film. We subsequently placed these

devices within a plane of interaction, the rhetorical

diegesis, to study the effect and power of this rhetorical

plane. In studying Pig our approach, rather than

chronological, will be structured and guided by

relationships, themes, motifs, and key concepts. These

topic areas will focus on the style and set of consistent

themes that de Antonio had established prior to making pjq .

Ultimately, the rhetorical diegesis works for a

cumulative effect. Some films, like The River , are

structured to have their greatest rhetorical impact at the
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end of the film, and these films are motivated to a large

extent by emotional appeal. The diegesis of Pig is more

motivated by intellectual activity (although the film

contains moments of extreme emotion) , and it is not

necessarily dramatically structured to achieve a "big

finish.

"

A Conventional Approach Is Possible

Before beginning our modified approach to the analysis

of Pig, let's keep in mind that a more conventional approach

to study it is possible: the 103-minute film does have a

historical structure that can be broken into discrete

sequences. Roughly, a short opening sequence presents

thematic material that will be taken up in the film along

a strong, resonant image that will reappear later to

take on a stronger symbolic meaning. The second sequence, a

major one, concerns the French presence in Vietnam and

colonialism in general, ending with the French defeat at

Dien Bien Phu. The third sequence deals with how the United

States became involved in Vietnam, focusing on the

government of Ngo Dinh Diem and his family and the

insurrection against them. The fourth sequence concerns our

growing military involvement and the arguments for and

against it. The fifth contains standard footage of combat

and other American military operations in the field. The

final major sequence concerns the election of Nguyen Van
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Thieu as President of South Vietnam, the start of attempts

at negotiations to end the war, interviews with Westerners

who had visited North Vietnam, and a profile of the North

Vietnamese people and their war effort. The final image of

the film, an American Civil War soldier, is a repeat of the

still image that remained on-screen for a full ten seconds

to open the film.

Considerations of Overlap and Other Generalities

Our four topic areas—themes, key concepts,

relationships, and motifs—overlap considerably. Indeed,

these topics contain the interconnections, intertextuality,

and density of a de Antonio film. No doubt this overlapping

produces much of the resonance of his works. For example,

the history theme also involves historiography and the

process of recording history. Similarly, the key concept

of dialectics is very important in considering relationships

between parts of the film. And a motif may develop into a

theme or a structuring element (which involves editing)

.

Setting aside considerations of overlap, some general

distinguishing characteristics of each of the four topic

areas can be posited. Themes include ideas that have been a

consistent concern in other de Antonio films . Key concepts

are often statements de Antonio himself or film critics have

made in connection with his work. Motifs are simply

recurring images and sounds, although not so simply these
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motifs take on accretions of meaning. How these themes,

concepts, and motifs are expressed is the province of

relationships, both between shots and between elements

within shots. These rough distinctions made, let's move on

to specific examples and focused discussions, keeping in

mind that our analysis is not exhaustive and that material

not discussed in one section may be considered in another.

Some Specific Thematic Examples

A dominant theme in de Antonio's films of the 1960s is

that the government cannot be trusted, and also by logical

extension the means of communication it uses cannot be

trusted. Pig underscored what Americans who saw the film in

1969 (after Tet) were coming to realize: the war is not

going forward as we have been told, there is no light at the

end of the tunnel. De Antonio discredits the government and

the military in several ways. Usually he uses contradictory

or contrasting juxtapositions. The viewer sees General

Westmoreland at a press conference, flags behind him and

government seal on the podium, telling everyone that we are

treating Viet Cong and North Vietnamese prisoners fairly and

humanely. Cut to an image of a bound enemy prisoner lying

on the ground (with Westmoreland voice-over) who is being

kicked and beaten with a rifle butt. In another short

sequence concerning the Gulf of Tonkin incident, the viewer

sees and hears Hubert Humphrey at a press conference say we
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were attacked and Secretary McNamara say we were innocently

cruising international waters; then cut to other congressmen

who state that our ships were spying, and a crew-member says

in an interview that there was no attack on the ships at

all. Whom or what should the viewer believe?

Sometimes de Antonio uses a longer sequence to undercut

the American government's credibility. The sequence

concerning the Diem regime is a good example. It begins

with Senator Joe McCarthy speaking in Congress, making wild

assertions about the domino theory. The next shot has John

Foster Dulles, a major shaper of American policy in Vietnam,

echoing McCarthy's scare tactics. Given the viewers' ideas

associated with McCarthy, this juxtaposition certainly

damages the credibility of Dulles (and he does come off in

the film as a dummy) . The next sequence in this collage

moves to shots of the Geneva Convention and the settlement

to end the French Indochina War (an agreement the U. S.

supported but curiously did not sign) . An article of the

S9^66ment, read by a narrator (de Antonio?) over images of

arriving delegates, states that no foreign army shall again

occupy Vietnam or build any new military bases there. The

viewer then sees Diem in Washington, being given a head-of-

state ceremonial welcome by Eisenhower, who heaps praises on

Diem and his anti-Communist democratic government in

Vietnam. Then comes the testimony of French scholars,

journalists, American congressmen, and a CIA official who
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claim Diem's government was corrupt, dictatorial,

repressive, murderous, inefficient—a puppet government

hated by the vast majority of Vietnamese. Intercut with

these interviews and public statements are shots of Madame

Nhu which skillfully portray her pathological lust for

power. When the insurrection comes and just before the Diem

family are assassinated, the U. S. withdraws its support of

Diem.

Regarding the history theme in Pig , de Antonio imposes

a historical order (things that happened in a given period

of time) , not chronological, which reduces the seductive

power of cause-effect narration and promotes a more active,

intellectual viewer participation. He uses historical

documents (both audiovisual and printed) to plan and make

his films, and when editing them with his other footage he

creates his own historical document and forms his own

interpretation or understanding of history. His

understanding is not the complete historical truth, but the

important point is his suggestion that the meaning of

history and historical events is constructed, mediated,

never complete, always in flux. An essential consideration

here is who are producing the documents, and what means and

representational forms are being used to communicate them to

the public in order to confer or fabricate meaning. De

Antonio is fascinated with historiography, a topic taken up

more fully in the television paragraph that follows. Of the
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multitude of historical events available for presentation,

de Antonio particularly likes to focus on spectacles or on

small occurrences that make major statements of a greater

reality. His use of historical personages and topical

figures enables him to connect history with the present,

especially when the historical documents are intercut with

interviews with contemporaries. Herein lies de Antonio's

belief in the value of historical study: for lessons for the

present and for analysis of two social-political time

periods, the time the event was recorded and the time of the

historian studying it. "For de Antonio," says Tom Waugh,

"history is neither therapeutic or cathartic, nor, worse

still, a paradigm of the moral relativity of human acts— it

is instructive" ("Beyond Verite" 257)

.

Is there a sequence in Pig that exhibits how the

meaning of history or historical events is constructed? Any

sequence of shots, long or short, usually organized

dialectically, demonstrates the process of meaning

formation. In the military field-operations sequence, the

viewer sees, with the commanding officer's voice-over,

ground troops--some eager, others not so sure—being told

they're going to get what they have wanted, a search and

destroy mission. Cut to the CIA official explaining in an

interview the objectives of this type of mission (to find

and kill the enemy) . Some battle footage follows: ground

forces phone in a napalm attack on a section of jungle, the
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soldiers destroy a South Vietnamese village's food supply,

and then burn the village to the ground. We see

destruction—but of the enemy? This search and destroy

sequence speaks volumes about the Vietnam War, why the U. S.

lost it, why it was protested. The sequence continues. De

Antonio presents ABC news documentary footage of the

operations of a Chinook helicopter gunship, complete with

the commanding officer's explanations (in interview and

voice-over) and an awesome demonstration of its firepower.

Then the viewer sees a bulldozer destroying a village, the

inhabitants--many women and children--taken prisoner, and

then de Antonio's interview with Senator Thruston Morton,

who says the U. S. Army is operating concentration camps in

Vietnam (Morton was a Republican and the leader of Nixon's

campaign committee.) By now the meaning of the war may have

changed for the viewer, certainly for the one in 1969. As

another example of the process of meaning construction, de

Antonio's placing the American war in Vietnam within the

historical context of the French presence in Vietnam also

alters the viewer's understanding of the war as well as of

other things--like colonialism.

A third de Antonio theme concerns television both in

itself and in connection with historiography. De Antonio

rarely misses an opportunity to excoriate commercial

television and the news media, and he has made his views

emphatically clear in interviews, writings, and films.
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There is nothing as bad that's happened
concerning the war as the networks' coverage
of it, because it seems as if they're
covering the war whereas in fact they're not.
The networks have made the American people,
in a final way, comfortable with the war--
because it appears between commercials,
everyday [the power of editing!]; it's become
part of our quotidian existence, like armpit
commercials. There's never the question
asked, "Why are we doing this? What is this
war about?" (Weiner 7)

De Antonio's interest in cutting room outtakes as collage

material stems from his distrust of the news media; these

outtakes, organized by a structuring principle, could

present a coherent, meaningful, yet different view of

history, and no doubt an important view since it would be

constructed from material deemed not "worthy" of

transmission to the public. "The real history of the United

States in the Cold War is out-takes. The networks shoot but

don't televise the raw spots which reveal," says de Antonio

in the Weiner interview.

The Formation of Motifs

An interesting motif in P iq is formed by the various

materials used to construct a biographical profile of Ho Chi

Minh. Several recurring images and interviewees contribute

to this portrait while at the same time form some central

themes in the film. The construction of Ho begins the

French colonial sequence. A French intellectual, a

journalist, and a buddhist scholar speak of Ho and his early

life while images of the Vietnamese countryside and village
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life serve to link him intimately to that life. The

buddhist scholar, Paul Mus, professor at Yale, stresses Ho's

connection to the "sacred earth" of Vietnam and to peasant

life in the villages. Mus quotes a Confucian proverb about

the real value of land and food. Then cut to Senator

Morton, who calls Ho "the George Washington of his country,

"

a resonant, analogizing reference to the American

Revolutionary War. Ho is also delineated by comparison with

other government leaders in Pig . He is not like Diem and

the Nhu family, not like American politicians and military

officers double-talking their way through press conferences

and congressional hearings. Mus, with his deep voice and

charming French accent, adds to Ho's construction with

personal anecdotes of Ho that connect him to Confucian

proverbs and emphasize his exemplary life. The associations

with Confucius greatly enrich the portrait of Ho.

The film had opened with the image of an American Civil

War soldier followed by a picture of a 1776 document

praising freedom and independence. The Civil War reference

is elaborated during the film to become a motif and a theme.

The narrator of a British newsreel of the insurrection

against Diem calls the fighting a civil war. Later,

President Kennedy is quoted by a former Kennedy adviser as

saying the insurrection is Vietnam's war; Kennedy did not

want to go to war or to bomb the North. In the months prior

to his assassination Kennedy had begun a phased withdrawal
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of the 16,000 troops in Vietnam. (In Rush to Judgment Mark

Lane implies that the secret to Kennedy's assassination lies

in the President's reluctance to prosecute the war.) The

civil war motif becomes not only a theme and an effective

analogy but also a view of the Vietnam War in direct

opposition to the U. S. government's professed standing.

First Key Concept: Technique over Content

Beginning with de Antonio's first film, the idea of

technique over content has been an important and consistent

concern. This point sparked his chief argument with many

cinema verite filmmakers, that they were too enamored with

their techniques of filmmaking and trusted them completely

to reveal objective truth. In a 1982 Film Quarterly

interview (with himself), de Antonio explains:

Technique has become substance. We are
hollow enough so we admire how we do it. The
how becomes the what. It is our sin, the
modern sin. Technique as an end in itself.
The point is to get elected, not to get
elected for something. ("The Self and the
Other" 7)

This concept became a central theme of Point of Order :

McCarthy had devised a technique to scare the American

people (so that they would approve of billions of dollars

spent for military security) , and his chief prosecutor at

the hearing, Joseph Welch (who went on to become an actor in

movies and to have his own television show)
, used similar

techniques and "acting" talents to bring down the demagogue.
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McCarthy's methods were turned against himself. "I mean,

this has something to say about American life, " de Antonio

says, concerning Welch's later acting career, "and it's

contained in the film" (Weiner 8) . When de Antonio talks

about technique over content, he's of course talking about

rhetoric over content. It's not so much what you say that

counts; it's how you say it that gets you the things you

want

.

How is technique over content relevant to or presented

in Pig ? Almost all the American politicians and statesmen

in the film have a practiced and forceful technique of

delivery, but the content of what they say is undercut and

discredited by de Antonio's editing. One particular

sequence that highlights rhetoric begins with Senator Morton

talking about the "military-industrial alliance" in America

and how it influences policy; he mentions Vietnam as a case

in point, citing the fact that already more bombs have been

dropped on Vietnam than by all the Allies in WWII. He

concludes with a rhetorical question: "How silly can you

get?" An answer follows that highlights rhetoric (while the

content is indeed silly)

.

A military color guard marches

into a crowded auditorium and onto the stage. Shots of this

ceremony are intercut with a speech at some patriotic rally

by General Curtis LeMay and a press interview with General

Mark Clark. Every statement LeMay makes, however inane, is

applauded by his audience. ("We must humanely fight this
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war, until every Vietnamese is destroyed and not a brick

left standing.") Clark's answers to reporters' questions

are full of sweeping generalities and oversimplifications

(remember Clark in John Huston's San Pietro ?) . although the

sea of microphones and the popping flashbulbs make him

appear worthy of attention. The techniques and

accoutrements of rhetoric become obvious and emphasized by

editing while the substantial issues— like what's the

background of this war and why are we getting in it?--are

untouched in these ceremonies, speeches, and spectacles.

Second Key Concept: Getting the Establishment to Undress

Another key concept is what de Antonio calls "getting

the opposition or the Establishment to undress for you,

"

that is, to have someone associated with a group opposed to

the filmmaker's point of view make statements that actually

support the filmmaker's view. One example in Pig is

Harrison Salisbury, Assistant Managing Editor of The New

Times , who had visited North Vietnam. When he

introduces himself, the viewer assumes this member of the

Establishment will speak in favor of the government's war

policies, but he doesn't. Between clips of Humphrey and

McNamara stating that civilian targets are not being hit,

Salisbury tells of thousands of civilians being killed by

the bombings. A better and more extensively used example of

the Establishment undressing is Senator Thruston Morton. He
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was a high-ranking Republican, a former commander of a

destroyer, a millionaire, and leader of Nixon's campaign

committee (the secret to his anti-Johnson Administration

comments?) . Yet his comments, evoked in an interview with

de Antonio, are in line with the filmmaker's view of the

war, like the comparison of Ho to George Washington or the

statement about concentration camps. If any radical or

protester says these things, his words are discounted or

dismissed and don't carry nearly the force they do if an

opposition member says them. Incidentally, de Antonio

criticized the Newsreel groups for not using this tactic.

Presenting the views of those whose opinions can be taken

for granted does little to convince those who must be

reached, the unconverted

Third Key Concept: Collage

De Antonio's pop artist friends, like Rauchenberg and

Jasper Johns, familiarized him with the concept of collage,

which he applied to his filmmaking. (He also claims an

influence from dadaism.) Collages usually have an

underlying structuring principle, and for de Antonio his

political stance and thematic concerns provide the guide for

his approach to his chosen material. "As

filmmaker/historian, he pioneered the compilation film as

oollage junk, shaping interviews and television outtakes

into dense film analyses that transformed the empty, surface
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readings of their mass-media sources" (Tajima 86)

.

(This

statement recalls the technique over content issue and the

critique of television. De Antonio says that "television

and the Cold War took the content out of documentary.")

Just as pop artists used everyday items and "found" material

to break the barrier separating art and life, de Antonio

uses television images, found footage, and his own freshly

filmed material to expose the rhetoric of those in power.

Fourth Key Concept: Brecht

Discussing the collage method leads to another

important consideration, the Brechtian qualities of de

Antonio's works. In speaking specifically of his second

film. Rush to Judgment . but applicable to most of his works,

de Antonio called his films "a kind of Brechtian cinema,

it's the theatre of fact, it's the theatre of argument, it's

the theatre of judicial investigation, the theatre of

attacks on the Establishment and government" ("Rush to

Judgment" 3) . Just as Brecht advocated for drama, de

Antonio's films constitute a cinema of intelligence and

involve the analysis of social problems. The appeal is to

reason rather than emotion, although emotions can be

involved. His films are admittedly didactic and politically

committed. The audience is made to confront something and

is forced to make decisions. The dialectical principle

plays a pivotal role in the structuring of de Antonio's
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films, for example, producing clashes between different

forms of historical documents and the actuality of

interviewee testimony. At the same time dialectics places

emphasis on process itself, which works to make clearer that

history or historical change is a process in terms of

ideological conflict and class struggle, just as meaning

construction and assignment are also ideological processes.

As a method of historical study, particularly history

recorded on film, dialectics offers an effective way to

arrive at a certain degree of personal truth as well as a

different perspective of a historical event. Finally, de

Antonio produces an alienation effect or distanciation in

his works by removing footage from its original context and

recontextualizing it, thereby creating meaning and

understanding heretofore unrealized.

Fifth Key Concept: Viewer Participation

Many of the Brechtian characteristics concern audience

reception, and active viewer participation is a requirement

in de Antonio's films. The viewer must study the film

intently rather than passively let it wash over him; he must

make connections in order to reach a point of recognition or

revelation, which should create some satisfaction even if

the revelation is disturbing. This viewer engagement de

Antonio called "democratic didacticism":

The goal of a truly didactic work is to go
beyond that [shouting slogans in the street]
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and to suggest the "why." I like to describe
my own feelings as democratic with a small d,
which means that if you don't want to teach
things to people but to reveal things to
them, you will permit them then to arrive at
the same conclusion as yourself. That's a
democratic didacticism, without having to say
"firstly, secondly, thirdly." And that's why
I insist on the word "reveal." (qtd. in
Waugh, "Beyond Verite" 244-45)

In Pig , the biography of Ho, for example, or the reasons why

the French and the American efforts in Vietnam failed are

presented in the give and take of interviews and footage;

the viewer must put these ideas together to form his

interpretation and understanding. "I've always thought that

it's wrong to explain things to audiences," says de Antonio.

"The material is there, and interpretations can be made"

(Weiner 9)

.

This attitude explains his discarding of voice-over

narration. "There is something in narration that to me is

inherently fascist and condescending in the sense that you

are telling other people what it is they are looking at

while they are looking at it. If the film works you do not

have to narrate it, it narrates itself" (Rosenthal,

Documentary Conscience 209)

.

In Pig , a British newsreel of

the insurrection against Diem has a voice-over narrator

telling the viewer of bloody fighting in the streets of

Saigon while the viewer sees civilians and military

personnel fighting in the streets of Saigon. As is typical

in news industry films, the "why" for the fighting is not

given; the effects get the attention, not the real causes.
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De Antonio presents material that offers an explanation for

the fighting.

Sixth Key Concept: Preconceptions

The question of preconceptions calls forth significant

points of debate. De Antonio openly admits his films are

prejudiced, but also affirms that that does not make them

false. His political beliefs and the extensive amount of

research he does before filming produce preconceived ideas,

and from them he formulates questions that will elicit the

answers he already has in mind. To discredit his films as

subjective accounts rather than objective has little force

because no film can be totally objective nor can it be

ideologically neutral, and a filmmaker who admits his biases

and makes no claim to objectivity is more trustworthy than

one who does claim neutrality or impartiality, such as the

network television news shows. Television itself is

predicated on preconceptions of the audience and on selling

products. Its accounts of news events (history) are

necessarily subjective because of these preconceived

operating principles.

Seventh Key Concept: Microcosms

De Antonio is constantly searching for that one act or

that one enclosed event that is representative of a much

greater reality. The idea of presenting a microcosm so that
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a larger, more complex situation can be understood has been

a rhetorical device since Vertov, Ivens, and the '30s

documentaries. De Antonio claims that the sequence in Pig

where a group of French aristocrats arrive by rickshaw at a

sidewalk cafe illustrates the concept (and reality) of

colonialism better than several chapters of a book could.

When one of the rickshaw "drivers" asks for payment, he is

haughtily told to move on by a Moroccan (wearing a fez)

doorman

.

Perhaps the most far-reaching microcosmic sequence in

Pih is that of the burning monk, Quang Due. It is certainly

the strongest, most indelible image. The act was in protest

of the Diem regime. With an interviewee's voice-over (Roger

Hillsman, former State Department representative in Vietnam)

remembering the day, the viewer sees the actual footage of a

fellow monk dousing Quang Due with gasoline, and then

igniting him. The burning monk sat in the lotus position,

in the middle of the street, aflame, smelling of gasoline

and burning flesh, unflinching for ten minutes, Hillsman

says, while people fell on their knees in reverence. People

claimed to have seen the face of Buddha in the flames and

smoke. This event, says Hillsman, had enormous political

consequences. Quang Due's act became a microcosm of the

resolve of the Vietnamese people, a resolve that is

connected to the sacredness of the land and the spiritual

strength of Buddhism—concepts that Westerners cannot
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understand, concepts that defeated the United States

military.

Relationships Between and Within Shots: The Interview

The interview is a dominant element certainly in de

Antonio's works but also in contemporary documentary films

and television as well. The use of interviewees for voice-

over alleviated some of the persistent problems associated

with the Voice-of-God narrator, such as its authoritarian

nature and its restrictive didacticism. An important

consideration in assessing the effectiveness of interviews

is the status of the interviewee and his relationship to the

subject of the film. Is he or she an ordinary citizen, a

witness-participant, or an expert? Is he already familiar

to most viewers? To what extent can he be trusted? Can the

comments of a Green Beret deserter be trusted more than

those of a military analyst working in a government think

tank in Washington? De Antonio usually uses interviews in

counterpoint to images or to other interviews, and in so

doing he solves what Bill Nichols says is the most important

consideration in using interviews: to maintain the gap

between the voice/comments of the interviewee and the

distinct textual voice of the film as a whole. Some

documentarians merely let the interviewee's ideas be the

ideas of the film. In Pig the clash of ideas and images

produces the film's textual voice. A present-day
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interviewee can also give some degree of contemporary

resonance to historical documents in a compilation film.

Other important elements in the interview format are

whether the interviewee looks off camera, presumably at the

interviewer, or directly into the camera; whether he's shot

in close-up or medium shot; and whether his voice, gestures,

and appearance are somehow compelling. The background

setting for interviews should also be noted. In Pig , the

scholars de Antonio interviews speak to us from a room with

minimal or no background material other than a blank wall.

Our attention is directed toward their words, facial

expressions, and body language. Other interviewees speak

from within their social situation: for example, journalists

are often in the streets and military officers are in the

war arena. The historical document interviews are usually

staged, media events like press conferences or speeches

before government bodies. De Antonio's present-day

interviews with scholars and experts seem more effective

because they are removed by place and time; a calm, studied,

intellectual atmosphere prevails as opposed to comments made

within one s social situation, like a war zone, or in a

setting where visual and aural rhetoric is so common, like

press conferences and political meetings.
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Conclusion: The Rhetorical Dieaesis
in "In the Year of the Pia"

"Structure and resonance are coefficients of the film

of content," states de Antonio, discussing Pudovkin's view

of the building of a film through editing.

And when it [the film of content] works,
there is resonance--not only between one shot
and another but between one strip and
another, between one scene and another; and
like the idea of correspondence in the poetry
of Donne, there is resonance between the film
and that which exists outside the film. . . .

Films which are "products" customarily lack
resonance, are supermarket cake and icing.
(Weiner 10)

Structure and resonance are the two constant values in

a film of content. "Editing is still the heart of the

political film," de Antonio says. "Structure is all."

("The Self and the Other" 30) For de Antonio, the

ciislsctical structure is the one of choice. It has more

creative energy than a linear narrative or dramatic one has.

Narrative structure has power, as does dramatic structure,

but it's a power that ultimately cannot be trusted by the

viewer. As de Antonio says, narrative is fascistic and

condescending. It takes the viewer where it wants him to go

it determines the path. The dialectical structure

promotes more active viewer participation, especially

intellectually. It generates or reveals new meaning, often

through contrastive editing that undercuts or amplifies the

material in two shots or sequences. Dialectics offers

another way of viewing history, not as completely linear.
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natural, inevitable. The study of structure also reveals

the value of recontextualization and the importance of

getting a fresh perspective.

The meaning of resonance as de Antonio uses it is

illustrated by the ripple effect. If an image, scene, or

sequence is resonant, it has wide-ranging intertextuality

and deep, multiple associational powers. The film of

content has resonance with realities outside the film. It

relates directly and indirectly to contemporary culture. It

has resonance produced by the viewer's preconceptions and

any revelations or recognitions he might experience. The

viewer is moved intellectually as well as experientially; he

is started on a synaptic path of enlightenment. (The film

of content rejuvenates "tired," familiar images.)

The structure and resonance de Antonio speaks of create

the cumulative effect of the rhetorical diegesis.



A CONSIDERATION OF THE DOCUFICTION
MODE OF ADDRESS IN SIXTY MINUTES

To conclude this study, we will apply our established

method of analysis to a current television show. Sixty

Minutes , in order to identify its rhetorical diegesis and

the elements operating within it. This application will

demonstrate our method's viability for the study of any

television show that uses elements of the documentary form.

Various implications arise by placing the study of the

rhetoric of Sixty Minutes in sequence with the other

political films examined, but those implications will remain

unexplored at this time. Also, this concluding chapter

primarily attempts to apply our method to the Sixty Minutes

format in general and then to a specific episode, and does

not include a lengthy background section as the previous

chapters did.

A distinction must be drawn between docudrama and

docufiction, both forms having a history of strong political

motivation and commitment. Docudramas (story documentaries)

and re-enactments are presented with clearly recognizable

dramatic form and structure, often with actors recreating an

actual event. The docufiction mode of Sixty Minutes doesn't

tell a story or present a drama in the conventional

307
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narrative sense; it retains the documentary look,

particularly by using the interview format and a direct

address narrator whose authority is popularly recognized.

Granted, a story that involves drama and emotion is put

together and projected, but the viewer feels he is putting

the story together himself rather than having it unfold

before him as in docudrama. Therefore, the viewer

experiences a strong (but deceptive) sense of reality mainly

because the story he links together conforms, either in

agreement or opposition, to his ideological beliefs. As we

identify the rhetorical elements interacting in a Sixty

Minutes segment, we will see that the show's format in fact

is a carefully crafted hybrid of fictional narrative and

documentary film devices.

Today Sixty Minutes and a growing number of shows like

it continue to evolve the docufiction form within the medium

of television, bringing this mode with its history of

political usage into the popular culture, indeed into our

homes seven days a week. Because television must reach the

largest audience possible in order to satisfy advertisers,

it must both inform and entertain; the news show is no

exception. The formula to achieve this objective involves

shaping the news show, without compromising journalistic

responsibility, according to the attributes of drama and

structure, conflict, problem and solution, rising

action, etc. in short, the attributes of narrative.
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Television is not only a medium, it is an institution. It

plays a powerful role in how we perceive the world and

assign meaning to it.

The interplay of narrative and documentary devices

constructs an integrated plane of action and exposition. In

narrative fiction films, the diegesis is the imaginary world

fabricated by the narrative, including events and actions

accepted as a natural part of the spatio-temporal continuum

of this world even if not shown on the screen. The concept

of the rhetorical diegesis, also a fabrication, refers to

that plane of activity where rhetorical elements are

arranged and exposition is supported. The diegesis of Sixty

Minutes is a hybrid of these two planes, with each one

working to organize the exposition and to determine meaning

and effect. Since Sixty Minutes , like de Antonio, takes a

discernable position in the issues it presents, the

narrativization of the text functions rhetorically, as does

the show' s documentary appearance which evokes a sense of

objectivity and truthfulness commonly associated with

socially responsible television journalism. The

nsrrativized text also positions the viewer in a certain

mode of reception that affects his perception and

understanding of the story. That a particular event

happened is a fact, but how that event is interpreted and

represented is a product of ideology. An account becomes
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one of many possible accounts, and the line separating fact

and fiction becomes fluid.

Specific models for the study of narrative structure

have been derived by such scholars as Propp, Todorov,

Barthes, and Levi-Strauss . Interested primarily in how

narrative advances, Propp analyzed one hundred Russian folk

tales and divided narrative structure into six sequential

sections that contain a total of thirty-two narrative

functions within a hero/villain matrix. Todorov' s model

emphasizes the social rather than the individual and is

pai^ticularly useful in studying news reports of social

stability and disruption. Based on an

equilibrium/disequilibrium/new equilibrium structure, this

model exposes ideology, either by comparing the beginning

and ending states or by studying what agents are cast in the

roles of stabilizer/hero and disrupter/villain. Barthes

later work, beginning with S/Z, shifts emphasis from the

structure of the text to how meaning is constructed in the

negotiations between writer and reader, both of whom bring

various and individual voices or discourses to bear in that

negotiation. Barthes organizes these various voices into

five codes which are applicable to any mass communications

or popular culture text. Interested in how irreconcilable

opposites are somehow resolved and accepted, Levi-Strauss'

s

study of cultural myths led to his model based on binary

opposites like good versus evil or law and order versus
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lawlessness. These various models help to understand how

narrative works, but they also could be said to provide a

structure for our understanding of reality.

Notably, most of these models emphasize a beginning

element that entails a relationship with its natural

opposite, and then usually a cause/effect structure supplies

the progression from opening to closure. Cause and effect

promotes a seamless continuity and a smooth coherence that

satisfies our natural desire for order. The sole aim of

narrative, says novelist and translator of the bible

Reynolds Price, is "compulsion of belief in an ordered

world." This concept of an ordered world is ultimately a

fiction, though, (albeit a necessary fiction, perhaps)

because the order is not natural or absolute but is imposed

by artificial and arbitrary systems like religion,

philosophy, or language. Our interpretation of reality is

constructed by discourses just like a Sixty Minutes story

is. Cause and effect and continuity editing make it

virtually impossible to insert something into the flow of

the text or to question it. All the narrative elements add

up to a closure which reinforces man's belief in a purpose

and meaning in life. This narrative structure, which is

essentially that of realism, instills a way of thinking and

acting. Narrative is discursive, teleological, and self-

explanatory. It progresses logically to its predetermined

end, creating a sense of naturalness and truthfulness. As
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part of the hybrid diegesis of Sixty Minutes , narrative is a

discourse— it takes part in the construction of meaning

and functions as a rhetorical strategy. Once again,

narrative as a form of exposition does not necessarily

explain anything except itself.

The other contributor to the hybrid diegesis of Sixty

Minutes is the documentary mode of direct address, highly

preferred by news shows and political films. Just as

narrative is the simplest mode to follow in the organization

of information, direct address is the most effective method

in guiding the viewer through the text, as in the

documentaries of Lorentz; direct address also discourages

the kind of active meaning-making the viewer is forced to do

in de Antonio films, cinema-verite and self-reflexive

documentaries, or in those direct address films that use

counterpoint of image and verbal track. In direct address,

the verbal sound track is usually more important than the

images or other tracks.

The narrator or anchor provides the context and the

theme of each Sixty Minutes story. His introduction of the

topic sets the boundaries for the story, its beginning and

its ending, leaving the middle open for the text in orderly

fashion to prove him right and enhance his authoritative

power. He truly does "anchor" the meanings of the text

while closing off other meanings. He is a familiar, popular

figure that we trust, like the ancient story-tellers of oral
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myths; he possesses the knowledge we desire and he promises

us the pleasure of knowing. So, motivations common to

fictional narrative—order, desire, identity, recognition,

pleasure--are already at work as the anchor, looking

straight at us as in intimate conversation in our living

rooms, begins his report. His report is based on a factual

event, but certain details are elaborated to support the

show's point of view. We know this and yet want to watch

the story logically unfold; we unwittingly or not accept the

show's hybridization of factual and fictional presentational

elements, and we react upon this (con) fusion.

The narrator of Sixty Minutes can also become a

character in his own story, as we see him on location (he

was there, he must know) , talking to eye witnesses and

active participants. The interviewee becomes an effective

agent of support for the narrator' s theme; he also moderates

the heavy didacticism often associated with the direct

address narrator. As a participant in the event the

interviewee embodies moral or ethical qualities, like

trustworthiness. His testimony accompanies images of

illustration and sometimes serves as a bridge to the next

shot, although the narrator usually performs the important

^'^iting function, guiding us into the upcoming shot and

telling us how to view it, sometimes leading by a rhetorical

question that is promptly answered or by a direct question

to the interviewee whose answer we get within the interview
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situation or as voice-over with images of illustration.

Continuity editing established, cause and effect exposition

begins. The bridging between shots is carefully plotted,

but this obvious construction is not so obvious when one

watches the film story for the first time as the viewer is

swept along. The Sixty Minutes image track has clear

spatio-temporal demarcations or shifts that would disrupt

the fictional narrative diegesis, but in Sixty Minutes

continuity is controlled by the verbal sound track—which

significantly is the major expository track. The hybrid

diegesis is working very effectively here, as the power of

narrative structure and the expectations created are

strengthened by the salient advantages of direct address

documentary

.

To apply some of these general observations to a Sixty

Minutes episode, we will focus on a segment concerning

Vietnam; entitled "The Enemy, " it first appeared in March

'89 and was rerun in August with Morley Safer reporting that

". . . some people were angered by it," presumably by the

sympathy it tried to generate, in the spirit of humanism,

for the former enemy. The direct address narrator clarifies

the theme and establishes the controlling perspective. The

first two paragraphs of Morley' s exposition lead up to the

topic sentence at the conclusion of each, a sort of emphatic

parallel to the narrative's cause-effect structure with

closure. These two sentences state the story's main points:
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first, that the war stories the American vets visiting Hanoi

heard were "hauntingly similar" to their own; and second,

that although Washington and Hanoi refuse to recognize each

other and many Americans still regard Vietnam an enemy, the

men and women who fought the war are willing to sit down and

listen to the other side. "Maybe the rest of us should

listen, too," Morley says, using the pronoun us to further

link viewers to his perspective. The framework is set: the

beginning tells us the end the story will work toward, and

narrative's persuasive power of self-explanation is in

place. Morley' s introductory remarks also contain a number

of lures and other narrative structuring elements identified

by Propp and Barthes. Levi-Strauss' model, the resolution

of irreconcilable opposites as portrayed in cultural myths.

Particularly accommodates the relationship of two enemies.

The good versus evil abstaction essential to the

construction of the myth of the enemy as an inferior,

subhuman creature that deserves to be killed, is countered

in this segment by showing the common humanity of the

Vietnamese in concrete characters.

The interview that forms the touchstone of the text has

Morley talking to Nguyen Nuoc Hung, teacher, former foot

soldier, common man. Through his recount of actual

experiences and an accretion of personality traits, Mr. Hung

becomes a narrative character that functions to humanize the

enemy as well as to supply voice-over verification of non-
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sync images. Mr. Hung is portrayed as a sort of Vietnamese

Everyman. Drafted as a student, he fulfilled his military

duty out of love for his country and for its fight for

independence; now a veteran he teaches English at a Foreign

Language School and moonlights at night to support his wife

and two children. His voice is very soft, his English

carefully— sometimes poetically—spoken. He speaks

sensitively of his friends who died in the war or who still

suffer from it. His humanity gains our respect, and we

trust his seemingly unrehearsed answers—although he is

never allowed to look us in the eye; only the all-knowing

narrator has that privilege. The familiar narrator gazes

into our living rooms, and our identification is chiefly

with him.

Other characters arouse our sympathy through emotional

appeal that is heightened by the apparent spontaneity of the

interview and also by background iconography that functions

like mise-en-scene in fiction films. Mr. Hung's interview

is with a plain white background (his words and voice are

important and must receive our full attention) . Meanwhile,

a physician and former member of the Viet Cong is

interviewed in a park with children in the background— she

speaks of her child who died in the jungle during the war.

A final character is American Bill Baldwin, one of the vets

visiting Vietnam. Haunted by a buddy he watched die and now

cannot remember the soldier's name. Bill Baldwin is perhaps
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the interviewee we identify with the most. The final image

of the story is of him at the Vietnam Memorial in

Washington, after learning the forgotten name. He is

weeping. His voice-over tells us that for him the nightmare

is finally over. The point here is that in Sixty Minutes

character and character identification, two key elements in

the study of narrative, are constructions that take their

form and gain authenticity with elements of the documentary

format. The consolidated power of the hybrid diegesis

functions effectively here to move the viewer toward the

preferred reading.

The Sixty Minutes format is very powerful, and is quite

similar to our daily television news programs. Concluding

this entire study with a look at Sixty Minutes illustrates

the main purpose of the study: to present a methodology for

the analysis of documentary forms in order to understand

better how they convey ideas, emotions, knowledge. This

method involves the concept of the rhetorical diegesis.

Once this concept and methodology are understood and

practiced, they both become or form a text in the Barthesian

sense discussed in the "Preface." This text cuts across; it

can be applied to several everyday situations since rhetoric

is involved in so many of our daily experiences. It is

particularly relevant to the relationship of teacher and

student

.
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